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SECTION 1.0.

1.0. INTRODUCTION.

Options seriously considered for the isolation of high-level nuclear wastes that involve geologic media

differ primarily in emplacement technique and location. Of these options, emplacement in a deep, exca-

vated cavity, or geologic repository, is the currently favored method.

The most likely means of returning radionuclides from a sealed geologic repository to the biosphere is

by dissolution and transport of the radionuclides by groundwater. The potential hazard from buried ra-

dionuclides, therefore, depends primarily upon three important aspects: a) the amount and rate of supply

of radionuclides to the groundwater; b) the pathways and rate of groundwater movement; and c) the de-

gree of geochemical retardation imposed by the geologic media.

The assessment of sites possibly suitable for a geologic repository must involve a critical evaluation

of: a) the performance of the existing geologic system; b) the probable future performance of the natural

system, taking into consideration evolutionary changes and potentially disruptive events; and c) the distur-

bance to the natural system caused by excavation, waste emplacement, sealing, and the presence thereafter

of the waste facility. The assessment of risk is possible only if reasonable predictions can be made regard-

ing the repository environment. Because actual tests and demonstrations of repository system behavior

cannot be conducted under various changing conditions over representative periods of time, mathematical

models must be used to evaluate the long-term behavior of the system.

Traditionally, the scientific community, concerned with development of technology to be used for pur-

poses of achieving the disposal of radioactive materials, considered the repository siting options but only

in a context of "stable geologic formations", situated in "tectonically stable areas". Roots of this percep-

tion may be related to our, human, inability to fully comprehend tectonic forces and processes and how

these factors relate to long-term containment and isolation capabilities of geologic systems. It is fair to

state, of course, that these reservations were expressed for saturated conditions alone. The Yucca Moun-

tain site is different; water which is considered to be the most important factor in radionuclide transport

is presently available but only in very limited quantities. What is the value of this attribute in light of

the volcanotectonic setting of the site?; how do both of these factors balance each other in the context of

repository performance and the uncertainties associated with it?. These are the questions which must be

answered.

The most important part of understanding the-role of tectonic processes, in the context of radionu-

clide releases, is a phenomenologic linkage between behavior of the fluid flow field which contains dissolved

radionuclides and tectonically generated energy and/or substance in various forms and quantities. The

subject is poorly known and the means of addressing it require rather difficult mathematical formulations

which relate more to thermodynamic concepts of coupled flow than to the traditional hydrogeology.
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It is likely that, for an active tectonic environment which involves extension and includes alkalic vol-

canism, the majority of assumptions utilized to develop mathematical models to describe "simple" ground-

water flow systems are of questionable validity. Some of these assumptions are:

- Flow field involves only single phase flow;

- Three dimensional distribution of hydraulic potentials is simple and is fully describable through the

configuration of the water table;

- Boundary conditions, with respect to an assumed horizontal base of the flow field, as they exist in

time and space are of no importance;

- Boundary problem, as solved for a flow system consisting of surface recharge and discharge areas

and composed of a non-deforming porous medium, is adequate to describe all aspects of behavior of

the groundwater flow field; and

- Relationship between the flow field in the saturated zone and the flow field in the unsaturated zone

is such that, in the unsaturated zone, only downward movement of water is possible.

Notwithstanding these obvious limitations, a position on tectonics and seismicity and how these sub-

jects relate to performance of the high-level nuclear waste repository at the Yucca Mountain site has not

been clearly articulated. This is true, in particular, for the relationship between tectonics and the ground-

water flow system which, of course, is a key player in the performance of the high-level nuclear waste

repository.

The regulatory framework, as it currently exists, tends to emphasize the issue of tectonics. However,

both 10 CFR 60 and 10 CFR 960 deal with this issue in terms of vague generalities providing little help in

developing siting decisions and site characterization plans. Tectonics and related hydrologic implications

may have an important bearing on the compliance of a given disposal system with requirements set forth

in 10 CFR 60. Conceivably, all specified performance objectives, either directly or indirectly, are involved,

including:

Pre-closure - Retrievability; and

- Operational releases of radioactive materials.

Post-closure - Groundwater travel time;

- Life of waste package;

- Release rates from engineered barriers;
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- Release rates to the accessible environment.

Tectonic processes, with equal importance, come into play if one is concerned with compliance of a

given disposal system with requirements set forth in 10 CFR 960. Both, pre-closure and post-closure sys-

tem guidelines may be involved. Tectonics is also important with respect to many technical guidelines,

both pre- and post-closure. Directly, tectonic processes govern compliance of a site with tectonic guide-

lines. Indirectly, other guidelines are also involved. These are: a) rock characteristics; b) geohydrology;

and c) erosion.

The main purpose of the analysis presented herein is to offer a proposal regarding the relationship

between the tectonics of the Yucca Mountain site region and the groundwater flow system operating at

this site and in the region surrounding it. What is intended is to provoke the initiation of an understand-

ing, on a qualitative or conceptual basis, of this groundwater flow field. This understanding could then be

used: a) to develop a focused exploration program; b) to perform, if necessary, a re-evaluation of the ex-

isting data and positions based on these data; c) to develop a description of the natural system; and d) to

develop a rational approach to the performance assessment and the performance allocation process.

The discussions have been divided into four parts. These parts are:

Section 2.0 - Mathematical and Conceptual Models of Groundwater Flow Systems - Statement of

the Problem;

Section 3.0 - Conceptual Framework for the Death Valley Flow System;

Section 4.0 - Characteristics of the Death Valley Groundwater System in Light of the Existing

Data; and

Section 5.0 - Conclusions and Recommendations.
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SECTION 2.0.

MATHEMATICAL AND CONCEPTUAL MODELS OF GROUNDWATER FLOW

SYSTEMS - STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM.

2.1. General.

Hydrologists, in their studies of natural groundwater flow systems, use mathematical models to rep-

resent these systems as a-dynamic continuum in two or three dimensions. These representations can be

used to estimate two very important characteristics of a given flow system, from a point of view of nuclear

waste disposal. These characteristics are: a) the geometry of a flow path between any two arbitrary points

or surfaces; and b) the corresponding groundwater travel time. Mathematical models can also be useful in

studies of responses of the flow field to various provocations. For example, the mathematical model can be

used to quantify hydrologic consequence of a climatic change or a tectonic disruption.

The mathematical representations of a flow field constitute a foundation for the analysis of transport

by groundwater of buried radionuclides to the biosphere, including analysis of all significant transport at-

tenuation processes. Through utilization of the sensitivity analyses, realistic descriptions of flow field, and

reasonable assumptions about possible future disruptive processes, the mathematical models will provide

the base for judgments regarding the acceptability of a site for the development of a geologic repository

for nuclear waste. It is important, therefore, to understand how these models are constructed, what their

limitations are, and what uncertainties are involved in their utilization.
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2.2. Mathematical Models of Natural Groundwater Flow Svstems.

Plate 2.2.-i presents the basic structure of a mathematical model for any simple" groundwater flow

system. This structure involves three separate parts: a) the governing equation; b) the boundary condi-

tions; and c) the initial conditions.

The governing equation is constructed by combining a law relating the groundwater velocity vector

to the gradient of hydraulic potential with a continuity law which requires conservation of fluid mass.

The law relating the groundwater velocity to the hydraulic gradient is commonly expressed in the form

of Darcy's equation.

Boundary conditions constrain a given flow field and make solutions to the governing equation unique.

The different types of boundary conditions are: a) head is known for surfaces bounding the flow region

(Dirichlet conditions); b) flow is known across surfaces bounding the region (Neumann conditions); and

c) some combination of (a) and (b) is known for surfaces bounding the flow region. If inconsistent or in-

complete boundary conditions are specified, the flow field itself is ill defined.

The mathematical model of a flow system, in which the hydraulic potentials change with time, is a

model for nonequilibrium or transient flow process. This model, in addition to the governing equation and

the boundary conditions, must also include the initial conditions. These conditions are given through a set

of head values at a time when the transient flow process was initiated.

There are three governing equations which are used in studies of 'simple" groundwater flow systems.

These equations are presented on Plate 2.2.-2, Plate 2.2.-3, and Plate 2.2.-4. Explanation of the mathe-

matical notations used is presented on Plate 2.2.-5.

The first, most commonly used, equation is the Laplace equation. It states that the sum of the second

partial derivatives of hydraulic potential with respect to z, y, and z is equal to zero, i.e., V2 h = 0. The

flow system described by this equation is at steady-state conditions of flow. The aquifer, or a discrete por-

tion of it, is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic. The solution to the Laplace equation, which sat-

isfies specific boundary conditions and specific distribution of properties of the water conducting medium

(hydraulic conductivity), gives a distribution of hydraulic potentials as a function of z, y, and Z.

The second equation, which also describes the steady-state conditions of flow, is the Poisson's equa-

tion. It states that the sum of the second partial derivatives of hydraulic potential with respect to x, y,

and is equal to a time-independent, but space variable, value, i.e., V2 h = ±R(z; y; z) T 1- (where T is

transmissivity). The Poisson's equation allows for consideration of distributed or point sources and sinks

of groundwater. The term R(z; y; z) expresses volume of water added per unit of time, per unit aquifer

area. If R(z; y; z) is equal to zero, then the Poisson's equation reduces to the Laplace equation. Solution

to the Poisson's equation, which satisfies specific boundary conditions and specific distribution of hydraulic

conductivity, gives a distribution of hydraulic potentials as a function of 2, y, and z.
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The third equation describes a flow field for which values of hydraulic potentials change with time. It

states that the sum of the second partial derivatives of hydraulic potential with respect to z, y, and z is

equal to a time dependent value, i.e., V2 h = S * T- 16h/6t (where S is storetivity, it represents volume of

water released from storage per unit area of aquifer, per unit decline in head). Allowing for the presence of

groundwater sources and sinks, the transient flow equation becomes: V2 h = S-T-1h/16t±R(z; y; z; t)-T-1.

If term hfbt is equal zero, the transient flow equation reduces to the Poisson's equation. However, if both

terms h/6t and R(z; y; z; t) are equal to zero, then the transient flow equation reduces to the Laplace's

equation. Solution to the transient flow equation, which satisfies specific boundary conditions, initial con-

ditions, and specific distribution of hydraulic conductivity and storetivity, gives a distribution of hydraulic

potentials as a function of z, y, and z and as a function of time.

The above three governing equations constitute an essence of mathematical representations of ground-

water flow systems as dynamic continua. They have two common characteristics. The first characteristic

is that these equations, in terms of the thermodynamic concept of coupled flow, describe a single phase

flow. For this flow, the groundwater velocity vector is a result of the gradient of hydraulic potential whose

origin is solely related to hydraulic pressures acting at boundaries of the flow system and hydraulic losses

sustained during the flow process. A role of other energy gradients, such as the temperature gradient for

example, must be negligible, otherwise this flow process is misrepresented.

The second characteristic of the governing equations for the simple" flow is that a medium in which

this flow occurs, as expressed in terms of its hydraulic parameters (hydraulic conductivity and storetivity),

does not involve time dependency. The hydraulic parameters are considered as material properties which

are independent of time or independent of other time related factors, for example the in-situ stress.

It can be expected, however, that a groundwater flow field developed in a medium which is subjected

to various tectonic stimulations, operating on either continuous or episodic basis, involves other than the

"simple" flow process. In this situation, none of the presented governing equations would constitute an

adquate mathematical representation of the thermodynamic continuum involved.

The remainder of the discussions presented herein is devoted to an assessment of whether or not the

tectonic factors play an important role in the Yucca Mountain flow field. A possibility will be explored

that these factors may have a dominant, but not presently recognized, importance, in particular, with re-

spect to the temporal aspects of behavior of this flow field.
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2.3. Conceptual Models of Natural Groundwater Flow Svstems.

In order for a mathematical model to be an adequate, and therefore acceptable, representation of a

given flow field it is necessary that this model has a rational base. This base is provided by a conceptual

model which may be viewed as an interface between reality and the description of this reality provided

by the mathematical model, Plate 2.3.-i. The conceptual model pertains to mental conceptions or con-

cepts explaining a physical meaning of known characteristics of the flow field. It represents a totality of

comprehension of the flow field. In order to be useful, this comprehension must be arranged within a spe-

cific framework as dictated by the requirements of the mathematical models. The characteristics of the

flow field must be defined based on results of various in-situ measurements, observations, and related judg-

ments. Only verified mathematical models, which are based on validated conceptual models, should be

used for the purposes of establishing a firm base for judgments regarding the acceptability of a site for the

development of a geologic repository for high-level nuclear waste.

Within the specific framework as demanded by the mathematical models, the conceptual model of the

groundwater flow field may be viewed as a set of answers to the following questions:

- Does the flow field contain single or multiple phase flow?;

- Does the flow field operate in a medium with time dependent hydraulic parameters such as storetiv-

ity and hydraulic conductivity?;

- Does the flow field involve transient or steady-state flow process?;

- Does the flow field contain hydraulic sources and sinks?;

- What are the boundary and the initial conditions constraining the flow field?; and

- What is the spatial distribution of storetivity and hydraulic conductivity?.

As shown on Plate 2.3.-2, development of the conceptual model is an iterative process. The most im-

portant step in this process is the definition of characteristics of the flow field based on measurements and

observations made in-situ. These characteristics, as demanded by the mathematical models, are quite spe-

cific. They include:

- Position and configuration of the water table;

- Spatial distribution of hydraulic potentials;

- Temporal changes in hydraulic potentials;

- Response of the flow field to stressing (pumping, injection, earthquakes and detonations, barometric

pressure changes, earth tides, etc.);
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- In-situ measurements of changes in storetivity and hydraulic conductivity as a function of pore pres-

sure (hydrofracture measurements and slug tests);

- Spatial and temporal variability of groundwater temperature;

- Spatial and temporal variability of groundwater chemistry;

- Spatial and temporal variability of the in-situ stress;

- Spatial and temporal variability of heat flow;

- Recharge-discharge balance;

- Flow mechanisms; etc.

In ordinary situations, hydrologists dealing with the problem of selecting a proper conceptual model

seldom, if ever, have at their disposal the data base adequately addressing a range of conceivable concep-

tual alternatives which may be involved. However, these hydrologists seldom, if ever, have a need of ad-

dressing certain dynamic aspects of the flow field behavior. The situation is different, however, if one is

concerned with developing the conceptual model of a flow field for purposes of evaluating the effectiveness

of the nuclear waste disposal system. In this situation, the process of defining the flow characteristics must

involve purposeful experimentations which are designed to obtain specific data required in order to select a

proper conceptual alternative. The conceptual model of the flow field must be a result of conscious sorting

out of the conceptual alternatives using the actual field data. In this process there is little room for hydro-

logic beliefs, customs and traditions. There is also little room for mathematical and numerial conveniences

which are not supported by facts and common sense assessments of a given circumstance. There is a lot of

room, however, for a fresh look at the existing data base, in particular, if this data base happens to be of

extraordinary proportions.

In summary, the conceptual model of a groundwater flow field occupies a very special position in the

process of searching for a geologic environment where reasonably safe and socially responsible disposal of

the high-level nuclear waste can be achieved. On the following pages, therefore, this conceptual model will

receive a lot of greatly deserved attention.
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SECTION 3.0.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE DEATH VALLEY

GROUNDWATER SYSTEM.

3.1. General Description of Extension Dominated Tectonic Environments and Their Relationship to

Groundwater Flow Svstems.

Deformational systems which are dominated by extension are commonly associated with basaltic vol-

canism whose composition ranges from alkalic to tholeiitic. These systems are regarded as surface mani-

festations of a much more fundamental tectonic process, Lipman, 1969; Chapin, 1971; Best and Brimhall,

1974; Green et al., 1974; De Paolo, 1978; Menzies et al., 1980; and, Leeman, 1982. This process involves a

convective mass and heat transfer between the asthenosphere and the continental lithosphere. This dy-

namic transfer amounts to a diapiric upwelling of a high-temperature, less-dense, and low-viscosity as-

thenospheric material into the overlying lithosphere.

Plate 3.1.-1 presents the results of numerical analysis of the upwelling of asthenospheric material

considered to be occurring at the Rio Grande rift, Bridwell and Potzick, 1981. The process was modeled

symmetrically as a coupled, thermomechanical continuum in two-dimensions. The convective upwelling is

shown as the velocity field and as the deformed mesh. The corresponding temperature field and viscos-

ity field, as shown, are reflections of the process operating for 6 x 106 years and causing an increase in the

surface heat flow of approximately 1.0 HFU.

The process of asthenospheric upwelling introduces very significant changes into the structure of the

upper mantle and the crust. These changes include:

a) tectonic thinning of the lithosphere and the crust;

b) development of magma bodies in the mantle and magma chambers in the crust; and

c) locally increased temperature, and decreased density and viscosity of materials forming the upper

mantle and the crust.

Plate 3.1.-2 shows effects of a mantle diapir in two dimensions. The 12000C isotherm can be regarded

as corresponding to the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary. This isotherm is bent upward illustrating

presence, in the upper mantle and the lower crust, of a significant inhomogeneity in the planar distribution

of temperature. Planar distributions of density and viscosity display similar inhomogeneities.

The velocity field describing the convective flow of heat and mass in the upper mantle may be as-

sumed to be at or near the steady-state conditions of flow (the amounts of heat and mass flowing into it

equal the amounts flowing out of it). In this situation, there are two important tectonic processes which

must be recognized. These processes are:
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a) The steady-state flow of heat through the crust. In terms of its planar distribution, the heat flow

is nonhomogeneous - 6t/6z i 0 and therefore - it/z 54 const.; and

b) The steady state flow stresses, acting at the base of the crust. In two dimensions, these flow

stresses express themselves as a shear stress gradient acting along the crustal base - r,/6z 0.

Plate 3.1.-3 shows two of these processes operating in association with the steady-state flow field of

the perviously considered mantle upwelling. Surface heat flow is strongly nonhomogeneous. This strong

inhomogeneity is caused by the planar distribution of temperature in the lower crust and by magma cham-

bers present there. The distribution of shear stress, shown to be acting in a horizontal plane, is the result

of outward flow in the upper mantle. This shear stress causes the entire crust to be subjected to a contin-

uous extension.

Material forming the upper mantle and which contains the convective flow field, is gravitationally un-

stable. The hot, low-density, and low-viscosity mass tends to move buoyantly upward, thus reducing this

instability. This movement causes a local uplift of the Earth surface.

The state of stress, in the crust, varies with time and space. Strain energy is being supplied into the

system on a continuous basis. This energy is utilized by advancing deformation of the crust through uplift,

faulting, tilting and viscous flow at deeper crustal levels.

Plate 3.1.-4 shows the distribution of shear and normal stresses developed in the crust as a function

of distance from the central portion of the upper mantle convective flow field. The example shown cor-

responds to a convective flow system operating for about 7 x 106 years and causing the surface heat flow

of about 2.5 HFU. The stresses were computed assuming that no deformation occurs in the crust. There-

fore, the stresses are not reduced to account for faulting, uplift or any other deformation. Consequently,

the tensile stresses significantly exceed those which can be sustained by crustal rocks. Also, the vertical

normal stress acting at the crust base exceeds the ithostatic pressure.

Both of these processes, i.e., the heat flow and the continuous introduction of strain energy, operat-

ing simultaneously lead to the establishment of two energy fields. For time scales of geologic proportions,

these fields are interactive as well as dynamic or transient.

One field pertains to temperature of the crustal medium. For a given time, this field is described by a

nonhomogeneous heat flux through the Earth surface. For given boundary conditions, given initial condi-

tions, and for a given three-dimensional distribution of material properties, this flux corresponds to a set

of isothermal surfaces which show a three dimensional distribution of points of equal temperature.

The other field involves the strain energy contained by the crustal medium. At a given time, this

field is described by a three-dimensional deformation of the Earth surface. For given boundary conditions,

given initial conditions, and for a given distribution of material properties, this deformation corresponds to
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a set of equipotential surfaces which show a three dimensional distribution of points for which magnitudes

of the principal stresses are the same but, for a given point, not necessarily equal to each other.

If it is assumed that: a) thickness of the system is constant; b) boundary conditions of the system

remain unchanged; and, c) material properties are temperature and time scale independent, the dynamic

aspects or time dependence for both fields is caused by the steady-state flow stresses operating at the base

of the system.

For the strain energy field, the time dependence expresses itself as a change in position of the equipo-

tential surfaces relative to a fixed reference surface and as a change in shape of these surfaces relative to

the reference surface and relative to each other. At most times, the rate of these changes is exceedingly

small. During short intervals of time, however, this rate may be dramatically increased. This occurs in

association with faulting which may entail a substantial reduction of the strain energy in a substantial vol-

ume of the crustal medium.

It can be shown that, at certain stress levels, the bulk thermal conductivity of a fractured rock

medium is stress dependent. It can, therefore, be expected that, if a local development of the strain en-

ergy field reaches a certain level, continued introduction of the strain energy into this field will cause time

and space dependent alterations in the three dimensional distribution of thermal conductivity. Hence, al-

though the planar distribution of heat flow remains unchanged, the time dependence in the strain energy

field will cause, at least locally, a delayed time dependence in the temperature field. This time dependence

will express itself as a local time dependence of the geothermal gradients.

The strain energy induced changes in the temperature field are expected to be occurring at exceed-

ingly small rates. Also, magnitudes of changes in the local geothermal gradients are judged to be small,

say somewhere within a range from 50C/km to 15'C/km. A relatively rapid change in a local temperature

field, however, may be associated with faulting which may cause a permanent change in the bulk thermal

conductivity.

For the purposes of the hydrologic considerations presented below, it has been assumed that the

strain energy field and the temperature field are the only factors which relate a tectonic environment and

a near-surface groundwater flow system. This assumption is reasonable, in particular, if one is concerned

with the tectonic environment whose main characteristics are extension and small scale basaltic volcanism.

A groundwater flow system is an energy field in itself. This field is defined by a flux of groundwater

through the system boundaries. For given boundary conditions, given initial conditions, and for a given

three-dimensional distribution of material properties, this flux corresponds to a set of equipotential sur-

faces which show a three-dimensional distribution of points of equal hydraulic potentials.

The main purpose of the hydrologic considerations presented below is an assessment of how, and to

what degree, a groundwater flow field may be influenced by tectonic factors. In this case these factors are
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the strain energy field and the temperature field. A real question which is being evaluated is: what are

the potential hydrologic implications of the volcano-tectonic setting of the Yucca Mountain flow system?

What is desired is an understanding, on a qualitative or conceptual basis, of the temporal aspects of be-

havior of this flow system under the influence of tectonic factors.

The discussions presented have been divided into three parts. The first part considers the relationship

between the dynamic strain energy field and the groundwater flow system. The strain energy field oper-

ates in a fractured rock medium which also contains the groundwater flow field. The temperature field is

considered as having no influence on either the strain energy field or the groundwater flow process.

The second part deals with the relationship between the temperature field and the groundwater flow

field. It has been assumed that there is no interactive relationship between the temperature field and the

strain energy field and that the strain energy field plays no role in the groundwater flow process.

The third part is concerned with a partial three way coupling between the temperature field, the

strain energy field, and the groundwater flow field. It has been assumed that neither the temperature field

nor the groundwater flow field influence the strain energy field. The strain energy field, however, influ-

ences both the temperature field and the groundwater flow field.
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3.2. Conceptual Considerations of Groundwater Svstems Developed in Deforming Fractured Medium.

3.2.1. Contemporary Tectonic Environment of the Death Valley Flow System.

Tectonic deformation of an area corresponding to the Death Valley groundwater system during

Pliocene and Quaternary periods is known based on various structural geology studies performed at or

near the Nevada Test Site. Information concerning contemporary deformation of the area is also avail-

able. These data were obtained based on studies of regional and local seismicity and based on local geode-

tic measurements.

Long term extension rates across the Southern Great Basin, at latitude 370 N, are of the order of

1cm/year or + 0.07x10-6 m/m per year, Wernicke et al., 1982. These rates are average values calculated

for the entire province, between the Southern Sierra Nevada and the Central Colorado Plateau, for the last

15 x 106 years. At any given time, however, the extension seems to be confined to relatively narrow belts,

as appears to be the case today in the Death Valley region, rather than being uniformly distributed across

the province. Local extension rates, therefore, may be different than the average and may differ with time.

From a tectonic point of view, the groundwater system is situated within a southeastern portion of

the Walker Lane, a northwest trending belt of right-lateral shearing and of continental proportions, Stew-

art, 1967; 1968. As shown on Plate 3.2.1.-I, the Walker Lane belt occurs in the southwestern portion of

the Great Basin along the California-Nevada border. Displacements along this belt occur, in part, as dex-

tral slip and, in part, as dextral bending. Total displacement may be as large as 130 to 190 kim, Stewart

et al., 1968. Some faults, located within the Walker Lane, are covered by undeformed Upper Miocene or

Pliocene volcanic rocks, while others displace Pliocene and Quaternary deposits.

Plate 3.2.1.-2, Plate 3.2.1.-3, and Plate 3.2.1.-4 show the location of more prominent Late Pliocene-

Quaternary faults developed in the area of the groundwater system and in the area of the proposed repos-

itory. Surface displacements of Quaternary age are known to be associated with many of the faults in

this area. Movements of Late Pleistocene and Holocene age have been documented on several of these

faults, Knauss, 1981; Carr, 1984; Whitney et al., 1986; and Reheis, 1986. Typically, the length of individ-

ual faults ranges from several km to tens of km. Displacements of Quaternary materials are measured in

meters and were developed during repeated ruptures.

In some areas within the Walker Lane belt the structural grain is notably deflected from the regional

trend. These areas appear to have been rotated about a vertical axis in response to a dextral shear cou-

ple. Recent paleomagnetic studies of a Miocene ash flow indicated that an area situated near the proposed

repository has been rotated 30° clockwise since the Middle Miocene, Scott and Rosenbaum, 1986. This

area is some 25 km long and is situated within the central portion of the groundwater system.

Rotations along a horizontal axis are also known in the region. Southward or southwestward tilting

of, at least, the western portions of the groundwater system has been suggested by Carr, 1984. Volcanic
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units emplaced 8 to 15 x 106 years ago pinch out abruptly southward, which suggests that they were em-

placed on a surface that sloped northward or north- westward. By contrast, the present topographic sur-

face slopes generally southward from a regional topographic high in central Nevada. Southward or south-

eastward tilting of 3.0 to 7.0 m/km, during the past 3 x 100 years, is indicated by a southward decrease in

the altitude of occurrence of playa deposits, Carr, 1984. Contemporary tilting is suggested by the appar-

ent tendency of the centers of deposition, in such playas, to shift southward with time.

Seismicity of the southern Great Basin is shown on Plate 3.2.1.-5. The area shown roughly cor-

responds to the groundwater system. The events were recorded during a period from August 1, 1978

through December 31, 1983 by a 53 station seismic network. The pattern of local seismicity is of a wide-

spread but diffuse background, corresponding principally to the east-west seismic belt of Greensfelder et

al., 1980, punctuated by clusters of intense activity and by larger, nearly aseismic areas. The events are

of low magnitude 1 < ML < 3. The focal depth of hypocenters ranges from 1 km to 17 km, Rogers et

al., 1987. The depth distribution has two broad peaks at 0 - 2 km and 5 - 8 km and a distinct minimum

at 3.5 km. Depth profiles in active areas frequently show earthquake patterns extending from the surface

down to a depth of 10 km or more. Focal mechanism solutions, determined based on radiation patterns of

some 29 events, indicate that strike-slip faulting is a dominant mode of elastic stress release. For most of

the solutions the B-axis, which is a pole to a plane containing the slip vector, plunges steeply. Only 6 or 7

solutions yielded the B-axis whose plunge is less than 45°.

In 1970 trilateration networks were established, at the Nevada Test Site in the area of Yucca Flat and

Pahute Mesa. The geodolite measurements were conducted by USGS personnel in 1972, 1973, and 1983,

SAIC, 1984. The data obtained, for a block some 40 km long and 20 km wide and located in Yucca Flat,

can be fitted to a uniform strain field. The horizontal principal strains are almost exactly N-S and E-W.

The strain rate in a north-south direction is -0.10 x 10-1 per year (shortening) and in an east-west direc-

tion the strain rate is +0.08 x 10-0 per year (extension).

There are two tectonic models which are being considered to account for the deformation observed

at and near the Nevada Test Site. The first model requires the presence of one or more subhorizontal de-

tachment faults located at deeper crustal levels, Scott, 1985. These detachment faults would constitute a

crustal expression of the steady-state flow stresses which were discussed in Section 3.1. and are shown on

Plate 3.1.-3 and Plate 3.1.4. In this model, faults observed at the surface are listric normal faults extend-

ing upward from a detachment surface. A main feature of this tectonic model is the horizontal extension

developed in response to the shear displacements occurring along the detachment surface.

The second tectonic model has been proposed by Carr, 1984. According to this model the surface de-

formation is related to the dextral shearing within the Walker Lane shear belt. The Nevada Test Site ap-

pears to be located where a right stepping in the Walker Lane occurs. This right stepping is associated

with a zone of northeast trending faults showing a left-lateral sense of slip. Based on principals of basic
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wrench tectonics (Wilcox et al., 1972; Moody and Hill, 1956; deBoer, 1967), these faults may be regarded

as antithetic strike-slip faults. Commonly, during an advance stage of the wrench deformation, these an-

tithetic fractures inherit some extension aspects of the deformation and become nearly vertical, normal

faults with negligible lateral displacement. Another important characteristic of the wrench deformation is

the development of tension fractures and normal faults. The development of these structures occurs paral-

lel to the acute bisectrix of the synthetic and the antithetic strike-slip faults, Wilcox et al., 1973. It is pos-

sible that north-south trending faults, which are very common at and near the Nevada Test Site, represent

this type of structure, Plate 3.2.1.-4.

A main feature of the tectonic arrangements, described by the second tectonic model, is the dextral

shear couple acting along margins of the Walker Lane. Extension is related to this shear couple and is lo-

calized in areas where the right stepping occurs.

For the purposes of these hydrologic considerations, it is not of great importance to know which tec-

tonic model provides the best explanation for the observed structural arrangements and kinematic move-

ment plans. What is important is the fact that the regional deformation occurs on a continuous basis and

that it involves extension. Presence of additional factors such as compression and rotation about either a

vertical axis or a horizontal axis, are important from a point of view of structural geology. These factors

may only indicate presence of local inhomogeneities in the stress field. They may, nevertheless, have some

regional tectonic significance. However, for purposes of these conceptual hydrologic considerations, these

factors are not of great importance.

This brief summary of deformation of the Death Valley groundwater system during the Plio-Quater-

nary period indicates, quite clearly, that from a tectonic point of view the area is active. A substantial

body of evidence points toward a complicated displacement field with surface displacement velocities far

exceeding those expected to be associated with a steady-state viscous or visco-elastic flow. Consequently,

an important question emerges: what are hydrologic implications of this circumstance?. Subsequent dis-

cussions are intended to provide some answers to this question. The discussions were developed keeping in

mind that: a) the assessment is performed for the purposes of evaluating performance aspects of the high-

level nuclear waste repository; and b) the time scales of geologic proportions are of interest.

3.2.2. The Dynamic Stress Field.

Plate 3.2.2.-i presents the summary of the contemporary strain rates and of the accumulated shear

strains for the surface deformation of the Death Valley groundwater system. These strain rates are far too

large to be accounted for by the viscous or visco-elastic flow. Occurrences of earthquakes and of surface

ruptures along numerous faults support this conclusion. It is, therefore, more than reasonable to expect

that a dynamic strain energy field is involved. For such a field, the potential energy or strain energy (W)

changes with time, i.e., W/IR 0. The rate of these changes, although exceedingly small is, at least lo-

cally, time dependent, i.e., 6W/t i const. During short intervals of time, however, the rate may become
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quite large, as is the case for a seismogenic fault rupture or for a fault displacement induced by vibratory

ground motion.

The strain energy stored in a body by elastic straining is:

W = _(C 1 fl + 2 fE2 +a3 -'S)-

where:

W - strain energy per unit volume;

Ol, O2, a3, - principal stresses; and

f 2, C3, - principal strains.

Before a general consideration of hydrologic significance of the dynamic strain energy field can be per-

formed, first it is necessary to develop an understanding of the process of tectonic deformation. To this

end and for the sake of simplicity, the area of interest may be considered to be composed of a number of

arbitrary strain domains. This division is shown on Plate 3.2.2.-2. Size of an individual domain varies

from tens of km 2 to hundreds of km2 . It is assumed that the boundaries of all domains are respectively

parallel to each other. Furthermore, it is assumed that the initial boundary tractions for each domain are

equal to each other and are equal to the boundary tractions present at margins of the deformation area.

Each of these domains is assumed to contain a separate fault zone which, with time, will become the

center of a focal inclusion, Brady, 1974; 1975; and 1976. For each of the faults, collapse of the focal inclu-

sion (earthquake) occurs at different times and with a different frequency. This different response time is

caused by a different length and orientation assumed for each of the faults.

This idealization of the deformation process is not an accurate description of a real deformation. In

reality, some of the faults are interconnected and the boundary tractions of an individual domain are not

only related to the boundary tractions of the deformation area, but they are also influenced by develop-

ments in the neighboring domains. For purposes of these conceptual hydrologic considerations, however,

this inaccuracy does not entail a serious consequence.

It is convenient to think about tectonic deformation as occurring in repeated cycles of deformation.

Duration or frequency of these cycles is, or may be, different for each individual strain domain. Plate

3.2.2.-3 and Plate 3.2.2.-4 presents an idealized history and the principal characteristics of such a tectonic

cycle for a given strain domain.
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The individual cycle can be subdivided into two phases. The first phase, or the pre-dilatant phase

(Brady, 1975), begins with an onset of build-up of tectonic stress in response to a regional tectonic defor-

mation. The rate of this local tectonic deformation is very low, but it will increase gradually. During this

phase, both normal stresses (ad. and oa,) and shear stresses (, and Tk,) show small time-dependence.

In the case where shear couple is involved, the time-dependence pertains not only to the magnitude of

principal stresses (,, and 0a3) but also to the orientation of these stresses. There is no frictional sliding,

therefore, more or less homogenous strain conditions prevail and the stress gradients do not exist.

The second phase of deformation begins at a time when, somewhere within the strain domain, a local

failure is initiated. This phase can be subdivided further into four distinct stages, Brady, 1974; 1975; and

1976. These stages are:

Dilatant Stage: Formation of new cracks (microcracks) occurs uniformly throughout the medium. The

microcracks grow in a direction roughly parallel to the trajectory of the greatest principal stress (r).

Inclusion Stage: Clusters of microcracks develop within the medium. These zones can be represented

physically as low modulus inclusions embedded within a host medium of higher modulus. As a result

of this contrast, there is both a rotation and a change in magnitude of the principal stresses in the

dilatant zone. Throughout the dilatant zone microcrack density is variable, therefore, the changes in

the principal stresses are not only time dependent but they are also space dependent. A central por-

tion of the dilatant zone, or the focal region, containing the highest density of microcracks is known

as the inclusion.

Closure Stage: In this phase there is closure of the microcracks in the focal region and, in particular,

within the focal inclusion. This closure is caused by an interaction between the focal region and the

surrounding it medium. As the result of crack closure, the stress concentration in the focal region

increases and becomes a maximum once all cracks are closed. At this time, in the interior of the in-

clusion, the transverse tensile stress also reaches a maximum. Macrocrack growth within the inclusion

begins.

Growth Stage: Fault growth commences during this stage. Some phases of 'growth" are slow and oth-

ers catastrophic. The reopening of previously closed microcracks occurs. The system becomes an-

stable and the rapid growth of the macrocrack occurs once the length of the macrocrack exceeds a

critical value.

Based on this description of an earthquake nucleation process, it becomes clear that during the second

phase of the tectonic cycle, the strain domain is divided into two parts. The first part corresponds to an

area which is situated outside the dilatant zone, Plate 3.2.2.-2. In this area, at a time when the dilatant

zone is very small in volume, the stress field tends to be homogenous. The stress gradients are either very

small or they do not exist at all. Both normal and shear stresses, nevertheless, display time dependence.
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The second part of the strain domain corresponds to the dilatant zone. containing in its interior the

focal inclusion. Within this zone time dependent stress gradients are developed.

It can be expected that, during the entire second phase of deformation, a volume represented by

the dilatant zone changes continuously. During the dilatant and the inclusion stages it increases, until it

reaches a certain value which is characteristic for the strain domain. This time dependent expansion of the

dilatant zone, including the focal inclusion, causes time and space dependent straining of the outside zone.

This, in turn, causes the development of nonhomogeneous strain conditions in this zone or the develop-

ment of time dependent stress gradients.

During the closure stage of deformation, however, the interaction between the outside zone and the

dilatant zone is reversed. Stretching of the outside zone reached a certain critical value. The outside zone

begins to expand, thus causing contraction of the dilatant zone.

Finally, during the growth stage of deformation, the interaction between these two zones reverses

itself again. Reopening of the previously closed cracks occurs and is caused by the rapid growth of the

macrocrack outward from the inclusion, Plate 3.2.2.-5. At this time, the dilatant zone expands again caus-

ing renewed stretching of the outside zone.

Collapse of the focal inclusion is associated with a release of large quantities of strain energy stored

in the deforming medium. Part of this energy is released in the form of vibratory ground motion. At this

time, the stress field begins to return to more or less homogenous conditions of strain.

Association of the dilatant zones with the earthquake nucleation process is a well known geophysical

phenomenon, Nur, 1972; Frank, 1965; Scholz and Kranz, 1974; Scholz et al., 1973; Whitcomb et al., 1973;

Aggarwal et al., 1973; Sadovsky et al., 1973; Semenov, 1969. Size of these zones, in terms of the dilatant

volume (AV) and the dilatant strain (AV/V), may be considerable. Sibson et al., 1975, for example, has

shown that the dilatant zone for the Matsushiro earthquake swarm, which was energetically equivalent to

a single event of magnitude M 6.3, had the dilatant volume of about 5 x 10m 3 and the dilatant strain of

about 10-5.

In the outside zone the displacement field, during the second phase of the tectonic cycle, can be de-

scribed by: a) the Navier-Stokes equations of flow for a slow-moving, very viscous and slightly compress-

ible fluid; and b) a set of specific boundary conditions pertaining to a given stage of the deformation

(Ramsay, 1967). It can be recalled that the boundaries of deformation for the outside zone are: a) margins

of the strain domain; and b) outer limits of the dilatant zone. The stress field is defined by a biharmonic

equation:

6J41 2b 4fl b4f
4 + 26b + 4= 0, or
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(V20)2 = o

where: fl is a stream function chosen such that the velocities of the movement parallel to the x and y axis

may be expressed as partial derivatives: = -bfl/6y and = -fl/6z.

Solution to this equation, which satisfies the specific boundary conditions for a given stage of defor-

mation, gives: a) the displacement velocity components; b) the strain rates; and c) the stress gradients;

Ramsay, 1967.

3.2.3. Hydrologic Importance of the Dynamic Stress Field.

The main feature of the dynamic stress field is the time and space dependence of the principal stress.

This feature may be of fundamental hydrologic importance. Analyses performed below are intended to

explore this possibility.

As shown on Plate 3.2.3.-1, changing with time magnitudes of the principal stresses and/or chang-

ing orientation of these stresses must introduce corresponding time dependence of the normal and shear

stresses acting along fractures. Stress and strain along these fractures are related by constitutive laws, so

that incrementally:

Aonkff = K,, you,,, and

ArT = K, Au,, Ir I < C + a0 feff tans = Tmax

otherwise r = ,

where:

Aonfeff - change in the magnitude of effective normal stress. lf = af - p, (p) is pore pressure;

K - joint normal stiffness;

Au, - normal displacement of joint;

A-rj - shear stress along joint;

K. - joint shear stiffness;

Au, - shear displacement of joint;
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C - joint cohesion; and

4 - friction angle.

Measurements have shown that the hydraulic conductivity of fractures is sensitive to the confining

pressure and this has been attributed to changes of conducting aperture caused by a change in the nor-

mal effective stress, Walsh, 1981. Various relationships have been proposed, for example Barton et al.,

1985. For purposes of this conceptual analysis, a simplified but nevertheless realistic dependence has been

adopted. This dependence is shown on Plate 3.2.3.-2. The conductive aperture depends linearly on con-

fining stress (through compliance K.) until the closure pressure (e) is reached and then only a residual

aperture remains. If shear dilation occurs, however, the basic relationship is assumed to be modified as

indicated by the dashed line. If a joint loses all compressive effective stress, loss of block-to-block contact

occurs and the conductive aperture is equal to the separation of the adjacent blocks.

Two very important hydrologic parameters are directly related to the fracture conducting aperture.

These parameters are: a) the fracture hydraulic conductivity (Kf); and, b) the fracture storetivity (S1 ).

Adopting the analogy of planer parallel plates to represent the walls of the joint, and assuming the

Newtonian viscous flow (dynamic viscosity AL, density C), the fracture hydraulic conductivity is:

2

K! = ano * (-,9 or

Kf = ao0 n const.

where:

Kf - the fracture hydraulic conductivity; and

a,,. - the fracture conducting aperture.

The storetivity of a fracture per unit area is:

Sf 2 aon

Plate 3.2.3.-3 presents the relationship between the conducting fracture aperture and the effective

normal stress assuming that the shear stress along the fracture is equal zero. This plate also shows the

resulting time dependence of: a) the fracture hydraulic conductivity; b) the fracture storetivity; and, c)

the depth above which both of these parameters exhibit time dependence. The relationships were devel-

oped assuming that: a) there is a limit for the normal fracture dilation; and b) the reduction in a value of
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the initial confining stress (a.) is continuous and is caused by changes in the principal stresses. At a time

when a-nfff is reduced to a point where it is equal to the closure pressure (e) the hydraulic conductivity

and the storetivity begin to show the time dependence. Time vs. hydraulic conductivity relationship is ex-

ponential, and it is linear for the storetivity. The time dependence of the depth, above which changes in

the conductivity and the storetivity occur, is caused by increasing with depth value of the initial confin-

ing stress. Assuming that the rate of decay in oufeff is constant, more time is required to accumulate the

sufficient reduction at a greater depth.

Plate 3.2.3.-4 shows an idealized joint response during shear displacement for selected values of con-

stant normal effective stress. This plate also shows a relationship between the shear displacement (.)

and the shear dilation component of the conducting fracture aperture (ad) assuming that there is a limit

to the magnitude of this component. If, at a given depth, the shear stress reaches the critical value of

r.m = C + tana.+ then the shear dilation component (ad) becomes greater than zero and dependent

of the value of the shear displacement. Small incremental shear displacements cause increases in the mag-

nitude of this component. With increasing time, joints located at a progressively greater depth become

involved.

Keeping in mind the assumed time dependence of the shear stress, the diagram shown on Plate 3.2.3.-

4 can be used to establish the time dependence for the shear dilation component of the fracture conduct-

ing aperture (ad). This relationship is shown on Plate 3.2.3.-5. Time dependence of the hydraulic param-

eters is also included. Increasing T, causes: a) the storetivity; b) the hydraulic conductivity; and, c) the

depth above which both of these parameters are time dependent, all to increase with time. The relation-

ship between shear displacement (u,) and depth is important. It shows that the shear displacement, and

with it the dilation component of fracture aperture, attains its greatest magnitude at the surface. With

time this magnitude increases until a limit set by ad(t) is reached. The depth at which the dilation compo-

nent is greater than zero also increases with time.

In summary, it appears that the dynamic stress field or the dynamic strain energy field is of funda-

mental hydrologic importance. This field may cause time dependence of important hydrologic parameters,

such as the hydraulic conductivity and the storetivity.

3.2.4. Conceptual Model of Flow System in Deforming, Stronglv Fractured Medium.

A conceptual model of groundwater flow occurring in the deforming fractured medium is presented

on Plate 3.2.4.-I. It is assumed that the water conducting medium is strongly fractured and, therefore,

the volume of groundwater moving through the medium matrix is negligible. Most or all of groundwater

moves through fractures.

A main feature of this model is a space and time dependent depth Z(x;t). Above this depth, hydraulic

parameters of the medium (the hydraulic conductivity and the storetivity) are time and space dependent.
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The fractured medium is assumed to be the deforming one and, therefore, the stress field is dynamic, in a

sense that it is changing with time. The stress field is assumed to be evolved to a stage, so that the depth

Z(x;t) is considerable relative to the total thickness of the medium (Z1 ). Taken together, these two as-

sumptions cause that the field of hydraulic potentials is also time dependent or dynamic. If, for some rea-

son, a change in hydraulic potentials, independent of the in-situ stress field, is introduced, a corresponding

change in the in-situ stress field follows.

Below the depth Z(x;t), the hydraulic parameters of the medium are independent of the stress field

and are, therefore, time independent. There is, however, a transfer of groundwater, across a plane defined

by the depth Z(x;t). This transfer is expressed, in the governing equations of the flow system, through a

term ± R(x;z;t). This term represents a volume of water added, per unit time and per unit aquifer area,

to an infinitesimal volume of the fractured medium around the point p(x;z). The transfer of fluid is caused

by a difference in the hydraulic potentials above and below the depth Z(x;t). The time dependence of the

term ± R(x;z;t) is caused by the time dependent nature of the difference in hydraulic potentials above and

below a given depth.

The horizontal boundary of the flow system, located at the depth Z1, is assumed to be no-flow"

boundary. For the vertical boundaries no-flow" or const. head' boundary conditions were assumed. The

hydraulic pressures acting at these boundaries differ by the amount CX. Needlessly to say, the transient

conditions of flow prevail.

Plate 3.2.4.-2, Plate 3.2.4.-3, Plate 3.2.4.-4, and Plate 3.2.4.-5, present an idealized history of develop-

ments in the flow system responding to the changing in-situ stress conditions in association with the tec-

tonic cycle. For purposes of simplicity, it has been assumed that the homogeneous strain conditions exist

throughout the entire cycle and that the initial value of the hydraulic potential is constant with depth.

It is assumed that the flow system contains a thick vadose zone. Prior to initiation of the tectonic

straining, the flow system is under steady-state conditions of flow. The bedrock is assumed to be strongly

fractured along various directions. In the zone of saturation, the fracture flow is the assumed mechanism

of flow. Furthermore, the system is assumed to be situated in climatic conditions so that the recharge

through the vadose zone is very small and initially, therefore, the matrix flow mechanism dominates in this

zone.

As shown on Plate 3.2.4.-2, at time to at a very shallow depth and deeper, the effective normal stress

onfeft(to) is greater than the closure stress (e) and the shear stress TI(tO) is smaller than Tmaz* Therefore,

only the residual fracture aperture is present. The water table is located at the depth d(to).

At time Lt only at the depth Z(x,tr) and below it, the effective normal stress v,,fff(t1) is greater than

the closure stress (e) and the shear stress ( (tr)) is smaller than r a, Plate 3.2.4.-3. Below this depth,

therefore, the conducting fracture aperture is equal to the residual aperture.
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However, above the depth Z(x;tl) or within the vadose zone the conducting fracture aperture has

been increased and with it values of the storetivity and the hydraulic conductivity were also increased.

In the vadose zone, therefore, a tendency toward fracture flow emerges. Because the depth Z(x;tl) is shal-

lower than the depth dw(go), the water table remains where it was during time to.

Plate 3.2.4.-4 presents an idealized distribution of the pore pressure with depth for an advanced stage

of deformation. At time 2 the depth Z(x;t2 ) is considerable and far below the water table at time to.

Above this depth, the fractured medium is dilated which results in increased values of the hydraulic pa-

rameters. Between time t and time t2 , the thickness of the vadose zone increased from dw(tj) to dWet)-

The mechanism of flow through this zone is, most ikely, fracture flow caused by the increased values of

fracture apertures.

The volume of water, resulting from the increased thickness of the vadose zone, was accommodated

partially through increased flow, caused by the increased values of hydraulic conductivity, and partially

through increased storage, caused by the increased values of storetivity. The distribution of hydraulic po-

tentials shows an important zonation. In Zone I the hydraulic potential is depth independent and its value

is constant. The pore pressure increases with depth in accord with the increasing weight of water. For this -

zone Onfeff(t2) = o and/or ?f(92) = rm for values of pore pressure P(z).

In Zone II, however, the value of hydraulic potentials is depth dependent. The amount of 'overpres-

sure" is equal to Ap(z). For this zone, anrifrt2) = a and/or ri(t2) = r but only for values of pore

pressure P(z) + AP(.).

Zone III begins at the depth Z(x;t2 ). At this depth the value of 'overpressure' reaches its maximum

Ap(S) = Aping2 The value of the hydraulic potential is constant and equal to the value of the hydraulic

potential at time to.

Plate 3.2.4.-5 presents the distribution of pore pressure with depth for time ts which represents

the end of the tectonic cycle. At this time, the depth Z(x;t3) has been reduced, from its former value

Z(x;t2), to a very small value. This resulted in the return of the hydraulic parameters to their initial val-

ues [S(tS) = S(90) < S(92)andK,(ta) = K(9o) < K(t 2). The thickness of the vadose zone has been

decreased from daW(t 2 ) to dau(,s). This decrease was caused by two factors, namely: a) the overpressure

Apmz. in zone III, Plate 3.2.4.-4; and b) water released from storage between the depth interval from

dw(r2) to Z(x;t2). In the vadose zone, the mechanism of flow is the matrix flow.

The water table is at the depth dw(3), which is greater than the depth dwito) This position is not in

accord with the value of hydraulic potentials at depth. The water table is, therefore, unstable and with

time it will decay into the equilibrium position represented by dwu(to) = dul(tl).

Plate 3.2.4.-6 shows an idealized history of the posltion of water table, throughout the entire tectonic

cycle, for a single point p(x;y). This history represents a summary of the discussions presented above and
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is presented in the form of a hydrograph which would result from a groundwater level monitoring per-

formed in a single well between time to and time t3. It can be recalled, that the homogeneous conditions

of strain were assumed to exist throughout the entire tectonic cycle and for the entire flow system. A

main feature of the hydrograph is, therefore, a long term progressive lowering of the water table.

The assumption of homogeneous strain conditions is not a realistic expectation if a real deformational

system is involved. There is more than one reason why one would expect that in actual situations, the

nonhomogeneous stress field is involved. This has very important hydrologic implications. Because the

matter soon becomes very complex only superficial evaluations are offered.

For the nonhomogeneous in-situ stress field the lowering of the water table is not necessarily uniform

in both time and space. Occasionally excursions from the long term trend occur, Plate 3.2.4.-6. These ex-

cursions are of relatively small time duration and involve both positive (hydraulic mounds) and negative

(hydraulic sinks) departures from the long term trend. The excursions are related to local developments

in the in-situ stress field. Strain rates of deformation and values of the in-situ stresses are changed in re-

sponse to local failures of various kinds. These failures may or may not be associated with, or accompa-

nied by, vibratory ground motion. The resulting perturbations in the position of water table are of a rela-

tively small areal extent and, therefore, are unstable because they cannot be justified by the overall distri-

bution of hydraulic potentials. With time, they will decay into a more tolerable equilibrium position.

Plate 3.2.4.-7 presents the inferred relationship between configuration (shape) of the water table and

the nonhomogenous stress field. The stress field inhomogenieties are represented by a surface defined by

the depth Z(x;y;tL). Three simple configurations were selected for this surface. These are: a) step-like; b)

step-like with a depression; and, c) a tilted surface. There seem to be three important effects associated

with the assumed stress field inhomogeneities. These are: a) progressive lowering; b) development of areas

where local slopes of the water table are quite steep; and c) flattening or reduction in a local inclination of

the water table. The configuration of the water table appears to be a result of very complex interactions

between various parts of the flow system. These interactions are caused by the time and space dependence

of the hydraulic parameters. The aim of these interactions is conservation of mass of fluid involved in the

flow process.

3.2.5. Why is it Important to Know that the Flow System Developed in the Deforming Fractured Me-

dium is or may be Involved?.

Based on the evaluations presented above it becomes clear that, in the deforming fractured medium,

the position and configuration of the water table is a very special one indeed. In particular, the water ta-

ble does not seem to be an expression of the durable characteristics of the flow system. Furthermore, the

water table constitutes a very poor representation of the three-dimensional distribution of hydraulic poten-

tials which motivate the real flow field.
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In the case of hydrologic considerations performed for the purposes of developing the high-level nu-

clear waste repository in the vadose zone, two issues of fundamental importance are associated with the

possibility that the flow system is developed in the deforming fractured medium. These are: a) the mech-

anism of flow in the vadose zone; and b) the temporal stability of the water table, including its short and

long term aspects.

The flow mechanism in the vadose zone was considered in evaluating the history of developments in

the flow system responding to the changing in-situ stress conditions, Section 3.2.4. In the deforming frac-

tured medium, the depth Z(x;t,,) migrates downward with increasing time. This migration causes the con-

ducting aperture of fractures to increase. The magnitude of this increase is depth dependent. The greatest

increases occur near the ground surface and they gradually diminish downward. With the increasing value

of the conducting aperture of fractures, the tendency toward fracture flow in the vadose zone increases. A

relative measure of this tendency, therefore, is the depth Z(x;t,,).

The second issue pertains to the temporal stability of the water table. In the case of the deform-

ing fractured medium, this stability is not only related to climatic changes, it is also related to tectonic

factors. Short term instabilities off the water table, such as the excursions discussed in Section 3.2.4.

and shown on Plate 3.2.4.-6, if occurring with a meaningful frequency and magnitude would constitute a

"pumping" mechanism for a gaseous transport through the vadose zone. Long term changes in the po-

sition and configuration of the water table may influence the radionuclide migration path and time. In

extreme cases, however, these changes may cause flooding of the repository and surface expulsions of

groundwater. At this point, an important question emerges. This question is: how large are the in-situ

stress field related changes in the position of water table?.

The answer to this question may be provided based on results of studies of: a) the relevant character-

istics of the contemporary flow field; and b) the past behaviors of the flow field as recorded in geological

materials of Plio-Quaternary age. As shown on Plate 3.2.4.-5, the magnitude of the post-tectonic' rise in

the water table is related to two characteristics of the contemporary flow field. These characteristics are:

a) the amount of overpressure Ap.,. or the value of hydraulic potentials in Zone III; and b) the difference

in depths d(g.) and dw(93), Ah = dw(t) - dw(0s), which is related to the volume of water released from

the storage. The difference Ah is related to: a) total volumetric strain (Av/v); and b) storetivity of the

bedrock in the unstrained state. As discussed in Section 4.4. and Section 4.7., measurements performed

at the Nevada Test Site indicate that the water table changes to be expected in this flow system may be

measured, at least, in tens of meters. These measurements pertain to: a) the distribution of the hydraulic

potentials with depth; and b) the response of the water table to some nuclear detonations.

Changes in position of the water table may be introduced by climatic change. This causes gradual

increases or decreases in volume of water passing through the surface and/or the vertical boundaries of the

flow system.
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It can be recalled, however, that in the deforming fractured medium, above the depth Z(x;t2), the

in-situ stress field and the field of hydraulic potentials are coupled. Therefore, the in-situ stress indepen-

dent change in the groundwater flow field, such as the climate induced change in volume of groundwater

involved in the flow process, will cause adjustments in the strain energy field. These adjustments will in-

volve displacements along fractures causing increases in the value of hydraulic parameters. The increased

volume of the groundwater may, therefore, be accommodated by the increased flow rates and by the in-

creased storage. The position of water table does not have to be significantly adjusted.

3.2.6. How Can Recognition of the Involvement of the Deforming Fractured Medium in the Groundwater

Flow Process be Achieved?.

The most important characteristic of the groundwater flow system, developed in the deforming frac-

tured medium, is its transient behavior, i.e., V2 h # 0 const.. During most of time, this transient behav-

ior involves small, in time and space, oscillations in the values of the hydraulic potentials. These oscilla-

tions can be expected to occur in conjunction with a slow continuous drift of the value of these potentials.

Large scale rearrangements in the groundwater flow field, however, may be expected to be associated with

tectonic disruptions. These disruptions are nothing less than large scale restructurings of the strain energy

field and are associated with releases of large quantities of the strain energy stored in the medium.

Both of these characteristics can be used to achieve recognition that the deforming fractured medium

is involved in the groundwater flow process. Conceivable, there are two approaches which could be utilized

in this undertaking.

The first approach involves a thorough examination of the geologic record as expressed through ge-

ologic materials of the Plio-Quaternary age occurring at the ground surface or in the subsurface of the

groundwater flow system. The purpose of this examination is to determine whether this record contains

expressions of large scale fluctuations of the-groundwater table during the Plio-Quaternary period. These

fluctuations should reveal themselves as occurrences of deposits whose origin is related to groundwater.

These deposits would occur in positions such that they cannot be justified by: a) the position and configu-

ration of the contemporary water table; b) the changes in this position caused by post climatic alterations;

and, c) tectonic deformations of the land surface such as: tilting, uplift and subsidence.

The second approach involves an evaluation of some specific characteristics of the contemporary

groundwater flow field. These characteristics, however, must be defined based on results of involved hy-

drologic studies of the flow field.

The pattern of temporal behavior of the hydraulic potentials is, perhaps, the most important char-

acteristic of the groundwater flow field. This characteristic may be used for the purposes of determining

whether or not the deforming fractured medium is involved in the flow process. To this end, the results of

measurements of depth to the water table made as a function ot ime and at several locations are required.
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For the flow system, containing a thick vadose zone and situated such that an arid climate conditions pre-

vail, presence of: a) meaningful oscillations in the position of water table; and/or b) long term continuous

drift in this position; may signal that the deforming fractured medium is involved.

Another important characteristic of the contemporary flow system is the distribution of the hydraulic

potentials as a function of depth. With reference to Plate 3.2.4.-4, this distribution may be used to evalu-

ate whether or not the "overpressure" Ap(z) is or may be present at a greater depth. However, care should

be taken while interpreting the distribution of hydraulic potentials with depth. The increase in the value

of hydraulic potentials may indicate either the presence of the confined aquifer conditions or it may indi-

cate that the "overpressure" is present. It is quite easy to confuse the two.

The possibility that the deforming fractured medium is involved in the flow process may be further

evaluated based on results of the in-situ stress determinations. These determinations must be performed

as a function of depth and, for the sake of certainty, at several locations. Because the depth dependent

distribution of the in-situ stress is required for considerable aquifer thicknesses, the in-situ stress determi-

nations must be made utilizing the technique of hydraulic fracturing.

Involvement of the deforming fractured medium will display itself as the characteristic zonation of the

in-situ stress conditions with depth, as shown on Plate 3.2.4.-4. The aquifer would appear as divided into

three zones with the following in-situ stress characteristics:

Zone I - extends from the water table down to the depth Z1 . For this zone, at least locally, canfff is

equal to the closing pressure () and/or j is equal to rm. This occurs for values of pore

pressure p = Z .. (( is density of water and Z is depth below the water table.)

Zone II - extends from the depth Z down to the depth Z(x;tI). For this zone, at least locally, o-.fff

is equal to el and/or rT is equal to m.x. This occurs for values of pore pressure p = Z +

AP(.).

Zone III - extends from the depth Z(x;tL) downward. For this zone, tffft is smaller than a, and ? is

smaller than r,. This occurs for values of pore pressure p = Z - f + APS.-

As far as the involvement of deforming fractured medium in the groundwater flow process is con-

cerned, perhaps, the most informative are observations of the response of the flow system to large scale

changes in the strain energy field. A detonation of a sizeable nuclear device, say with a yield of about one

megaton, will entail such large scale restructuring of the in-situ strain energy field. The resulting changes

in the groundwater flow field can be monitored in both time and space using a system of properly instru-

mented wells. The involvement of deforming fractured medium should display itself as: a) large scale oscil-

lations of the water table occurring long after passage of the detonation induced shock waves; and b) sus-

tained, but localized, water table changes resulting in formation of hydraulic mounds or hydraulic sinks.
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3.3.Conceptual Considerations of Groundwater Systems Containing a Strong Thermal Inhomogeneity.

3.3.1. Geothermal Setting of the Death Valley Groundwater System.

The seismic velocity structure of the area occupied by the Death Valley groundwater system is known

based on a teleseismic P-wave travel-time residual study, Monfort and Evans, 1982. The data for this

study were obtained during 1980 by recording 98 teleseismic events at as many as 53 sites.

Plate 3.3.1.-i is a map showing the seismic velocity structure of the upper crust for the region of

southern Nevada. Contours shown are seismic velocity departures from the mean velocity in (%), nega-

tive velocity perturbations indicate areas of lower velocity. The most striking feature shown by this map

is a low velocity trough extending from Death Valley, California to about 50 km north of the Nevada Test

Site. The trough underlies the western portion of the entire Death Valley groundwater system. Within the

trough, there are two highly localized low-velocity anomalies. One anomaly occurs in the area of Pahute

Mesa, near or within recharge areas of the groundwater system. The other anomaly is situated in central

portions of the system, near the southwestern corner of the Nevada Test Site, in the area of Skull Moun-

tain - Wahmonie.

Plate 3.3.1.-2 is a generalized geologic map of the Death Valley - Pancake Range Volcanic Zone.

The zone contains notable expressions of small scale basaltic volcanism of Plio-Quaternary age, Crow

et al.,1986. Isotopic and geochemical composition of lavas related to this volcanism is remarkable. De-

tailed petrologic studies of these lavas were performed by Vaniman and Crowe, 1981; Vaniman et al.,

1982; Semken, 1984; and Crowe et al., 1986. The results of these studies revealed that the lavas display

the hawaiite affinity. Significant features of these rocks are: a) the alkaline classification; b) presence of

groundmass olivine and calcic clinopyroxene; c) scarcity of groundmass calcium-poor pyroxene; and, d)

andesine-normative feldspar compositions," Crowe et al., 1986. Furthermore, the rocks are highly enriched

in light rare-earth elements, even when compared to typical alkalic basalts, Vaniman et al., 1982. They ex-

hibit a broad range of isotopic compositions. The chondrite-normalized strontium and neodymium isotopic

ratios of these rocks range fom ESR = 42.2 to fSR = -9.0 and from END = -10.4 to eND = 3.8, Semken,

1984.

The observed enrichment in light rare-earth elements and in strontium, coupled with low rubid-

ium/strontium ratio, of the southern Nevada Test Site basalts, was attributed to the mantle origin of these

basalts, Vaniman et al., 1982. Semken, 1984, concluded that the unique geochemical and isotopic charac-

teristics of the basalts are best accounted for by assuming that a mixing of the lower crust materials with

the upper mantle materials was involved in generation of these very special magmas. This mixing indi-

cates the presence in the upper mantle of a descending limb of the convective flow system. Of course oc-

currences of these basalts at the ground surface must indicate the presence of the second, ascending limb,

of the convective system.
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There seems to be a remarkable correlation between the location of low velocity trough on Plate

3.3.1.-1 and the locations of the Plio-Quaternary volcanic centers, Plate 3.3.1.-2. This correlation suggests

that:

a) The map of P-wave residuals reflects real changes in seismic structure of the upper crust; and

b) The seismic structure is related to thermally induced alterations in viscosity and rigidity of the

upper crust. These alterations are most likely reflections of the convective flow system operating

in the upper mantle.

It is possible, therefore, that the areas where the negative velocity perturbations occur correspond to

areas where the intensity of heat flow is increased. Positive seismic velocities may indicate areas where the

intensities of heat flow are reduced.

Some support for this interpretation is provided by the map of surface heat flow values, measured

within and adjacent to the Nevada Test Site, and shown on Plate 3.3.1.-3. The low velocity anomaly,

which is located near the southwestern corner of the Nevada Test Site, is clearly associated with the

increased heat flow values measured in this area. These values range from 3.1 HFU in well Ue-25-a3,

through 2.2 HFU in wells TW-3 and TW-4 to 2.0 HFU in well TW-5 and 1.81 HFU in well TWF, Sass

and Lachenbruch, 1982.

The low-velocity anomaly, located near the area of Pahute Mesa, may also be associated with some

local thermal perturbations. The value of geothermal gradient measured in well PM-i ranges from

24.40 C/km to 28.80C /km, Sass et al., 1976. In another well, however, this gradient is noticeably in-

creased. Measurements performed in well PM-2 revealed that the value of geothermal gradient ranges

from 56.80C/km through 48.7'C/km to 38.20 C/km, Sass et al., 1976.

It is interesting to note that, relatively small changes in the surface heat flow, from one point to an-

other, could correspond to very considerable differences in rock temperature at a greater depth. Plate

3.3.1.-4 shows changes in rock temperature as a function of depth and of value of the surface heat flow.

Change in the surface heat flow value from 1.4 HFU to 2.5 HFU results, at a depth of about 15 km, in a

difference in rock temperature of approximately 3000C.

Plate 3.3.1.-5 presents an actual profile of the surface heat flow for the Rio Grande rift and associ-

ated physiographic provinces of the North American continent. The corresponding seismic structure of the

crust and the upper mantle is also shown. It can be noted that departures from the average P-wave veloc-

ity of few percents are associated with the increased surface heat flow values. This increase is from a range

of 1.0 - 1.5 HFU, in the area where P-wave velocity is 6.8 km/sec, to a range of 2.0 - 3.0 HFU, in the area

where P-wave velocity is 6.4 km/sec.
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The degree of reduction in the P-wave velocity for the Rio Grande rift is quite similar to the one

shown on Plate 3.3.1.-1 for the Nevada Test Site. It is reasonable, therefore, to expect that at mid-crustal

levels, at the Nevada Test Site, the planar distribution of heat flow is heterogeneous and that differences in

the heat flow values of about 1.5 HFU are a real possibility.

Variably distributed heat flow may play an important role in the flow process of the Death Valley

groundwater system, including its transient behavior during tectonic disruptions. It seems worthwhile,

therefore, to seek some understanding of the thermally influenced flow process, its hydrologic importance

and, in the case of nuclear waste repository, its potential licensing implications.

3.3.2. Simultaneous Flow of Fluid and Heat - T/H Coupled Flow.

With increased temperature, the density of water decreases. In a column of water containing a tem-

perature gradient, the density contrast between warm fluid, deeper within the column, and colder fluid, at

a more shallow depth, introduces a buoyancy gradient acting in a vertical direction. The magnitude of this

gradient depends on a change in water density caused by a given rise in temperature:

it = - Zs t(,)dz

where:

ib - buoyancy gradient;

a. - coefficient of thermal expansion of water, a, = 3.85. 10' per C; and

fzz t(,)dz - change in temperature between depth zi, and Z2 .

A total hydraulic gradient combines the hydraulic pressure gradient and the buoyancy gradient in a

manner shown on Plate 3.3.2.-i. If a uniform buoyancy gradient is introduced there is no resulting per-

turbation in the flow field. However, if a heterogeneously distributed buoyancy gradient is introduced a

perturbation in the fluid flow field occurs. This perturbation displays itself as a change in the position and

configuration of the fluid flow lines and as a change in the specific discharge of fluid across a reference unit

area. The specific discharge of fluid, moving through a permeable medium in response to both the pres-

sure gradient and the buoyancy gradient, is given by:

6h 6itg = - L26L

where:

qu - specific discharge of fluid;

LI and L2 - constants of proportionality;
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L- pressure gradient; and,

TY - temperature gradient.

In most hydrologic situations LI Ah > L2 MEL. Under these conditions assumptions that: a) the ground-

water flow is fully described by Darcy's law; b) the hydraulic head distribution, at the vertical boundaries

of the system, is a suitable representation of the total head; and, c) the hydraulic conductivity is the only

important phenomenological coefficient, are justified.

In the groundwater flow field, developed in the area which from a volcanic point of view is active and

which consequently contains a strongly heterogeneous temperature field, the value of L2 jf must be con-

siderable relative to L1 L In this situation, one is facing two, more or less, interactive energy fields, i.e.,

the temperature field and the groundwater flow field. Interaction between these two fields is expressed as

a simultaneous flow of heat and fluid under the influence of two interdependent energy gradients. This si-

multaneous flow of fluid and heat is a reflection of the thermodynamic concept of coupled flow. For such a

flow:

q = -Lli, - L12i2 , and

= -L 2 1i, - L2 2 i2.

where:

qa - specific discharge of fluid and heat;

i - hydraulic pressure gradient;

i2 - temperature gradient; and,

LI,, L12 , L21, L22 - phenomenological coefficients.

A mathematical model of the simultaneous flow of fluid and heat has been described by Thunvik and

Braester, 1980. The model consists of a system of coupled non-linear partial differential equations. As

shown on Plate 3.3.2.-2, the governing equations for the coupled flow of heat and fluid are:

a) The equation for the conservation of fluid mass, derived from the basic conservation laws and

Darcy's law; and

b) The equation for the conservation of thermal energy.

There are also two equations of state, Plate 3.3.2.-2. These equations express a pressure and tempera-

ture dependence of water density and viscosity.
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The equations can be solved utilizing the Galerkin finite element method. This method requires intro-

duction of trial functions:

p = ljpj, T = njlj

where: f2j = flj(,i) are basis functions, chosen to satisfy the essential boundary conditions.

Taking advantage of the orthogonality conditions in the Galerkin method one can rewrite the equa-

tion for conservation of fluid mass and the equation for conservation of thermal energy into a form shown

on Plate 3.3.2.-3. Finally, applying Green's theorem to all second order terms and using the finite differ-

ence approach to the time derivatives, one can obtain a system of non-linear algebraic equations, which

can be solved by an iterative procedure.

3.3.3. Conceptual Model of Flow Svstem Containing Strong Thermal Inhomogeneity.

A conceptual model of a groundwater flow system, which contains a strong thermal inhomogeneity

at its base, is presented on Plate 3.3.3.-i. The flow system consists of three parts. The lower part is sepa-

rated from the overlying middle part by a layer which is assumed to be impermeable with respect to fluid

flow but conductive with respect to heat flow. An arbitrary plane separates the middle part and the upper

parts of the flow system. This plane is assumed to be conductive with respect to both fluid and heat flow.

A base of the lower part of the flow system is considered as no fluid flow' boundary. This boundary,

however, is strongly nonisothermal. The vertical boundaries are adiabatic and no fluid flow' or constant

head" boundaries. Apart from thermal effects, differences in hydraulic pressures acting along these bound-

aries are small. Under these conditions, the mechanism of flow is free" convection where most of heat is

transferred by circulating fluids. The volume of fluid engaged in this steady-state hydrothermal convection

flow process is constant.

A base of the middle part of the flow system is formed by the impermeable layer, which separates it

from the lower part. This layer, therefore, is the "no fluid flow" boundary, but it is nonisothermal and the

heat conducting boundary. These nonisothermal conditions are caused by the convective heat transfer op-

erating in the lower part of the flow system. The vertical boundaries are adiabatic and no fluid flow" or

"constant head" boundaries. Hydraulic heads at both of these boundaries differ, however, and give a rise

to the regional hydraulic gradient. Under these conditions, the mechanism of flow is mixed" convection.

Simultaneous flow of heat and fluid is caused by the hydraulic pressures acting along the vertical bound-

aries and by the temperature gradients present along the horizontal boundary. An arbitrary plane placed

anywhere within this system, is a plane through which both fluid and heat flow occur.

A base of the near-surface flow system is formed by such an arbitrary plane. This plane is, therefore,

the "fluid flow" and heat flow" boundary. Boundary conditions at the vertical boundaries are identical to

those in the middle part of the system. The mechanism of flow is also mixed" convection.
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In this situation, the main feature of the near-surface flow system is the horizontal boundary. This

boundary contains "sources" through which water and heat are added into the near-surface flow system

and sinks" through which water and heat are removed from it. Consequently, the horizontal boundary,

together with the regional hydraulic gradient and the distribution of material properties, controls the dis-

tribution of temperature and the distribution of hydraulic potentials in the near-surface flow system. Po-

sition and configuration of the water table will also be controlled by the underlying inhomogeneities in the

coupled fluid-heat flow field. In areas underlaid by the hydraulic and heat sources, the water table will

tend to bend upward to form a hydraulic mound. However, in areas occurring over the potentiometric

sinks, the water table will bend downward. These departures will introduce further complications into the

shallow flow field. The resulting shape of the water table may be very complicated, and may include local

mounds, sinks, and linear areas where slopes of the water table are considerable. This shape is the result

of very complex interactions between deep and shallow areas of the flow field and involving spatially vari-

able vertical and horizontal gradients of the hydraulic potentials and of the temperature. Consequently,

correspondence between the water table and the potentiometric surfaces may be very poor.

It is interesting to note that for the flow system, which contains the "fluid-heat flow" boundary as its

base, there is a special relationship between the zone of saturation and the vadose zone. These two zones

can supply water to each other. An introduction of water from the saturated zone into the vadose zone

occurs in association with a hydraulic mound. Such a mound attains a steady-state condition only if the

volume of water flowing into it equals the volume of water flowing out of it. For a mound which has de-

veloped sufficient dimensions to reach the Earth surface, the removal of water will involve surface flow and

evaporation (seep, spring etc.). In the case of less developed mounds, however, the removal of water must

involve a subsurface flow through the vadose zone resulting in formation of perched waters.

The "mixed" convection flow system may or may not involve the steady-state conditions of flow. Al-

though the pattern of temperature distribution at mid-crustal levels may be assumed to be, even for time

scales of geologic proportions, reasonably stable there are, nevertheless, two complicating factors. These

factors are:

a) Coupled transfer of heat and fluid from depth will, undoubtedly, be associated with precipitation

of minerals along fluid conducting fractures. This process will cause a gradual decrease in aper-

tures of these fractures resulting in a time dependent reduction of the bulk storetivity and the

hydraulic conductivity of the medium; and

b) Episodic faulting will most likely be accompanied with a more or less significant transfer of heat

and fluid. This transfer will occur from the basal parts of the system where the "free" convection

flow process operates, to the upper parts where the mixed" convection flow process dominates.

The resulting perturbation in the coupled fluid and heat flow field may be considerable in both

time and space.
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3.3.4. Mixed vs. Forced Convection Flow Systems: Why is it Important to Tell Them Apart?.

The forced" convection flow system is a system for which large spatial variability in the distribution

of hydraulic conductivity is the main factor accounting for the convective aspects of the flow process. This

variability is related solely to the lithologic composition of the crustal medium containing the flow system.

The system is thermally passive". Inhomogeneities in the temperature field are only expressions, but not

the cause, of the convective nature of the flow field. In this case, the configuration and position of the con-

temporary water table is an expression of durable characteristics of the flow field. These characteristics

are: a) the spatial distribution of hydraulic conductivity; b) the regional hydraulic gradients or location

of the recharge areas relative to the discharge areas; and, c) the total volume of water involved in the flow

process.

The "mixed" convection flow system is a system where thermal energy plays an important role in es-

tablishing the convective aspects of the coupled fluid-heat flow field. Such a flow field is thermally ac-

tive". Inhomogeneities in the temperature field are not only expressions, but also the cause, of the con-

vective flow of heat and fluid. These thermal inhomogeneities are reflections of fundamental tectonic pro-

cesses operating at deep crustal levels. For the mixed" convection system, the configuration and position

of the contemporary water table is not necessarily an expression of the durable characteristics of the flow

field.

From a hydrologic point of view, the difference between these two flow systems is subtle. Neverthe-

less, this difference is of great importance. Confusing the two can entail serious errors in judgement per-

taining to past and future behavior patterns of a given flow field. It is of particular importance that hy-

drologic considerations performed for purposes of developing the high level nuclear waste repository are

free of these errors in judgement.

In performing numerical simulations of hydrologic systems for various purposes, a traditional ap-

proach has developed that is not particularly sound but which is firmly entrenched in usage. This ap-

proach amounts to the adoption of an arbitrary plane as the base of the flow system and assuming no-

flow" boundary conditions for this plane. This assumption is a reasonable one only if the forced" con-

vection flow process is involved. In the case of "mixed" convection, however, this assumption is not valid.

"Flow" boundary conditions must be used for the base of such a flow system. Furthermore, the flow"

boundary conditions pertain to both fluid and heat. In this situation, the coupled flow of heat and fluid

is involved. Consequently, mathematical models used in numerical simulations of the flow process must

account for this circumstance. Calculations and interpretations based on wrong boundary conditions, as-

sumed for the base of flow system, and based on an incorrect mathematical representation of the flow pro-

cess can be grossly misleading and quite irrelevant.

The difference in boundary conditions results in a response of the mixed" convection system to tec-

tonic disruptions that is far more dramatic than the response of the forced" convection system. In the
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case of "forced" convection, the influence of tectonic disruptions (faulting) is limited to: a) alteration of

lithologic relationships; b) additional local fracturing; and, c) change in elevation of the discharge areas

relative to the recharge areas. A degree of change in these factors is relatively small and, therefore, the

resulting alterations in the distribution of hydraulic conductivity and in the distribution of gradients of hy-

draulic potentials are likewise small. These alterations can readily be accommodated by minor changes in

position and configuration of the water table.

Tectonic disruptions occurring within the mixed" convection flow system, however, include an addi-

tional factor. This factor is the increased transfer of fluid and heat through the lower boundary of the flow

system. If significant amounts of heat and fluid are involved, considerable and long lasting alterations in

both position and configuration of the water table will follow. These transient conditions of flow will tend

to be localized near disrupted portions of the flow system.

Changes in position of the water table can be introduced by changing climate whether or not the

"forced" or the "mixed" convection system is involved. Climatic change will cause gradual increases or

decreases in the volume of water passing through the boundaries of the flow system. The reaction of the

water table to these changes is somewhat uniform. Its configuration is not altered in any appreciable de-

gree, although its position may change considerably.

It is not uncommon for the climatically induced increases in the position of the water table to be

recorded by occurrences, at or near the ground surface, of characteristic geologic materials. Compositions,

textures and forms of the occurrence of these materials indicate that they were formed in association with

paleo-springs or seeps. The map pattern of the occurrence of these deposits defines a surface whose config-

uration resembles the configuration of the contemporary water table.

Surface expulsion of groundwaters, caused by tectonic disruptions of the mixed" convection flow sys-

tem, will likewise be recorded through similar deposits. A map pattern of the occurrence of these deposits,

however, does not display any fixed relationship to the contemporary water table. Furthermoreages of

such deposits will not bear any relationship to the history of the global climatic changes.

3.3.5. Forced vs. Mixed Convection Flow Systems; How to Tell the Two Apart?.

Short of having at our disposal information pertaining to dramatic manifestations of geothermal con-

ditions, such as geysers and superheated water or vapor dominated systems, it is rather difficult to distin-

guish between the forced" and the mixed" convection systems. At or near the steady-state conditions of

flow, hydrologic characteristics of both systems are quite similar. These characteristics include:

a) Complex three-dimensional distribution of the hydraulic potentials;

b) Complicated configuration of the water table;
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c) More or less significant degree of the thermal inhomogeneity; and

d) Inhomogeneity in the chemical composition of groundwater.

Apart from the degree of transient behavior during tectonic disruptions, there does not appear to be

an unique and readily available hydrologic characteristic which could be used to distinguish one system

from the other.

The problem can be solved, more or less conclusively, by relying on information provided by other

disciplines of geoscience, namely, geology and geophysics. In particular, two questions seem to be appro-

priate. These questions are:

a) Does the geologic record contain expressions of transient behavior during the Plio-Quaternary

which are compatible with the mixed" convection flow?; and

b) Are geologic and geophysical characteristics of an area compatible with the assumption of strong

thermal inhomogeneities at deep crustal levels?.

Information required in order to answer the above two questions include the following:

a) Volcanic history of the area during the Plio-Quaternary;

b) Contemporary crustal structure based on seismic, gravity, and magnetic measurements;

c) Contemporary and paleo-thermal regimes;

d) Character (textures, composition and origin) and location of Plio-Quaternary surface deposits

which could be related to springs or seeps; and

e) Character of Plio-Quaternary materials contained by the host rock in the subsurface (explosive

breccias, veins, metasomatites, and alteration products).
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3.4. Conceptual Considerations of the Two Phase, Heat-Fluid Coupled. Flow Field Developed in the

Deforming Fractured Medium.

3.4.1. General.

Examination of Plate 3.2.1.-2, Plate 3.3.1.-1, and Plate 3.3.1.-2, one against the other, reveals an in-

teresting possibility. This possibility is that, at and near the Nevada Test Site, volcanism and faulting

are related to a common cause. This is suggested by the temporal relationship between both of these pro-

cesses alone. The possibility is further strengthened, however, by what appears to be a spatial relationship

between the location of major faults, the location of volcanic centers, and the location of the low seismic

velocity trough.

In light of this possibility, the main tectono-physical characteristics of the region, in which the Death

Valley groundwater flow field operates (i.e., crustal stresses, dislocations, volcanism and heat flow), seem

to be related to the deep thermal inhomogeneity which reveals itself as the pronounced anomaly in the

seismic velocity structure of this region. Isotopic and geochemical characteristics of the basalts occurring

in the Death Valley Pancake Range Volcanic Zone (Vaniman et al., 1982; Bergman, 1982) suggest that this

inhomogeneity, in turn, is related to the convective flow of heat and mass in the mantle (Semken, 1984),

Section 3.3.1. From a tectonic perspective, therefore, the gross structure of the area corresponds to an im-

mature rift structure.

In order to understand what are potential hydrologic implications of this circumstance it is neces-

sary to explore the mutual relationship between the groundwater flow field and two main tectonic factors,

which are: a) the strain energy field; and b) the heat flow field. This is achieved through consideration of

the two phase, heat-fluid coupled, flow field developed in the deforming fractured medium.

3.4.2. Heat Flow Field Developed in the Deforming Fractured Medium.

Before a general consideration of the two phase coupled flow field, developed in the deforming frac-

tured medium can be performed, first it is necessary to conceptualize the relationship between the heat

flow field and the strain energy field. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the relationship is one-

sided, i.e., the heat flow field is influenced by the strain energy field, not the former by the latter. Further-

more, it is assumed that the fractured medium contains in pores and fractures only stationary" fluids.

The heat flow mechanism, therefore, involves only conduction and radiation and does not include convec-

tion.

This idealization of the heat flow field is not a realistic description of the actual situation. In real-

ity, changing temperature will have a significant influence on the in-situ stress conditions of the fractured

medium. The temperature change will cause volumetric changes of the medium and changes in the stress-

strain relationship of this medium. Also, it is rather difficult to imagine how assumption of the station-
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ary" fluid can be valid for real circumstances. For the purposes of conceptual hydrologic considerations,

however, both of these assumptions do not entail serious consequences.

The law of heat conduction for one dimension at steady-state can be expressed by the following equa-

tion:

Ai
qh =-Kh At

where:

qh - heat flux;

Kh - thermal conductivity of the medium; and

a' - thermal gradient.

The heat flow through the fractured medium, independently of the fluid flow, consists of three compo- -

nents, namely: a) the heat flow through the solid by conduction; b) the heat flow through pore space by

conduction and radiation; and, c) the heat flow through fractures by conduction and radiation. The total

flow can be expressed as the sum of these three components, so that:

qh = qI + q2 + q3-

The bulk effective thermal conductivity of the fractured medium (Khff) can be regarded as related

to three components which represent the thermal conductivity of the solid (Kh,), of the pore space (Khp),

and of the fracture space (K,,). It can be assumed that two of these components (Kk, and Khp) are in-

dependent of the in-situ stress and are therefore also independent of time, even for the dynamic stress

field conditions. This assumption, however, cannot be justified for the component of thermal conductiv-

ity representing the fracture space (Khf ). Adopting the analogy of the fluid flow, this component may be

regarded as related to the fracture conducting aperture (ac.), Section 3.2.3.

By performing analyses similar to those in Section 3.2.3., it can be shown that Khf, and with it the

bulk effective thermal conductivity of the fractured medium (Kh.ff), is stress dependent. In the case of

involvement of the dynamic stress field, this stress dependence causes the time dependence of the thermal

conductivity of the medium in which this field operates.

Plate 3.4.2.-I presents the relationship between the conducting fracture aperture and the effective nor-

mal stress. This relationship was developed assuming that the shear stress along the fracture is equal to

zero. Also shown is the resulting time dependence of the thermal conductivity and the time dependence
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of the depth above which the thermal conductivity is related to time. These relationships were developed

assuming that: a) there is a limit for the normal fracture dilation; and b) the reduction in the value of the

initial confining stress (j,=) is continuous and is caused by changes in the magnitude of principal stresses.

At a time when anfeff is reduced to a point where it is equal to the closure pressure (,), the thermal con-

ductivity begins to show the time dependence. The time dependence of the depth, above which the stress

and time dependent changes in the thermal conductivity occur, is caused by the increasing value of the

initial confining stress with depth. Assuming that the rate of decay in ,nff is constant, more time is re-

quired to attain the sufficient reduction of the confining stress at a greater depth.

Plate 3.4.2.-2 presents the relationship between the shear dilation component (ad) of the conduct-

ing fracture aperture and the shear stress. If, at a given depth, the shear stress reaches the critical value

(Tm..) then ad becomes the shear displacement or the shear stress dependent.

Plate 3.4.2.-2 shows the relationship between the conducting fracture aperture and time, assuming

that the shear stress (T.) increases incrementally with time. The resulting time-dependence of the thermal

conductivity and of the depth above which this occurs are also shown.

Plate 3.4.2.-3 presents a conceptual model of the heat flow field developed in the deforming fractured

medium. In this model, both vertical boundaries are assumed to be adiabatic. However, both horizontal

boundaries are considered as heat conducting. The upper horizontal boundary (ZO) is isothermal, whereas

the lower horizontal boundary (Z1 ) contains a distributed heat source. Intensity of this source is given by

the term Rhzl(.), and is considered to be independent of time. The deforming fractured medium contains

only stationary" fluids, therefore, the heat flow mechanism is conduction and radiation.

An important feature of the model is the time and space dependent depth Z(x;t). The time depen-

dence of the depth Z(x;t) is a consequence of the involvement of the deforming fractured medium in the

heat flow process. Below this depth, thermal properties of the fractured medium, i.e., the thermal con-

ductivity (Khff) and the diffusivity (D), are independent of the temperature and of the stress conditions.

Hence, the heat flow is at steady-state and can be described by the Poisson's equation.

Above the depth Z(x;t), however, the thermal properties of the fractured medium are dependent on

the in-situ stress conditions. Hence, because of the involvement of the deforming fractured medium, the

thermal properties must also be time dependent. The flow process, therefore, must be represented through

the equation for transient or non-equilibrium flow.

If it is assumed that the intensity of the distributed heat source remains constant through time, i.e.,

RhZI(,,t) = const., the law of conservation of energy requires that the sum of the thermal energy contained

in the system and the thermal energy lost from this system is constant through time. The thermal energy

lost from the system is represented by the heat flux through the upper horizontal boundary.
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The above observation, together with the conceptual model, can be used to deduce the main char-

acteristics of the heat flow field developed in the deforming fractured medium. These characteristics are

shown on Plate 3.4.2.-4.

The first characteristic is that the heat flow field contains the gradients of temperature developed in

two or three dimensions. Inhomogeneities in the in-situ stress field cause the development of corresponding

inhomogeneities in the distribution of the thermal properties of the deforming medium. These inhomo-

geneities display themselves as the temperature gradients.

The second characteristic is the time dependence of the thermal gradients. Near the ground surface,

as the deformation process progresses, the bulk thermal conductivity of the fractured medium increases

gradually. This causes the total heat flux through the upper boundary of the system to increase. The

thermal energy balance, however, is maintained by reducing the amount of thermal energy stored in the

fractured medium. As shown on Plate 3.4.2.-4, this reduction displays itself as: a) the time-dependent

decrease in the geothermal gradient; and b) the time and space dependent downward migration of the

isothermal lines.

It is interesting to note that it is rather difficult to obtain an accurate measurement of the intensity of

heat flow based on measurements of the vertical temperature gradients in boreholes which are too shallow

to penetrate the entire thickness of the deforming fractured medium. Putting aside hydrologic problems

and problems caused by the horizontal temperature gradients, translation of the measured geothermal gra-

dients into the intensities of heat flow requires a knowledge of the thermal conductivity.

Measurements of the thermal conductivity are, routinely, made on core samples or drill cuttings us-

ing either the Birch-type divided-bar apparatus or the needle probe technique, Sass et al., 1971. Because

of the small size of the samples involved in these measurements, it is unlikely that, if the deforming frac-

tured medium is involved, a true in-situ value of the thermal conductivity is obtained. In this case, the ac-

tual in-situ value of the thermal conductivity may be greater than the laboratory derived value and, conse-

quently, the actual in-situ heat flow may be underestimated.

3.4.3. Coupled Fluid and Heat Flow Field Developed in the Deforminr Fractured Medium.

Plate 3.4.3.-1 presents a conceptual model of the two phase flow field developed in the deforming frac-

tured medium. In this model, both vertical boundaries are assumed to be adiabatic with respect to heat

transfer, and no flow" or constant head" boundaries with respect to the transfer of fluid. The hydraulic

pressures acting at these boundaries differ by a constant amount, which is represented by the term CX.

Both horizontal boundaries are considered to be the fluid and the heat conducting boundaries. The

upper boundary (Zo) is isothermal and isobaric. The lower horizontal boundary (Z1 ) contains a dis-

tributed heat source, which is represented by the term Rhzl(.), and a distributed fluid source which is rep-

resented by the term Rfzl(8 ). The intensities of both sources are space dependent, but they are constant
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with time. The mechanism of flow is coupled heat and fluid flow. The heat flow involves, both, convection

and conduction while the fluid flow occurs through fractures.

The flow field is developed in the deforming and "strongly" fractured medium. The deformation of

this medium occurs as repeated cycles of the tectonic deformation as discussed in Section 3.2.3. The defor-

mational system contains the time and space dependent depth Z(x;t). As was explained in Section 3.2.4.,

it represents a depth above which either the shear stress (y) is equal to the critical value (m..i) or the ef-

fective normal stress (,rIf) is equal to the closing pressure (rc). Below this depth, both ,,fff and r7 are,

respectively, either greater or smaller than ae and roux. As the result of these stress conditions, above the

depth Z(x;t), the thermal and hydraulic conductivities (KhandKj), and with them the fluid storetivity (S)

and the heat diffusivity (D), are stress dependent and, therefore, time dependent. Below the depth Z(x;t),

however, all of these properties are independent of stress and time.

Plate 3.4.3.-2 presents a conceptual model of flow in the vadose zone of the two phase flow field, op-

erating in the deforming fractured medium. In this model, both vertical boundaries are assumed to be

adiabatic and "no-flow" boundaries. This assumption is not a true representation of the actual situation.

However, if the distance X2 is very large relative to the depth Z.T, this simplifying assumption does not

entail a serious conceptual consequence. This is not so, however, if the conceptual model is intended to

represent a narrow portion of the vadose zone. In this case, both vertical boundaries should be considered

as the "flow" boundaries with respect to heat, fluid, and gas. Furthermore, the fluxes of heat, fluid, and

gas through the vertical boundaries vary in time and space.

The flow system contains the time and space dependent depth Z(x;t). Between points ZO and z2 this

depth is assumed to be greater than the depth to the water table (Z-.T). Between points z and Z2, how-

ever, the depth Z(x;t) is assumed to be situated above the water table.

Both horizontal boundaries are considered as the fluid and heat conducting boundaries. The upper

boundary (Zo) is isothermal and isobaric. It contains a distributed fluid source, Raf(,), which represents

the flux of rain water through the vadose zone. The lower boundary corresponds to the contemporary wa-

ter table and is assumed to be located at the depth Z,,T(.). This boundary contains a distributed heat

source, RhzT(,.,t), and a distributed fluid source-sink, which is represented by the term Rfz,,T(,). Be-

tween points a, and Z2, the thermal and hydraulic parameters are constant and, therefore, the intensities

of the fluid sink and of the heat source vary from one point to another, but are independent of time. Be-

tween points 2o and zi, however, the thermal and hydraulic properties are the in-situ stress dependent

and, through it, they are also time dependent. Consequently, the intensities of both the heat source and

the fluid sink-source are variable in time and space. These time and space dependencies represent the

short term excursions" as well as the long term restructuring of the flow field resulting from the restruc-

turing of in-situ stress field, Section 3.2.5.

In the vadose zone, the flow of heat occurs through convection and conduction, and the flow of fluid
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and gas involves the mechanism of fracture flow. The movement of fluid and gas is very complex, and is

the result of interaction between three flow motivating factors, namely: a) gravity; b) heat flow; and, c)

transient gradients of the gas or fluid pore pressure. These transient gradients are caused by the random

flux of fluids through the lower horizontal boundary. The fluids residing in the vadose zone are the result

of mixing of the infiltrating rain water with water from below the water table.

During the first phase of the tectonic cycle, when the strain energy contained by the fractured me-

dium is at it's minimum level and the pseudo-homogeneous strain conditions prevail, the depth Z(x;t) is

shallow and its two-dimensional configuration is relatively plain. Progress of the deformation process is

marked by a downward migration of the depth Z(x;t). With time, during the second phase of the tectonic

cycle, its value and its two-dimensional configuration become greater and more complicated, reflecting the

increasingly pronounced heterogeneous nature of the strain energy field. At the end of the tectonic cycle,

when large quantities of the strain energy are converted into work associated with: a) vibratory ground

motion; b) permanent dislocation; and c) dislocation related heating of the medium, the depth Z(xt) be-

gins to return to its former position at the start of the deformation cycle. This process repeats itself, over

and over again, as long as the regional tectonic activity motivating the developments remains unchanged.

The two phase coupled flow field developed in the deforming fractured medium is a remarkable ther-

modynamic continuum. The most striking feature of this continuum is, perhaps, its evolving nature. It

should be noted that the evolving nature of geologic systems, and its potential importance with regard to

the utilization of these systems for the purposes of large scale disposal of nuclear waste was emphasized

by some investigators, Harper and Szymanski, 1980; Szymanski and Harper, 1980; Harper and Szymanski,

1982; Donath, 1982.

The evolution of the geologic system consisting of the heat-fluid coupled flow field developed in the

deforming fractured medium can be viewed as occurring via series of similar evolutionary loops, as shown

on Plate 3.4.3.-3. During the progress of evolution, the form of the continuum becomes more and more

advanced. The term form of the continuum" as used here refers to the fractured medium as expressed

at any given time by: a) the intensity of fracturing; b) the deformed state; c) the balance of energy; and

d) alterations in the initial litho-stratigraphic framework (dikes and sills, veins, explosive breccias, hy-

drothermal and metasomatic mineralization and alteration, surface deposits, such as tuffa mounds etc).

Throughout this evolution, the potential energy contained in the system includes three time and space de-

pendent components. These components are: a) the strain energy represented through the gradients of

normal and shear stresses; b) the thermal energy represented through the gradients of temperature; and c)

the hydraulic energy represented through the gradients of the hydraulic potentials. For the remainder of

these discussions, these components will be referred to as, respectively, component A, B, and C. The sum

of these components will be called the disposable energy of the system'.

A single evolutionary loop, in terms of its duration and periodicity, corresponds to the tectonic cycle

of deformation, as discussed in Section 3.2.2. and shown on Plate 3.2.2.-3. During this cycle, the dispos-
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able energy of the system undergoes a remarkable transformation. At the onset of deformation, during the

first phase, the contribution of the A component is relatively minor. The energy balance is dominated by

the components B and C. During this time, the gradients of the hydraulic potential are strong" as are

the temperature gradients. The flow field displays a strong affiliation with the free"-'mixed" convection

flow system. As the deformation process progresses, the contribution of the A component increases. At

some stage of the deformation, this is associated with a progressive dilation of the fractured medium. This

dilation causes an overall time and space dependent decrease in the values of the hydraulic and thermal

properties of the medium. Gradually, as the stress gradients become stronger", the gradients of hydraulic

potential and temperature become weaker". The flow system begins to lose its geothermal identity. At

this time, it displays affiliation with the mixed"-"forced" type of convection system, characteristics of

which were described in Section 3.3.5. If the loss of geothermal identity is substantial the flow system will

display itself, near the ground surface, as the single phase flow field developed in the deforming fractured

medium. The main characteristics of this flow field were discussed in Section 3.2.4.

It is interesting to note that, while the dilation takes place, the bulk storetivity of the fractured

medium increases. Hence, the volume of water associated with the weakening' of hydraulic potentials

is accommodated, not only through the increased flow, but also through the increased storage. As the

dilation progresses downward, the volume of this extra" water in storage increases. This increase must

be associated with the progressive transfer of a given volume of water from shallower and cooler levels to

deeper and warmer levels. The transferred water must come into thermal equilibrium with the fractured

medium. It can be expected, therefore, that some of the heat flowing through this medium will be used for

this purpose. The deforming fractured medium, while it is being dilated, stores not only the fluid but also

the thermal energy.

It is important to understand the sequence of events which takes place at the end of the tectonic cy-

cle. To this end, it is assumed that the deforming fractured medium consists of a stack of parallel layers,

with small thickness (Az), as shown on Plate 3.4.3-4. Each of these layers consists of a number of blocks

of unit length (1). The blocks are separated from each other by a fracture. The mechanical properties of

the medium are such that the stress vs. strain relationship involves the constant (E1 ) for blocks, and an-

other constant (E.) for fractures. The initial confining stress for the entire stack consists of: a) the hor-

izontal component of the lithostatic pressure (Poisson's effect); and b) a small compressive stress, repre-

senting the remnant tectonic stress from a previous cycle of deformation. At the onset of the current de-

formation, the stack was subjected to a uniform extension with a rate ;ca. With time, as the deformation

process progresses, the stack is transformed from the initial, undeformed, state to the deformed or dilated

state, as shown on Plate 3.4.3.4. Above the depth Z(x;t), the dilation is advanced and, therefore, the con-

ducting fracture aperture includes more than the residual component. Below this depth, change in length

of individual layers is smaller and represents the elastic response of these layers to reductions in the con-

fining stress.
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It is reasonable to expect that the end of tectonic cycle, or the collapse of the focal indusion, will be

accompanied by a large scale transfer of fluids from deeper to shallower crustal levels. This transfer in-

volves either the mechanism of seismic pumping (Sibson et al., 1975) or is related to fault disruptions of

deep portions of the flow system where either free" or mixed" convection flow processes operate, Section

3.3.3. It is possible that both of these mechanisms may be involved.

Plate 3.4.3.-5 presents an idealization of the response of the dilated fractured medium to a sudden

build-up of the pore pressure. Two cases are considered. The first case is a uniform rise in the pore pres-

sure. The response of the fractured medium is a more or less uniform increase in the aperture of the frac-

tures. This occurs because the increased value of the pore pressure causes contraction" of individual

blocks of the fractured medium. The deformational system, however, remains in the dilated state.

The second case involves a local build-up of the pore pressure occurring along a few widely spaced

fractures. It is assumed that the amount of fluid involved is very large, and that the transfer of fluids oc-

curs very fast. The dilated fractured medium responds to this build-up by developing a large scale sepa-

ration between blocks. This separation involves fractures along which the build-up of pore pressure took

place and occurs at the expense of other areas which are not involved in the pore pressure build-up. In

these areas, the blocks are pushed together and the degree of dilation is reduced.

There are two factors which control the size of the block separation. The first factor is the total

amount of "recoverable" extension contained between any two given fractures involved in the pore pres-

sure build-up. For example, if these fractures are spaced 104 feet apart, and the recoverable" extension

was accumulating at a rate of 10-7 per year for 104 years, then the potential separation is 10 feet for each

of these fractures.

The second factor is the volume of fluid involved in the pore pressure build-up for each individual

fracture. As the separation between blocks increases, the volume representing the space between these

blocks increases exponentially. In order for the pore pressure build-up to be sustained, this exponentially

increasing space must always be filled with fluid. It can be expected that, soon after the separation be-

gins, the volume representing space between the separating blocks will match the volume of fluid involved

in the transfer. At this time, further build-up of pore pressure is arrested.

It can also be expected that: a) the transfer of fluid from depth will involve fluids which are mineral-

ized; and b) the transfer will be sustained through the convective heat-fluid flow process, after the block

separation was arrested. Precipitation of minerals along the separated fractures will, undoubtedly, be as-

sociated with this circumstance. This process will cause a gradual decrease in aperture of the separations.

It will also be responsible for their complete closure and for fusing back together the fractured medium.

At this time, the strain energy of the system is discharged. The system is also fused together and ready to

enter another evolutionary loop.
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The accretionary aspects of the evolution of the geologic system, which contains the heat-fluid cou-
pled flow field developed in the cyclically deforming fractured medium, are very important. These aspects
can be used to reveal a true identity of this system, at a time when this identity is masked by the ongoing
deformation.
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SECTION 4.0.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DEATH VALLEY FLOW

SYSTEM IN LIGHT OF THE EXISTING DATA.

4.1. General DescriDtion of the Death ValleY Groundwater System.

The Death Valley groundwater system is situated in southern Nevada adjacent to parts of south-

eastern California, as shown on Plate 4.1.-i. The system was distinguished somewhat arbitrarily from a

much larger hydrologic entity which is the Alluvial Basins Groundwater Region as described by Heath,

1984. It is centered around the Nevada Test Site, areal extent of which takes up a significant portion of

the groundwater system.

It became customary to consider the Death Valley groundwater system as composed of three sub-

basins, Waddell, et.al., 1984. As shown on Plate 4.1.-2., these subbasins are: a) the Oasis Valley sbbasin;-

b) the Alkali Flat - Furnace Creek Ranch subbasin; and, c) the Ash Meadows subbasin.

The climate of the region ranges from arid on the valley floors to subhumid on the crest of the highest

mountains. Altitudes range from greater than 3600 m in the Spring Mountains to below sea level in Death

Valley. Precipitation ranges from less than 50 mm/year in Death Valley to greater than 700 mm/year

in the Spring Mountain area. The mean daily maximum temperature, at altitude of approximately 700

m, ranges from 131C in January to 40.50C in July; the mean daily minimum temperature for the same

months ranges from 0.51C to 24.51C; temperatures at greater altitudes are as much as 3C to 101C lower.

In Death Valley temperatures greater than 49'C are common during the summer months.

Plate 4.1.-3 shows the distribution of the average annual precipitation and the location of recharge

and discharge areas. The recharge areas were identified assuming that the empirical relationship between

precipitation and recharge as developed by Eakin, et.al., 1963 and Eakin, 1963, is valid for this region.

This relationship suggests that no recharge occurs where mean annual precipitation is less than 200 mm.

The groundwater discharge occurs as spring flow, seeps, evapotranspiration, groundwater withdrawal, and

outflow to other groundwater basins.

In the Death Valley groundwater system, the water conducting medium is composed of two units

which involve sharply different hydraulic properties and water flow mechanisms. The first unit is the so-

called valley fill aquifer" which is composed of various detrital sediments of Late Tertiary and Quaternary

age. These alluvial-fan, fluvial, fanglomerate, lakebed, and mud-flow sediments are only locally cemented

and, consequently, exhibit large interstitial porosity. The groundwater flow mechanism, therefore, involves

predominantly porous flow through the material matrix. The thickness and stratigraphic interrelationships

of these deposits are highly variable. Thicknesses of more than 500 m occur in some areas, nevertheless,

areas where the alluvium is saturated are limited and, consequently, this hydrogeologic unit is of minor
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importance in controlling the groundwater flow process. The exception is beneath most of the discharge

areas, where the valley fill is present in saturated thicknesses sufficient to constitute an important aquifer.

The second unit comprises the bulk of the water conducting medium of the Death Valley groundwater

system. This unit consists of a great variety of sedimentary rocks; which are well indurated, slightly meta-

morphosed, and include limestones or marbles, quartzites, and various argillites; and of volcanic rocks,

which include various pyroclastic deposits, intrusives and extrusives. The age of these rocks ranges from

Precambrian-Early Cambrian, through Devonian, Carboniferous and Permian, to Tertiary. The lithologic

character of these rocks is such that, by and large, the interstitial porosity is quite small and, therefore,

the groundwater movement involves the mechanism of fracture flow. Locally, however, the interstitial

porosity may be considerable as, for example, in the case of non-welded tufts, fuvially reworked tuffs and

tuffaceous sandstones. Hence, locally the flow mechanism may involve porous flow through the medium

matrix.

The thickness of this unit is variable but involves many thousands of meters. Small portions of the

total thickness, say 10 % or 20 %, are made up of rocks whose interstitial porosity is sufficient to support

significant matrix flow.

It can be expected that, from a rheologic point of view and for time scales of geologic proportions, a

majority of rocks comprising the water conducting medium can be represented as the Bingham substance

or the B-K hybrid substance (the Bingham element in series with the Kelvin element), Price, 1966; and

Ramsay, 1967. The unwelded tuffs and unaltered hales, however, may exhibit stress-strain characteris-

tics related more to the general linear substance, rheologic representation of which involves the Maxwell

element in parallel with the Hook element.

In the Death Valley groundwater basin, the spatial relationship between the various lithic types com-

posing the water conducting medium is very complex. These relationships are the result of a very complex

evolution of this medium which, during its various stages, included: sedimentary, metamorphic, volcanic,

structural, and hydrothermal alteration processes. The resulting degree of litho-stratigraphic complexity

is such that a three-dimensional distribution of hydraulic properties can only be known on a general and

conceptual basis, regardless of the degree of subsurface exploration effort. In light of this complexity it ap-

pears that a further division of this hydrogeologic unit, as performed by some authors, is of limited prac-

tical value. This subdivision cannot be introduced into numerical modeling efforts and expressed as the

three-dimensional distribution of material properties with any degree of specificity.

Notwithstanding the large degree of complexity involved, there is a very substantial data base per-

taining to the Death Valley groundwater system. This data base has been developed as the result of a

very substantial commitment of resources made by the U.S. Government in association with activities in-

volving detonations of nuclear devices as well as involving the nuclear waste repository siting and evalua-

tion process. The dollar value of this data base may be expressed in terms of billions of dollars. It should
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not be a surprise, therefore, that this data base contains a lot of information which, on Plate 2.3.-2 are la-

beled as the Characteristics of the Flow Field'. In Section 2.3., these characteristics were judged to be

necessary in order to establish a valated conceptual model of the ground water flow field. It can be re-

called that the process of developing this conceptual model, for purposes of evaluating the effectiveness of

the nuclear waste disposal system, was characterized as the conscious sorting out the conceptual alterna-

tives using the actual field data.

The following pages are devoted to this sorting out of the available conceptual alternatives. The pro-

cess involves two dimensions. These are: a) the actual field data from the Nevada Test Site and its sur-

roundings; and b) the conceptual framework as established in Section 3.0, keeping in mind the specific

volcano-tectonic character of the area.

The most important data, with respect to the conceptual considerations of the flow field, are, un-

doubtedly, the data which relate values of the hydraulic potentials in the field to time. It is understood

that these data were collected during a nearly 10 year long process of evaluating the suitability of the

Yucca Mountain site to accommodate the nuclear waste repository. Continuous and periodic monitoring

was performed in a number of deep wells which were drilled in an area of approximately 25km2 The data,

however, are not yet available in an accessible and reliable form. Therefore, the conceptual considerations

undertaken herein cannot yet be carried out to their logical and completely reliable conclusion.

:-.~~~~~~ ..4 - : :--.
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4.2. The Vadose Zone of the Death Valley Groundwater Svstem.

An extraordinary feature of the Death Valley groundwater system is its vadose zone. The thickness of

this zone ranges from few meters, at and near the discharge areas of the system, to as much as 600 m in

the central and north-eastern parts of the system.

Within the vadose zone, the water content, expressed as a percentage of the interstitial space, is

highly variable. It ranges from 65 % to 75 % ( 15 %). In local areas, however, the degree of saturation

is high and may reach a state of complete" saturation. In this situation perched water" exists.

At the Nevada Test Site, the perched waters were encountered in many exploratory boreholes, Thor-

darson, 1965; Winograd and Thordarson, 1975. These waters were also encountered in some of the under-

ground workings located in Rainier Mesa in northwestern Yucca Flat and in the Climax granitic stock of

north-central Yucca Flat. The perched waters feed several springs which, at the Nevada Test Site, yield

small quantities of water (less than 5 gpm). Examples of such springs are: Cane Spring; Topopah Spring;

Tippipah Spring; and the Pavits Spring, Thordarson and Robinson, 1971; Schoff and Moore, 1968.

In the vadose zone, the spatial distribution of water content can be viewed as resulting from a ran-

dom mixing of two basic patterns of distribution. The first pattern is a systematic change in moisture con-

tent as a function of time and depth, Ross, 1984. Near the ground surface, the water content (and con-

sequently the suction potential) fluctuates with precipitation events and with season. At depth, however,

these fluctuations damp out, and there is a constant downward flux of water under unit head gradient.

The suction potential and the effective hydraulic conductivity are constant. Near the water table, satura-

tion is high, suction potential has a small negative value, and relative permeability is substantial.

The second pattern is the random occurrence of perched waters. These waters indicate local addi-

tion and/or retention of water which may be related to many factors, some of which are: a) local lithologic

composition of the medium; b) local precipitation; and, c) injection from below the water table.

In general, occurrences of the perched water present an interesting conceptual dilemma. There are

two very important conceptual alternatives which come into play.

The first alternative is that the perched waters represent recent meteoric waters caught during their

downward passage (infiltration) through the vadose zone by rocks whose hydraulic conductivity is very

low. Most, if not all, of the researchers who concerned themselves with the Death Valley groundwater sys-

tem, regarded this alternative as an adequate explanation of the origin of all perched waters occurring in

this system. In this case, the perched waters should not exhibit hydraulic, thermal and chemical affiliation

with waters occurring below the water table.

The second alternative is that, at least, some of the perched waters are the result of the special re-

lationship between the one of saturation and the vadose zone", as discussed in Section 3.3.3. For the
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"mixed" convection flow system, i.e., for the system whose horizontal boundary is both heat and fluid flow

boundary, this relationship requires that both of these zones supply water to each other. It appears, there-

fore, that within the conceptual framework, as established in Section 3.0, some of the perched waters may

be suspected to be expressions of the hydraulic mounds. These mounds would occur in areas where the

in-situ stress conditions are such that a true value of hydraulic potentials can display itself in the near

ground surface conditions. These potentials may or may not be related to the coupled fluid-heat flow pro-

cess. In this case, the perched waters, although diluted by the fresh infiltrating water, should exhibit ei-

ther hydraulic or thermal and chemical affiliation with waters occurring below the water table.

It is obvious that the selection of a correct conceptual alternative, with respect to the origin of perch-

ed waters, entail very profound implications as far as the conceptual model of the flow field is concerned.

Consequently, this selection should be performed with due caution and should consider: a) the chemistry

of water; b) the water temperature; c) yield or volume; and, d) the value of hydraulic potentials and their

time and space dependence.

For the purpose of these considerations three areas, where occurrences of the perched water are

known, were selected for further examination. These areas are: a) around the town of Beatty, Nevada;

b) between Jackass Flat and Frenchman Flat, at the Nevada Test Site; and c) around Pahute and Rainier

Mesas, also at the Nevada Test Site. These areas were selected because they occur in close proximity to

locations of very pronounced and local low-seismic velocity anomalies, as shown on Plate 3.3.1.-i.

Plate 4.2-1 shows the hydrologic situation present in the vicinity of Beatty, Nevada. The direction

of groundwater flow is from north toward south. Approximately 5 miles and 10 miles north from Beatty,

(up the regional hydraulic gradient), the water table is situated at altitudes 3800 feet and 4000 feet above

mean sea level, respectively. Around the town of Beatty there is a cluster of springs whose. orifices are

situated at altitudes 4000 feet and higher. The results of chemical analyses and of temperature measure-

ments performed on waters discharging from these springs are presented on Plate 4.2.-2. Clearly, a deep

rooted hydraulic mound, some 200 feet or 300 feet high, is present.

The mound aspects of this feature (hydraulic potentials are 200 feet or 300 feet higher than the hy-

draulic potentials upstream) indicate, in no uncertain terms, that more than just a simple forced" con-

vection flow process is involved. In order to account for this feature, either the mixed" convection flow

process, or a local in-situ stress inhomogeneity, or both of these possibilities must be assumed.

Plate 4.2-3 presents the hydrologic conditions around Skull Mountain, which is located at the Nevada

Test Site between Frenchman Flat and Jackass Flat. These conditions are known based on extensive sub-

surface exploration. Two small springs are found in the area, namely: Cane Spring and Pavits Spring.

In the Skull Mountain area, altitudes of the regional water table range from 2410 feet to 2386 feet

above mean sea level. A sharp increase in the altitude of the water table occurs west of the Mercury High-

way. This increase was observed in two wells. The first well, well #73-68, was drilled to a depth of 1504
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feet. Drillers first reported water at a depth of approximately 660 feet. Several days after completion of

the drilling process, however, the water level stood 518 feet below land surface, which corresponds to the

altitude of about 2982 feet above mean sea level. This altitude is more than 500 feet higher than the re-

gional water table in the neighboring Frenchman Flat. A similar, sharp increase in the altitude of the wa-

ter table was observed in well #77-68. At this site, the water table was encountered at altitude of approxi-

mately 2784 feet.

Further west of the Mercury Highway and west of wells #77-68 and #73-68, perched waters were en-

countered in three wells, namely: well #73-66 (altitudes 4066 feet and 3612 feet), well #75-66a (altitude

3924 feet), and well #75-66 (altitude 4042 feet). These perched waters occur as much as 1200 feet and

1600 feet above the "regional" water table in Frenchman Flat.

The increase in the values of hydraulic potentials with depth, as noted during drilling of well #73-

68 (from altitude 2830 to altitude 2982) and, what seems to be a progressive increase in the altitude of

the water table in wells #77-68 and #73-68, suggest an interesting possibility. This possibility is that

the perched waters (wells #73-66, #73-66a and #75-66; and waters discharging from Cane Spring and

Pavits Spring) are hydraulically connected with the underlying aquifer and are related to a deep rooted

hydraulic mound. This possibility is further strengthened by the results of chemical analyses of water ob-

tained from three depth intervals in the test well #73-66, which are shown on Plate 4.2.-4. The high to-

tal dissolved solids (sulfate, chloride, sodium, and silica) content suggests that these may not be ordinary

waters infiltrating down through the vadose one. This possibility is further strenghthened by the temper-

atures encountered, below the water table, in well #73-66. As shown on Plate 4.2-4 this temperature is

64.51C. The spatial relationship of the occurrence of this inferred hydraulic mound to the location of the

low-seismic velocity anomaly, shown on Plate 3.3.1.-i, suggests that the involvement of tectonic factors, in

the hydrologic situation at Skull Mountain, should be seriously considered.

Plate 4.2.-5 shows the location of Rainier Mesa relative to the boundaries of the Nevada Test Site.

Plate 4.2.4 shows local hydrologic conditions at this location. These conditions are known based on ex-

tensive exploration with boreholes, and based on direct observations in a system of underground workings

excavated in association with activities related to nuclear detonations.

The top of the zone of saturation has been determined based on numerous test holes drilled into the

Rainier Mesa. The altitude of the water table varies up to 100 m. The mean altitude of the water ta-

ble was approximately 1820 m above the mean sea level, Thordarson, 1965. The movement of water is

downward from the recharge area at the top of the mesa, through the fractures of the Rainier Mesa Mem-

ber, and then through the underlying Paintbrush Tuf. The groundwater travel time through the mesa is

small, not greater than few years, Russell, 1987. However, upon reaching less permeable zeolitic tuffs, the

groundwater forms a series of lenses which slowly drain through the fracture system of the formation, or

into the tunnel system.
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The perched waters are found primarily within the fractures. The majority of these water bearing

fractures are normal faults characterized by small displacements, seldom exceeding several centimeters of

net slip. A fracture analysis performed by Thordarson (1965) revealed that 50 to 60 percents of all normal

faults yielded water, while only 2 percent of induration joints, cooling joints, and other types of fractures

were water bearing. Some fractures drain and are dry within a few weeks after mining. Others, which may

be relatively close by, have acted as continuous seeps since the initial excavation, albeit at much lower dis-

charge rates than initially recorded, Thordarson, 1965.

Plate 4.2.-7 presents the results of chemical analyses performed on 24 samples of the perched water

encountered in the underground workings beneath Rainier Mesa. Of interest is a relatively high content

of total dissolved solids and sulfate. This becomes more intriguing if one recognizes three important facts.

These facts are: a) the residence time of groundwater percolating through Rainier Mesa is very small; b)

even small quantities of sulfate minerals and their weathering products have never been reported within

the rocks of Rainier Mesa; and c) a study of the effects of nearby nuclear detonations, performed by Rus-

sell (1987) and described in Section 4.7.3, revealed that after detonations there are large increases in the

sulfate content of the perched waters. There are only few possibilities which can explain the elevated sul-

fate concentrations. One possibility is that drilling activities, performed within the mesa, have contami-

nated the interstitial waters. Taking into account low interstitial conductivity of rocks involved, this pos-

sibility does not appear to be an attractive one. This low conductivity would inhibit the widespread dis-

semination of a contaminant through the matrix. Another possibility, which has been proposed by White,

et.al., (1978), is that the elevated sulfate concentrations indicate the presence of relict waters. These high

in sulfate waters would remain from the time of deposition of the rocks forming Rainier Mesa. This possi-

bility does not seem to be a plausible one, because it is hard to imagine that movement of water through

the vadose zone during the last 107 years did not involve matrix flow.

The third possibility, which is proposed here, is that the elevated sulfate concentrations of the inter-

stitial and of the perched waters in fractures indicate the presence of a relict hydraulic mound. The forma-

tion of this mound would have to be related to a tectonic event which would involve local alteration of the

in-situ stress field allowing for the full display of hydraulic potentials in the mixed" convection flow field.

This mound would be similar, but older, to the mound present in Beatty and one inferred to be present at

Skull Mountain.

In summary, it appears that the body of evidence pertaining to some of the perched waters developed

in the vadose zone of the Death Valley groundwater system permits, at least, a suspicion that these waters

may be related to tectonic processes. This would be consistent with the conceptual framework, as estab-

lished in Section 3.0, for the two phase coupled low field operating in the deforming fractured medium.

Should this suspicion become a reality, in light of further considerations and further in-situ experimenta-

tions, the resulting implications are of very significant proportions. The following two conclusions would

be warranted:
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a) The Death Valley ground water system is a system for which the position and configuration of
the water table is not an expression of the durable characteristics of the flow field. Both of these

parameters are a matter of tectonic consensus and, therefore, subject to a random change; and

b) The magnitudes of potential rises of the water table, caused by tectonic processes, are very sub-

stantial and may be long lasting.

*(
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4.3. Configuration of the Water Table.

The configuration of the water table is a very special characteristic of a flow field. This configura-

tion expresses two important factors which control the flow process in this field. These factors are: a) the

boundary conditions; and b) the three dimensional distribution of the hydraulic properties of the water

conducting medium. In Section 3.0 it has been shown that, in the tectonic environment of the Death Val-

ley flow system, both of these factors may be controlled by the tectonic processes. It becomes important,

therefore, to evaluate whether or not the configuration of the water table in this system contains any ex-

pression that this indeed may be the case.

It can be recalled that, in Section 3.2.4. and Section 3.3.3., the configuration of the water table in

a tectonically controlled flow field was described as being the result of very complex interactions involv-

ing various parts of this field. These interactions are caused by the time and space dependence of the hy-

draulic parameters of the medium and involve spatially variable vertical and horizontal gradients of hy-

draulic potentials and temperature. The resulting configuration of the water table was envisaged as in-

cluding: a) hydraulic mounds; b) hydraulic sinks; c) areas where local slopes of the water table are steep;

and d) areas where local flattening of the gradients of hydraulic potentials and of the water table occur.

Before analysis of the configuration of the water table are presented, it is important to define the

meaning of the term water table" on the flow system specific basis. To this end it is worthwhile to ex-

amine Plate 4.3.-i. This plate presents data pertaining to the degree of matrix saturation of the fractured

medium encountered in two boreholes drilled at the Nevada Test Site, namely; USW H-1 and UE-25b#1.

Core samples of rocks, from both the vadose one and below the water table, were analyzed in the labo-

ratory and were reported by Rush, et.al., 1983 and Lobmeyer, et.al., 1983. The results indicate that the

degree of saturation, above and below the water table, does not differ by much. Below the water table, the

degree of matrix saturation ranges from 70 % to 92 % - 95 %. Somewhat similar numbers were obtained

from rock samples collected 100 m and 300 m above the water table.

Based on these results, the water table seems to be a plane below which most fractures contain water,

but the rock matrix is not fully saturated. Above this plane, however, either none or only some fractures

contain water. Nevertheless, the degree of matrix saturation is relatively high.

Plate 4.3.-2 presents the position and configuration of the water table for the Death Valley flow sys-

tem. This position and configuration is known based on numerous deep wells and boreholes drilled for ei-

ther the water supply or the subsurface exploration purposes. The altitude of the water table ranges from

over 1900 m above sea level in the northern parts of the system, to below sea level in Death Valley.

In the Death Valley low system the configuration of the water table is remarkable. The basic Pat-

tern displayed by this configuration consists of a few groundwater plateaus' separated by sharp steps.

Within an individual plateau", the altitude of the water table varies little, the horizontal gradients of
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hydraulic potentials seem to be quite small, measured in meters per mile or less. Between the plateaus,

however, slopes of the water table as large as 10 % and 20 % are present. Changes in the altitude of the

water table measured in tens to hundreds of meters occur within relatively short distances. These high

hydraulic gradients occur in the recharge areas of the flow system (Plate 4.3.-3) as well as in the areas of

discharge (Plate 4.3.-4). They are also present in the central portions of the flow system, between the dis-

charge and the recharge areas. One such a notable feature extends from Beatty, Nevada, through northern

Yucca Mountain, toward Yucca Flat and beyond. This feature is developed across various geohydrologic

and physiographic units and across various structures. Plate 4.3.-S and Plate 4.3.-6 show this feature in

great detail for northern Yucca Mountain and eastern Yucca Flat.

It is interesting to take a look at the configuration of the water table in an area where water wells and

exploratory borings are closely spaced. This spacing allows for a greater resolution in defining the con-

figuration of water table. In Yucca Flat, numerous exploratory borings were drilled in association with

activities related to the nuclear detonations testing program. Plate 4.3.-7 presents the approximate alti-

tude of the water table beneath Yucca Flat. Along the trace of the Yucca Fault, two notable features are

present. One is a hydraulic mound, some 125 feet high. The other feature is a hydraulic sink, some 25 - 50

feet deep.

In summary, this brief review of information concerning the configuration of the water table in the

Death Valley flow system reveals that features expected to be present in a tectonically controlled flow fieldC are also present in this system. Configuration of the water table includes: a) steep slopes, b) hydraulic
'plateaus' where the horizontal gradients of hydraulic potentials are small; c) hydraulic mounds; and d)

hydraulic sinks.

The configuration of water table, in and by itself, is not a characteristic of the flow system which al-

lows for conclusive resolution of the question of the involvement of the tectonic factors in controlling the

flow process. n the absence of other data, there are few conceptual alternatives which may, more or less

completely, account for the observed configurations. The basic pattern of the configuration of the water

table, which consists of the plateau-step-plateau sequence, may be accounted for by assuming that narrow

groundwater barriers are locally present in the medium whose hydraulic conductivity is large otherwise.

These barriers would constitute permanent and durable features of the flow system. Their origin would be,

only, indirectly related to the tectonic processes. The presence of hydraulic mounds and sinks may be ac-

counted for by assuming that man actions are involved in their formation. Examples of such actions are

fluid withdrawal and fluid injection.
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4.4. Vertical Gradients of Hydraulic Potentials.

An important characteristic of a flow field, one which is far too often ignored, is the distribution of

vertical gradients of hydraulic potentials acting in this field. The presence or absence of these gradients

determines how well the actual equipotential surfaces are represented by the water table. If there are sig-

nificant vertical components of the groundwater flow, the water table constitutes a very poor representa-

tion of the actual three-dimensional distribution of the hydraulic potentials. Calculations and interpreta-

tions performed based on this representation can be grossly misleading.

In terms of their origin, the vertical gradients of hydraulic potentials may be related to many fac-

tors, which either control or influence the fow process. For the purpose of these conceptual considerations,

however, it is useful to recognize two broad conceptual alternatives. The first alternative is that the verti-

cal components of flow constitute a characteristic of the flow field which is independent of tectonic factors

and which, therefore, is independent of time. In this case, the vertical components are the result of: a) a

local, lithology related, inhomogeneity in the three-dimensional distribution of hydraulic parameters; or b)

the position of a given area in the flow system; for the simple" flow field the vertical components occur in

both the recharge (downward) and the discharge (upward) areas.

The second alternative is that the vertical gradients of the hydraulic potentials are related to tectonic

processes and may, therefore, be time dependent. For the mixed" convection flow system, for example,

the vertical gradients are related to the heat and fluid" flow boundary conditions present at the base of

the flow system, Section 3.3.3. In areas underlaid by the hydraulic and heat sources, the upward directed

components of fiow must be present. The downward components of flow, however, will be present in areas

which are situated over the potentiometric and heat sinks.

For a flow field operating in the deforming fractured medium, the apparent vertical gradients are re-

lated to the deformation process of this medium, as discussed in Section 3.2.4. In the case of an advanced

stage of deformation, the characteristic distribution of hydraulic potentials or pore pressure with depth

includes the overpressure" Ap(,), as shown on Plate 3.2.4.-4, This distribution requires that there is an

upward, vertical component of fiow.

At the onset of a new tectonic cycle, however, the distribution of hydraulic potentials with depth is

different. This distribution is shown on Plate 3.2.4.-5. It involves the underpressure" gradually decaying

with time. The value of this underpressure" reaches its maximum at some depth and becomes smaller

with the decreasing depth. This distribution causes, at a time when a new deformation cycle begins, a

downward vertical component of flow.

With the above introduction, it seems appropriate to examine the data base in order to establish

whether or not the vertical components of fiow, occurring in the Death Valley flow system, show any signs

of being associated with tectonic processes. To this end three areas, located within the Nevada Test Site,
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were selected for closer examination. These areas are: a) the area around Pahute Mesa; b) the area of

Yucca Flat; and c) the area corresponding to the proposed repository site at Yucca Mountain.

In the area of Pahute Mesa, the vertical gradients of hydraulic potentials are known based on mea-

surements of pore pressure with depth. These measurements were performed in 16 deep wells. Discreet in-

tervals were isolated with packers from the remainder of the borehole. The results of these measurements

were reported by Blankenagel and Weir, 1973. They are presented on Plate 4.4.-i and Plate 4.4.2.

Plate 4.4.-3, shows an idealized overall distribution of the hydraulic potentials with depth in the area

of Pahute Mesa. Within the first 2500 feet of the saturated' zone, the hydraulic potential are indepen-

dent of depth and their value is constant. The pore pressure increases linearly with depth, in accord with

the increasing weight of water. Below a depth of approximately 2500 feet from the water table, the distri-

bution of hydraulic potentials changes. As shown on Plate 4.4.-I and Plate 4.4.4, the boreholes situated

in the western portion of Pahute Mesa revealed that the hydraulic potentials increase with depth. In these

boreholes, therefore, there is an upward, vertical component of flow. The boreholes drilled in the eastern

portion of Pahute Mesa, however, revealed that the value of the hydraulic potentials decreases with depth,

indicating that there is a downward, vertical component of flow.

Examination of Plate 4.4.-2 reveals an interesting and very important characteristic of the flow field.

In boreholes for which values of the hydraulic potentials decrease with depth, the water level as measured

in an open hole reflects the underlying underpressure. Evidently, the boreholes act as conduits through

which water contained in the shallow intervals, drains into the deeper intervals where lower values of the

hydraulic potentials exist. owever, in boreholes for which the value of the hydraulic potentials increases

with depth, the water level, as measured in an open hole, does not show at all the high pressures occurring

at depth, Plate 4.4.-3. Evidently water enters the borehole at a depth where higher pressures exist, rises

upward toward interval of lower pressure where it must enter the formation without noticeably raising the

fluid level in the borehole. This seems to be a very curious circumstance indeed. There is only one logi-

cal explanation for it. The height of water column in the borehole must be controlled by the in-situ stress

present in the fractured medium. Either the effective normal stress (-&ff) is equal to the closure pressure

(v.) or the shear stress (r1) is equal to the value of rv,, as discussed in Section 3.2.3. The system seems

to be quite delicately balanced. A small rise in the value of pore pressure causes dilation of some fractures

and, through it, causes increases in their hydraulic conductivity. These fractures can now accommodate

additional volumes of water. It becomes clear that either the deformed or the deforming fractured medium

is involved. This involvement occurs down to a depth of approximately 2500 feet below the water table.

The special distribution of hydraulic potentials at depths greater than 2500 feet below the water ta-

ble, may be explained by assuming that, at Pahute Mesa, the heat-fluid flow boundary conditions are

present at the base of the flow system. Either a potentiometric and heat sink is present in the eastern part

of Pahute Mesa, or the entire area contains a weak hydrothermal convection cell. This cell would be ex-

pressed, at the base of the flow system, as the heat and fluid source in ine with the heat and fluid sink.
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Three lines of evidence support this conclusion. First, as shown on Plate 3.3.1.-1, Pahute Mesa is under-

laid by a pronounced and local low-seismic velocity anomaly. In this setting presence of the hydrother-

mal convection cell should not be surprising. Second, measurements of the in-situ temperature with depth,

performed in the area of Pahute Mesa, revealed presence of substantial horizontal and vertical gradients

of the in-situ temperature, Plate 4.4.-6. Between well PM-2 and well UE-20f, the horizontal temperature

gradient, at depth of approximately 700 m, is equal to about 30'C/5 miles. Also, in wells UE-20f and UE-

19gs, there seems to be an increase in the value of geothermal gradients, very similar to the increase pos-

tulated in Section 3.4.2. Third, chemical analysis of water samples obtained from deep wells in Pahute

Mesa revealed presence of noticeable horizontal gradients involving the chemical composition of ground-

water, Plate 4.4.-6 and Plate 4.4.-5. The content of sulfate and chloride is noticeably increased where the

upward vertical components of flow were observed.

The vertical gradients of hydraulic potentials are also known from the area of Yucca Flat. These gra-

dients are known based on observations of the position of water table made during drilling of a number of

exploratory boreholes. It appears that systematic measurements of the hydraulic potentials as a function

of depth were not performed.

Plate 4.4.4 presents a general hydrogeologic situation in the vicinity of Yucca Flat. The character-

istic feature of this area is a difference between the value of hydraulic potentials in the Tertiary volcanic

rocks and the value of these potentials in older, mainly, sedimentary rocks of Paleozoic age. From one

place to another, this difference ranges from considerable to small. There is, however, a consistent pattern.

The values of hydraulic potentials decrease with depth indicating that there is a downward, vertical com-

ponent of Rlow. Observations made during drilling of two holes, well #88-66 and well #83-69a penetrating

the Tertiary volcanic rocks, provided an opportunity to take a closer look at the distribution of this com-

ponent with depth, Winograd and Thordarson, 1975. When well #88-66 was 2045 feet deep, the static

water level was 1915 feet beneath the surface. After the well had been deepened to 2535 feet and cased

(but not cemented) to 2121 feet, the water level was 1959 feet beneath the surface. No further changes

were made in the well for 5 months thereafter, but the water level gradually declined another 20 feet. Af-

ter penetration of carbonate rocks, at a depth of 2550 feet, the water level in the well fell to 2055 i 2 feet.

The water level within the well remained at this depth during subsequent deepening of the well to a depth

of 3411 feet", Winograd and Thordarson, 1975.

A similar decline in the value of hydraulic potentials was documented in well #83-69a in west-central

Yucca Flat. At well depths of 1875 and 1970 feet the measured static water level was 1716 feet beneath

the land surface. After the hole was deepened to 2430 feet, the water level dropped to 1732 feet below the

land surface. Later the hole was deepened to 2620 feet, and the static water level was 1780 feet below the

land surface", Winograd and Thordarson, 1975.

Plate 4.4.-E, presents an idealized pattern of changes in the value of pore pressure as a function of

depth in wells #88-66 and #8-69a. The characteristic feature of this pattern is the progressive decline in
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the value of hydraulic potentials with depth. In well #88-66 this decline occurs in the sequence of Tertiary

volcanic rocks. In the sequence of Paleoroic carbonate rocks, encountered at depth, the value of hydraulic

potentials is constant. In well #83-69a, however, the decline occurs in both the Tertiary volcanics and the

Paleozoic carbonates.

The pattern of changes in the value of hydraulic potentials with depth observed in the area of Yucca

Flat is strikingly similar to the pattern shown on Plate 3.2.4.-5. In Section 3.2.4., the latter pattern was

postulated to be characteristic of an area which had experienced the large scale restructuring of the in-situ

stress field and entered a new tectonic cycle of deformation.

Based on this similarity, it is reasonable to suspect that the distribution of hydraulic potentials with

depth in Yucca Flat may be related to tectonic processes. Some support for this interpretation may be

inferred from the results of chemical analysis of water samples from well #81-67, Schoff and Moore, 1964.

These results indicate that mixed" water, or sodium-potassium-calcium-magnesium type, occurs in the

sequence of Tertiary volcanics. Furthermore, active faults are known to be present in the area of Yucca

Flat (Knauss, 1981), therefore, significant changes in the in-situ stress conditions, in not too distant past,

should not be surprising.

The vertical gradients of hydraulic potentials are also present in the area of Yucca Mountain. These

gradients are known based on downhole measurements of pore pressure performed in 7 deep exploratory

wells, namely: U-25b#1, UE-25p#l, USW H-1, USW H-3, USW H-4, USW H-5, AND USW H-6. The

location of these wells is shown on Plate 4.4.-9.

The measurements of downhole pore pressure were made at discreet intervals which were isolated,

from the remainder of the borehole, with packers. The results of these measurements were reported by

Robison, 1984. They are presented on Plate 4.4.-0.

Plate 4.4.-1i shows an idealized distribution of the pore pressure with depth in the area of Yucca

Mountain. Between the water table and a depth of approximately 1200 m, the value of hydraulic poten-

tials is more or less constant and independent of depth. Below this depth, however, higher values of the

hydraulic potentials were encountered in three boreholes. These boreholes are: UE-25 p#1, USW H-i,

and USW H-3. The highest difference in the value of pore pressure Ap(5) was observed in borehole USW

H-i where it was equal to approximately 53 m. In boreholes UE-25 p#1 and USW H-3, the difference

Apts) was 20 m and 22 m, respectively.

Similarly as in the area of Pahute Mesa, the water levels as measured in open holes do not show the

higher pressures occurring at greater depths. Again, it is dear that either the deformed or the deform-

ing fractured medium is involved. The results of in-situ stress determinations, performed at four sites in

the area using the hydrofracture technique,-flly support this conclusion. These results were reported by

Stock, et.al., 1985, and Stock, et.al., 1986. They are also presented and discussed in Section 4.5.
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In summary, the examination of data reveals that the vertical gradients of hydraulic potentials oc-

curring in the Death Valley flow system display all characteristics of being related to tectonic processes.

In two cases, the area of Pahute Mesa and the area of Yucca Mountain, either the deformed or the de-

forming fractured medium is clearly present. In the case of Yucca Flat, the distribution of pore pressure

with depth may be related to a recent faulting event. This event, most probably, occurred along the Yucca

Fault. Furthermore, the characteristic spatial distribution of the vertical components of flow in the area of

Pahute Mesa, may be related to the hydrothermal convection cell. This cell appears to be dampened by

the limit equilibrium in-situ stress conditions present within the first 2500 feet of the zone of saturation.
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4.5. The In-Situ Stress State.

Hydrologists seldom, if ever, use in their considerations of groundwater flow systems information

concerning the in-situ stress field. They prefer to consider the fractured medium as a medium whose hy-

draulic properties, i.e. the storetivity and the hydraulic conductivity, are fixed in space. Furthermore, it is

assumed that the value of these parameters is unrelated to time or other time-dependent factors. It is in

petroleum industry, stimulation in particular, where the in-situ stress state receives its greatly deserved

attention. It is recognized that the in-situ stress controls the relationship between the effective normal

stress (0feff) and the closing pressure (e) as well as between the shear stress (rf) and the resistance of

the medium against frictional sliding, which is r.... Hence, the in-situ stress also controls the relationship

between formation pore pressure and its storetivity and hydraulic conductivity.

In Section 3.2.2., a thought was advanced that, in the case of Death Valley flow system, the in-situ

stress field may vary in time and space. This characteristic would result in control by the in-situ stress

field of the storetivity and of the hydraulic conductivity and, through them, the distribution of hydraulic

potentials. Similarly, the in-situ stress field would control the thermal conductivity and, through it, the

distribution of geothermal gradients.

There is no doubt that the in-situ stress field is the important factor which may either control or in-

fluence the flow process. It seems appropriate, therefore, to review what is known about the in-situ stress

field in the Death Valley groundwater system.

At the Nevada Test Site numerous in-situ stress determinations were made. These determinations

were performed using either the overcoming technique or the hydraulic fracturing technique. The results of

these experiments were widely reported in literature, for example Ellis and Edge, 1976; Haimson, et.al.,

1974; Ellis and Maguer, 1980; Smith et.al., 1980; Haimson, 1981; Stock, et.al., 1985; and Stock, et.al.,

1986.

For the purposes of these considerations two areas, at the Nevada Test Site, were selected for closer

examination of the in-situ stress conditions. These areas are: Rainier Mesa and Yucca Mountain.

A three-dimensional determination of the in-situ stress, beyond the influence of tunnel openings, was

performed in U-12e.18 drift excavated into Rainier Mesa. The measurements were made with the USBM

three-component borehole deformation gage, using the overcoring technique. Magnitudes and orientations

of the principal stresses were calculated based on results of these measurements. They were reported by

Miller, et.al., 1975 and are shown on Plate 4.5.-1, and Plate 4.5.-2.

Plate 4.5.-3 presents the Mohr's three-dimensional representation of the in-situ stresses measured at

Rainier Mesa. The Coulomb criterion for shear failure is also shown; It was assumed that the cohesion

(C) of natural fractures is equal to zero, and that the coefficient of friction for these fractures ranges from
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0.47 (0 = 250) to 0.58 (X = 300). In this situation, the ratio /m , for most favorably oriented for

shear slip fractures, is equal to approximately 1.0 indicating that near the limit equilibrium in-situ stress

conditions exist. Small increase in the value of pore pressure will cause the initiation of shear sliding along

some fractures. The value of shear stress is controlled by the value of pore pressure. Conversely, small in-

crease in the value of shear stress will cause the initiation of shear sliding and the resulting increase in the

value of hydraulic conductivity for some fractures. In this situation, the shear stress controls the value of

pore pressure. It becomes clear that the system is quite delicately balanced, in a sense, that the in-situ

stress and the pore pressure are coupled via the principal of effective stress.

At Yucca Mountain, the in-situ stress determinations were made in four deep wells, namely: USW

G-1; USW G-2; USW G-3; and, UE-25p #1. The location of these wells is presented on Plate 4.5.-4. The

measurements were made down to a depth of approximately 1700m, in both the vadose zone and the sat-

urated' gone. The results of these measurements were reported by Stock, et.al., 1985 and Stock, et.al,

1986. They are shown on Plate 4.5.-5, Plate 4.5.-6, Plate 4.5.-7, and Plate 4.5-8.

A characteristic feature of the in-situ stresses, measured at the Yucca Mountain, is that in most

cases the value of minimum horizontal stress is very close to a line which represents resistance of fractures

against frictional sliding. This line has been drawn assuming that the cohesion (C) of pre-existing frac-

tures is negligible, and that the coefficient of friction for these fractures is somewhere within a range of 0.6

-1.0. Again, the data indicate quite clearly that the limit equilibrium is present. Consequently, the in-situ

stress and the pore pressure are coupled and, obviously, either the deformed or the deforming fractured

medium is involved.

In summary, even casual overview of the results of in-situ stress determinations reveals that, in the

Death Valley flow system, the in-situ stress plays a very important, perhaps dominant, role. This conclu-

sion is in full agreement with expectations deduced based on the volcano-tectonic character of the area,

Section 3.1., and based on the history of tectonic deformation of the area, including the contemporary de-

formation, Section 3.2.1. Furthermore, the contemporary straining and seismicity together with the pat-

tern of Plio-Quaternary deformation and faulting in the area all indicate that the evolving, i.e. changing

with time, or the dynamic strain energy field must be involved. Any hydrologic consideration not account-

ing for this circumstance will, undoubtedly, contain serious errors in judgment amounting to a complete

misunderstanding and, therefore, misrepresentation of the flow field.
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4.6. In-Situ Measurements of Temperature.

4.6.1. General.

The results of measurements of the in-situ temperature can provide important insights into the flow

process operating in a hydrologic system. Specifically, these measurements can yield data which can pro-

vide, either directly or indirectly, answers to a number of important hydrogeologic questions. Of particu-

lar relevance, to the Death Valley groundwater system, are the following three questions: a) does the flow

field involve the single or the two phase flow process, i.e. is there an involvement of the "mixed" convec-

tion fow process?; b) is the flow field developed in the deforming fractured medium?; and, c) does the flow

field involve the two phase, heat-fluid coupled, flow occurring in the deforming fractured medium?.

As discussed in Section 3.3.3., presence of the mixed" convection should reveal itself through two

thermal characteristics of the flow field. These characteristics are: a) the relatively high heat flow; and,

b) the relatively high degree of thermal inhomogeneity, i.e. presence of significant gradients of the in-situ

temperature. Based on the thermal characteristics alone, however, it is quite easy to confuse the mixed"

and the forced" convection flow systems. In order to distinguish the two apart, it is necessary to intro-

duce other characteristics of the flow field and of the medium, Section 3.3.4.

In Section 3.4.2., it has been shown that the involvement of the deforming fractured medium in theC heat flow process will also reveal itself through the thermal characteristics of the flow field. These charac-

teristics are: a) the presence of horizontal gradients of the in-situ temperature, Plate 3.4.2.4; b) the spe-

cific sharp increase in the value of geothermal gradient with depth, Plate 3.4.2.-4; and, c) the time depen-

dence of both the horizontal and the vertical gradients of the in-situ temperature.

It is expected that the thermal signature of the two phase, heat-fluid coupled, flow field developed

in the deforming fractured medium will combine characteristics of the two above systems. In this field,

the convective aspects of the flow process will be displayed with a corresponding intensity but only below

some depth. Near the ground surface, however, the convective flow will be attenuated or dampened by the

limit equilibrium conditions of the in-situ stress field. Such flow field is characterized by a large degree of

variability of its behavior with time, Section 3.4.3.

Examination of the data base pertaining to thermal characteristics of the Death Valley groundwater

system is presented below. This examination has been divided into three parts. These parts are: a) Sec-

tion 4.6.2 describing gradients of the in-situ temperature; b) Section 4.6.3. describing results of the in-situ

heat flow measurements; and, c) Section 4.6.4. dealing with the heat flow in the past. Summary of inter-

pretations of the data base is presented in Section 4.6.5.
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4.6.2. Gradients of the In-Situ Temperature.

Within the Death Valley flow system, measurements of the in-situ temperature, as a function of

depth, were carried out in more than 50 deep wells, Plate 4.6.2.-i. These impressive data were summa-

rized and reported by Sass, et.al., 1980. Plates 4.6.2.-2 through 4.6.2.-8 present these data in a form of

distribution of the in-situ temperature with depth. Six different areas located at the Nevada Test Site are

represented.

Examining the depth distributions of the in-situ temperature, it becomes clear that the flow field is

characterized by a large degree of thermal inhomogeneity. Sass and Lachenbruch, 1982, and Sass, et.al.,

1980, attributed this inhomogeneity to local groundwater circulations". These authors, nevertheless, rec-

ognized the convective aspects of the flow system in at least one area or possibly two areas. One of these

areas is around well UE-25a3 and another is situated around well PM-2, Plate 4.6.2.-i.

Within the Death Valley flow system, at a constant depth of 500 m, the in-situ temperatures range

from about 20°C (well TW7 on Plate 4.6.2.-4, and well TW1 on Plate 4.6.2.-3) to as much as 48§C and

520C (well TWF on Plate 4.6.2.-6 and well PM-2 on Plate 4.6.2.2) Values of the geothermal gradi-

ent range from 15C/km - 200C/km (well TWI on Plate 4.6.2.-3 and well UE-4a on Plate 4.6.2.-4) to

43°C/km - 580C/km (in well TWF on Plate 4.6.2.-6 and well PM-2 on Plate 4.6.2.-2).

The pattern outlined by the spatial distribution of thermal inhomogeneity, if viewed together with the

seismic velocity structure of the area shown on Plate 3.3.1.-i, is very revealing. East of the contour line,

which on Plate 3.3.1.-i represents the zero seismic velocity perturbation, the in-situ temperatures are low,

for example Plate 4.6.2.-3 and Plate 4.6.2.-5. However, west of this contour line the in-situ temperatures

are noticeably higher (well UE-18t on Plate 4.6.2.-3; Plate 4.6.2.-2; Plate 4.6.2.-6; and Plate 4.6.2.-7). Pur-

thermore, two local seismic velocity anomalies, one in the area of Pahute Mesa and another in the south-

western corner of the Nevada Test Site, are clearly reflected in the pattern of spatial distribution of ther-

mal inhomogeneities. The highest in-situ temperatures, as measured near the ground surface, occur over

both of these anomalies, for example well PM-2 on Plate 4.6.2.-2; wells TWF, TW-5, TW-3, and J-11 on

Plate 4.6.2.-6, and well UE-25a3 on Plate 4.6.2.-7.

Based on the above observations, it appears that in addition to the "local groundwater circulations'

there is another factor involved. This factor is the nonhomogeneous heat flow through the base of the flow

system. As shown by the seismic velocity structure of the upper crust, Plate 3.3.1.-i, this nonhomoge-

neous heat flow is clearly related to the fundamental tectonic fabric of the area.

It is interesting to note that, the deformational aspects of the area are also reflected in the three-

dimensional distribution of the in-situ temperature. Two observations are of particular relevance. First,

two areas where the limit equilibrium conditions of the in-situ stress field exist (i.e. Pahute Mesa, Section
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4.4.; and Yucca Mountain, Section 4.4. and Section 4.5.), contain wells in which the distribution of val-

ues of the geothermal gradient with depth shows the distinct sharp increase. This increase was described

in Section 3.4.2. and is presented on Plate 3.4.2.-4. The wells which show this increase are: UE-19gs and

UE-20f, Plate 4.6.2.-3; and USW H-1 and USW G-1, Plate 4.6.2.-7.

Second, in the area of Yucca Flat, the local hydrologic conditions were interpreted to be the result of

a recent tectonic event, possibly on the Yucca Fault, Section 4.4. According to this interpretation the con-

temporary near-surface groundwaters are free of tectonic influences. Consequently, the in-situ temperature

field is characterized by a considerable degree of uniformity, for example Plate 4.5.2.-4 and Plate 4.5.2.-S

(wells TWE and UE-15b are exceptions; they, most likely, represent a different tectonic configuration).

4.6.3. Measurements of Heat Flow.

The results of measurements of the contemporary heat flow, performed in the Death Valley groundwa-

ter system, were published by Sass, et.al., 1976; Sass, et.al., 1980; and, Sass and Lachenbruch, 1982. These

results were obtained by combining the in-situ measurements of temperature, Section 4.6.2., with measure-

ments of the thermal conductivity. The latter measurements were performed in the laboratory using either

core samples or drill cuttings, Sass, et.al., 1976.

The intensities of heat flow, within and adjacent to the Nevada Test Site, are presented on Plate

4.6.3.-i and Plate 4.6.3.-2. The values of this intensity range from 0.7 HFU - 1.3 HFU, through 1.8 HFU -

2.2 HFU to 3.1 HFU. Obviously, a very heterogeneous temperature field is involved.

Within the Southern Great Basin, a large area was distinguished, based on the results of measure-

ments of the intensity of heat fow. In this area anomalously low, from a regional point of view, heat flow

values occur. This area includes the Nevada Test Site and was named the Eureka Low by Sass, et.al.,

1977. The anomaly was attributed to a complex hydrologic disturbance of an unspecified nature.

The location of the Eureka Low is presented on Plate 4.6.3.-3. This plate also presents the 2.5 HFU

heat flow intensity contour which have been established by Swanberg and Morgan, 1978. The contour is

based on the silica contents of groundwater. These silica contents indicate that the intensities of heat flow,

for most of the Eureka Low including the Nevada Test Site, are equal to or greater than 2.5 HFU. Recog-

nising this contradiction, Sass and Lachenbruch, (1982), concluded that: a) groundwater is carrying off

much of the earth's heat in the upper 3 km and delivering it elsewhere'; and, b) the regional heat flow

from beneath the zone of hydrologic disturbance in the Eureka Low may be the same as that characteristic

of the Great Basin in general (80 mWm- or 2 HFU) or it could be as high as 100 mWm-2 or 2.5 HFU'.

A mystery posed by the Eureka Low can be readily solved by recognizing that the deforming frac-

tured medium is involved in the heat low process. There are two factors which together explain the

dilemma. The first factor was discussed in Section 3.4.2. The values of thermal conductivity as derived
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based on the laboratory measurements underestimate the actual in-situ values, because they do not ac-

count for the dilated nature of the deforming fractured medium. Consequently, the intensities of heat flow

are also underestimated. The second factor was discussed in Section 3.4.3. It was shown that the deform-

ing medium, while it is being dilated, stores not only fluid but also the thermal energy. This causes the

apparent decrease in the intensity of heat flowing through the deforming fractured medium.

4.6.4. Heat Flow in the Past.

The intensity of heat flow in the past, specifically during Late Quaternary, was estimated at only one

location. This location is the Yucca Mountain itself. Samples of calcitic veins, emplaced along some frac-

tures, were collected from drill cores extracted from the vadose sone in three boreholes, namely: UE-25

a#l; USW G-2; and, USW G-3. The location of these boreholes is shown on Plate 4.6.4.-i.

The samples were analyzed for uranium and stable isotope contents, and were dated by the uranium-

series method. The results of these analyses were reported by Szabo and Kyser, 1985. They are also

shown on Plate 4.6.4.-2 and Plate 4.6.4.-3. Two calcite samples yielded.an average date of 28X10z years

B.P., four calcite deposits yielded an average date of about 170X103 years B.P., and four calcite deposits

have an average date of about 280X103 years B.P. In addition four calcite samples yielded.minimum dates

of precipitation of greater than 400X103 years B.P.

Plate 4.6.4.-4 presents the stable isotope data for the calcites from Yucca Mountain. The presentation

is in a form of 6180 vs. 63C plot. Temperatures shown represent the calculated isotopic composition of

calcite in equilibrium with meteoric water having the 6180 value of (-9) and the 613C values of either (-

11.5) or (-8). Fractionation factors for oxygen are those suggested by O'Neil, et.al., 1969, and for carbon

are those derived by Friedman, 1970.

Plate 4.6.4.-S presents an estimate of the in-situ paleo-temperatures based on the stable isotope con-

tent of the calcite samples. This estimate is also presented on Plate 4.6.5.-6 which, in addition, shows the

contemporary in-situ temperatures within Yucca Mountain. Differences between the contemporary and

the in-situ paleo-temperatures are substantial ranging from few C near the ground surface to as much

as 151C at a depth of about 600 m. This suggests, but does not prove, that the in-situ temperatures at

the Yucca Mountain vary through time in accord with the conceptual model of heat flow in the deforming

fractured medium, Section 3.4.3. It is possible that at the onset of a new evolutionary loop of the system

the values of geothermal gradients are 5C - 150C per km higher than at the end of this loop.

4.6.5. Summary.

The review of thermal characteristics of the Death Valley groundwater system reveals that there are

indications of heavy involvement of tectonics in the flow process. The flow field appears to be character-

ized by a substantial degree of thermal inhomogeneity in three dimensions. At a depth of approximately
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2 km or 3 km, the intensity of heat flow is high and may be the same as that characteristic of the Great

Basin in general. At the base of the flow field, distribution of the intensity of heat flow appears to be het-

erogeneous. This distribution seems to be related to the fundamental tectonic fabric of the area, as shown

by the seismic velocity structure of the upper crust. In this situation, the possibility that the "mixed"

convection or two phase, heat-fluid coupled, flow process is involved in the flow field should be seriously

considered.

The characteristic increase in the value of geothermal gradients with depth, observed in some deep

wells, together with the possible time-dependence of the value of these gradients, indicates that the strain

energy field may be involved in the heat flow process. This strengthens the earlier conclusion that the de-

forming fractured medium is, locally, the dominant factor in the flow field.

As the consequence of above discussions, the question: does the flow field involve the two phase, heat-

fluid coupled, flow process occurring in the deforming fractured medium?, seems to have an affirmative an-

swer. This question, without any doubt, is of paramount importance as far as the utilisation of the Death

Valley flow field for the purposes of permanent disposal of high-level nuclear wastes is concerned.
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4.7. Hydraulic Stressing of the Fractured Medium in the Death Valley Flow System.

4.7.1. General.

Hydrologic observations made during hydraulic stressing of a fractured medium can reveal important

characteristics of the flow system. Specifically, the results of these observations can be used to evaluate

whether or not the deforming fractured medium is involved in the flow process. Furthermore, these re-

sults can provide some help in evaluating, on qualitative basis, how significant are the in-situ stress related

changes in the hydraulic conductivity and the storetivity of the fractured medium. These information,

in turn, can be used to estimate a magnitude of the potential hydrologic disturbances resulting from the

large scale restructuring of the in-situ strain energy field. Of course, these estimates must be made with

reference to a specific flow field and accounting for local hydrologic conditions.

The hydraulic stressing of the fractured medium occurs in association with many natural or man-

made processes and activities. Drilling of a well or an exploratory borehole using drilling fluids, amounts

to local hydraulic stressing of the fractured medium. The values of applied hydraulic pressures are small if

the potentiometric surface is located near the ground surface. However, if drilling is performed in a situa-

tion involving a thick vadose sone, the applied hydraulic pressures may be very high.

The hydraulic stressing occurs in association with testing of a completed well using the Cooper-

Bredehoeft 'slug injection test procedure. The hydraulic pressures applied may be very high. For ex-

ample, the hydraulic pressures used in testing wells at Yucca Mountain were in a range of 10 bars to 40

bars.

Passage of a vibratory ground motion through the fractured medium also causes the hydraulic stress-

ing of this medium. This transient stressing may result from either a natural earthquake or a man-made

detonation of a nuclear device. During the passing of vibratory ground motion, the fractured medium is

alternately compressed and dilated through many cycles of strain. During a single cycle, part of the frac-

tured medium, perhaps 1/4 of the shock wave wavelength wide, may be under either compressional or ex-

tensional strain for a time equal to about 1/4 of the shock wave period.

The magnitude of dynamic strain caused by an earthquake with magnitudes 16 = 7.0 and Mb =

7.5 was estimated by Wood, 1985. As shown on Plate 4.7.1.-1, the dynamic strain, produced by such an

earthquake, ranges from 10-3, near the earthquake epicenter, to 10-5 some 200 km - 250 km away from

the epicenter. The Handley nuclear detonation produced the peak dynamic strain of about 1.5 x 10-5, at

a distance of about 200 km (Wood, 1965). The Handley nuclear device had a reported yield of about I

megaton, which is equivalent to an earthquake with Mb = 6.5. It is reasonable to expect that the dynamic

strain resulting from the M = 7.0 - 7.5 earthquake is of the order of 10-4, at a distance of 30 km. As

shown on Plate 4.7.1.-, the shock wave induced potential increases in the value of pore pressure are very

high in the range of tens of bars.
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The deforming fractured medium is characterized by two important features, Section 3.2.4. The first

feature is that the in-situ strain energy field is spatially heterogeneous, i.e. the fractured medium contains

gradients of both the normal stress and the shear stress. The second feature is that, locally, the strain en-

ergy field is at the conditions of limit equilibrium (either crff = or or r = .). In this situation, even

small increases in the value of pore pressure, introduced into the medium, cause the development of local

instabilities leading to the establishment of local perturbations in the in-situ strain energy field. It is im-

portant to understand these perturbations and their role in the hydraulic stressing of the medium as well

as in controlling the hydraulic response of this medium during and after the stressing. To this end it is

useful to examine Plate 4.7.1.-2; Plate 4.7.1.-3, and Plate 4.7.1.-4.

Plate 4.7.1.-2 presents the assumed initial distribution of the in-situ stresses along a fracture. It has

been assumed that the location of this fracture, relative to the a1 stress trajectory, is such that the gradi-

ents of both the normal and the shear stress are present along the fracture plane. Consequently, the value

of shear stress (t) varies along the fracture plane, it is highest near the fracture center and diminishes

with distance away from it. In contract, the magnitude of normal effective stress (vtff) is highest near

the fracture ends and diminishes toward the fracture center. Along the fracture plane, the value of pore

pressure (p) is constant, and the value of rmz<J) varies in accord with the distribution of caffsy)

Plate 4.7.1.-3 presents the in-situ stress perturbation resulting from a local build-up of the pore pres-

sure p(p,) This build-up causes that the value of normal effective stress vf.ff(y) is reduced by a variable

amount °Cr-'wtr) Reduction in the value of t by a variable amount 1 () follows. Near the fracture

center, this reduction is sufficient to cause the development of a local shear dislocation. As a result, the

value of ry(y) is reduced by a variable amount srho Reacting to the shear dislocation, the fracture wall-

rock is compressed in the upper half of the fracture and stretched in the lower half. This straining gives

rise to an additional gradient of the normal stress 0=(v). As the magnitude of shear dislocation diminishes

with distance () away from the fracture plane, the magnitude of additional normal stress (i) also dimin-

ishes. This causes that, in addition to the normal stress gradient O;(p) there is also an additional gradient

of the shear stress ri,{,), Plate 4.7.2.4.

Emergence of the additional stress gradients [oa(y) and 1gyrg)] causes locally the initial in-situ stress

trajectories to change their position with respect to the fracture plane. These trajectories also change

their configuration relative to their former configuration. Both of these changes constitute the essence

of the in-situ stress perturbation resulting from the local pore pressure build-up. These changes are not,

however, in accord with the overall configuration of the in-situ strain energy field and, therefore, cannot be

tolerated for a long time. With time, both of the additional stress gradients will decay to a more tolerable

position of equilibrium, as shown on Plate 4.7.1.-4.

Following discussions presented in Section 3.2.3., it can be inferred that the shear dislocation, induced

by the pore pressure build-up, causes important changes in the fracture hydraulic conductivity (Kt.f) and
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storetivity (SI). These changes are shown on Plate 4.7.1.-4. The shear dislocation related dilation of the

fracture results in increase of the value of both the fracture hydraulic conductivity and the storetivity.

When the in-situ strain energy field eradicates the stress perturbation, the value of both of these param-

eters diminishes, and with time returns to normal.

The above described perturbation of the in-situ strain energy field involves a transfer of the strain en-

ergy from the fracture plane to the wallrock. This perturbation does not involve significant removal of the

strain energy from the field via vibratory ground motion, permanent dislocation, and associated thermal

effects. However, if such removal is triggered by the pore pressure build-up the reaction of the fractured

medium is different. In this case, there is a permanent reduction in the strain energy around the fracture,

values of both the normal stress and the shear stress are changed. The value of normal effective stress in-

creases and the value of shear stress diminishes. Consequently, the hydraulic conductivity and the store-

tivity of the medium are reduced. This reduction occurs in a volume of the fractured medium from which

the strain energy was removed.

Examination of hydrologic observations made during the hydraulic stressing of the fractured medium

in the Death Valley flow system is presented below. This examination has been subdivided into three

parts. These parts are: a) Section 4.7.2, describing response of water levels in wells to nuclear detonations;

b) Section 4.7.3., describing effect of nuclear detonations on groundwater discharge from tunnels and on

groundwater chemistry; and, c) Section 4.7.4., describing response of the fractured medium to the Cooper-

Bredehoeft injection tests. Summary of interpretations is presented in Section 4.7.5.

4.7.2. Response of Water Levels in Wells to Nuclear Detonations.

Measurements of the response of the flow system to shock waves were performed, at the Nevada Test

Site, in association with detonation of few nuclear devices. Best known are the responses to two important

events, namely: the Handley Event and the Bilby Event.

The Bilby Event occurred on September 13, 1963, in Yucca Flat, at the Nevada Test Site. The nu-

clear device had a reported yield of approximately 200 kilotons, and was buried 2339 feet below the land

surface. In Yucca Flat, the Bilby Event was the first nuclear explosion detonated within the zone of "sat-

uration". The results of hydrogeologic observations made in association with this event were published by

Garber (1971) and Corchary and Dinwiddie (1975). The location of the detonation site is shown on Plate

4.7.2.-i. The response of the fluid pressure to the Bilby Event, as measured in three observation wells, is

shown on Plate 4.7.2.-2. The event caused the fluid pressure to rise about 250 feet in the observation well

U34, located 2000 feet from the detonation site. The observation wells #7 and E, situated 4000 feet and

8000 feet away, recorded the fluid pressure rise of about 65 feet and 10 feet, respectively.

After the event, borehole U3-cn PS #2 was drilled into the Bilby rubble chimney. The water level

rise, in the rubble chimney, was observed during a period from November, 1963, to May, 1968. The results

of these measurements were reported by Garber (1971) and are presented on Plate 4.7.2.-3.
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Considering together the data on Plate 4.7.2.-2 and Plate 4.7.2.-3 the following sequence of events

may be reconstructed. Prior to detonation of the Bilby device the water table, in the vicinity of the explo-

sion site, was at an altitude about 2425 feet above mean sea level. The shock wave generated by the Bilby

Event produced the dynamic fluid over-pressure value of which ranged from 250 feet, 2000 feet away from

the detonation site, to 10 feet, 8000 feet away from the detonation site. Between September 13, 1963, and

November 8, 1963, the fluid level declined to an altitude of about 2090 feet, i.e. 335 feet below the fluid

level prior to the detonation time. The continuous rise of the water level, from an altitude of 2090 feet to

an altitude about 2410 feet, was observed from November , 1963, to May 8, 1968.

The local hydrologic conditions in the area of Yucca Flat, and presumably around the Bilby detona-

tion site, were discussed in Section 4.4. It can be recalled that, the characteristic feature of this area is

the progressive decline of the value of hydraulic potentials with increasing depth, as shown on Plate 4.4.-

8. The distribution of hydraulic potentials with depth indicates the presence of 'underpressure' in deeper

portions of the zone of 'saturation". The value of this underpressure ranges from 527 feet in well #87-

62, through 140 feet in well #88-66, to 64 feet in well #83-69a, Winograd and Thordarson, 1975.

In light of these local hydrologic conditions, the following interpretation of behavior of the fluid pres-

sure through time, at the Bilby detonation site, seems to be reasonable. The detonation induced shock

wave produced the dynamic fluid overpressure value of which diminished with the increasing distance away

from the detonation site. Locally, around the detonation site, the dynamic overpressure and the shock

wave caused the development of perturbation in the in-situ strain energy field, increase in the conducting

aperture of fractures, and resulting enhancement of the vertical conductivity of the Tertiary volcanics. Ev-

idently, the perturbation of the in-situ strain energy field involved only transfer of the strain energy which

was not accompanied by reduction of the overall energy balance. This perturbation was not in accord with

the overall configuration of the strain energy field. Consequently, it provoked a reaction on the part of this

field. This reaction was to strain back, with time, the rebellious" volume of the fractured medium. In

the meantime, taking advantage of the increased vertical hydraulic conductivity, the groundwater drained

from the higher intervals into the deeper intervals where values of the hydraulic potentials are lower. With

time, as the restoration of the strain energy field took place, the conducting aperture of fractures was be-

ing gradually reduced. The values of hydraulic potentials were adjusted accordingly by a lateral radial in-

flow of water from outside of the detonation induced stress anomaly. These adjustments displayed them-

selves as a rise of the fluid level in borehole U3-cn PS#2, during a period from November, 1963, to May,

1968.

The Handley Event occurred on March 26, 1970, in the area of Pahute Mesa at the Nevada Test Site.

The nuclear device had a reported yield of approximately one megaton. It was detonated in emplacement

hole U-20m, location of which is shown on Plate 4.7.2.4. Many measurements and observations pertaining

to the deformational and hydrologic effects of the Handley Event were made. The results of these mea-

surements and observations were described by Dudley, et.al., 1971 and Morris, 1971.
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Measurements of ground deformation, within a few km of the Handley detonation site, were made by

high-precision leveling and by Geodimeter distance measurements. Level data showed subsidence caused

by cavity collapse and possible compaction out to at least 1.2 km from the detonation point. These data

also showed displacements across faults. Surface fracturing resulting from the explosion were typical ra-

dial and concentric fractures associated with the surface collapse area. Displacements along faults were

observed as much as 8 km away. A maximum of 60 cm of vertical displacement occurred on a fault east of

the detonation site. Prior to the Handley Event, a long-term creep was observed along the Boxcar Fault.

In anticipation of the Handley Event, pressure transducers to measure water levels were installed in

13 pre-existing wells. The most distant monitoring site was 112 km northwest of the detonation site. The

location of some of the monitoring sites is shown on Plate 4.7.2.-5.

The dynamic fluid overpressure produced by the Handley shock wave is presented on Plate 4.7.2.4.

Within a distance of about 5 km of the detonation site, the value of overpressure is equal to nearly 100

m. The overpressure attenuated with distance from the detonation point. In well UE-18r, located 20 km

away, the value of dynamic overpressure was equal 7.0 m. Beyond a distance of 50 km, the value of over-

pressure was less than 2.0 m.

In association with the Handley Event of particular importance are hydrologic observations made in

the proximity to the detonation site. Four wells situated in Pahute Mesa (PM-1; PM-2; UE-20; and, UE-

20p) and one well situated between Buckboard Mesa and Pahute Mesa (UE-18r) were observed at the det-

onation time. Water levels and pressures were recorded in these wells for three months after the Handley

Event, through June, 1970. The location of these wells is shown on Plate 4.7.2.-7. The results obtained

were reported by Dudley, et.al., 1971 and Corchary and Dinwiddie (1975), they are also presented on Plate

4.7.2.-8; Plate 4.7.2.-9; and, Plate 4.7.2.-10.

The monitoring of the dynamic fluid overpressure, in response to the Handley shock wave, was only

partially successful. Apparently, the Rustrak recorders utilized in monitoring of Pahute Mesa wells were

too slow to reveal cyclic responses to the shock wave. Nevertheless, the dynamic fluid overpressure of more

than 92 m was recorded in well UE-20f, located about 5 km from the detonation site.

Sustained and oscillatory pore pressure changes were monitored for more than a month after the Han-

dley Event. As shown on Plate 4.7.2.-6, these changes were observed in two wells, namely: UE-20f and

UE-20p. In well UE-20f significant changes in the water level were recorded for 214 minutes after the det-

onation time. These changes are summarized on Plate 4.7.2.-7. The magnitude of greatest positive excur-

sion was 24.5 m. There were many positive excursions with magnitudes ranging from 5 m to 15 m. The

magnitude of greatest negative excursion was -28.7 m, and there were numerous excursions in a range of

-10 m. During the first 214 minutes after the detonation, the maximum change in fluid level was observed

to be equal to 53.2 m. The activity ended abruptly, but a residual increase in the value of hydraulic po-

tentials of about 1.1 m remained. Well UE-20f has shown significant sustained fluid pressure increases
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after some previous detonation, most notably the Jorum Event, Dudley, et.al., 1971. This well, approxi-

mately 4172 m deep, penetrates into the aftershock hypocentral zone of a seismic event triggered by the

Benham detonation, Hamilton and Healy, 1959.

In well UE-20p, located approximately 5 km north of the detonation site, a drop in the water level of

about 3 m was recorded at the detonation time. This drop was followed by a 45 minute recovery to 0.5

m above the pre-detonation water level. This peak decayed in about 15 minutes. A sustained rise in the

fluid pressure of about 23 m occurred on March 29, 1970. This rise was followed by a further erratic in-

crease in the water level. As shown on Plate 4.7.2.-8, the value of maximum rise of fluid level was about

50 m. The recording of water level at well UE-20p, was interrupted on March 30, 1970, when the cable

was pulled from the recorder shelter by an unidentified person. On May 6, 1970 another rise in the wa-

ter level occurred. The recorder was off scale (> + 8 m) for 10 of the 14 days of fluid pressure excursion,

Plate 4.7.2.-8.

The well casing in borehole UE-20p is perforated from a depth of 348 m to a depth of 783 m. At this

depth interval, high values of the hydraulic conductivity were observed. The water level was at a depth

of about 280 m below the ground surface. In this situation, large fluid pressure increases in the well could

dissipate through upward seepage causing a slight increase in the water table elevation. Obviously, very

large volumes of water must have been involved to produce the recorded changes of the fluid pressure in

this well.

The local hydrologic conditions in the area of Pahute Mesa, and around the Handley detonation site,

were discussed in Section 4.4. It can be recalled that, there are two characteristic features interpreted

and/or observed in this area. The first feature is the presence, in the first 2500 feet of the saturated"

zone, of the limit equilibrium in-situ stress conditions. The second feature is spatial distribution of the hy-

draulic potentials, as shown on Plate 4.4.-i and Plate 4.4.-3. In the western portion of Pahute Mesa, at a

depth of 2500 feet below the water table, the 'overpressure' Ap(,) is clearly developed. The value of this

'overpressure" may be considerable, as in the case of well UE-20f where the measured value of Ap(,) was

equal to 142 feet, Plate 4.4.-i and Plate 4.4.-2.

In light of these local hydrologic conditions, the following interpretations of behavior of the fluid pres-

sures with time, around the Handley detonation site, seems to be reasonable. The detonation induced

shock wave produced the dynamic fluid overpressure value which was in a range of 100 m, at a distance of

approximately 5 km away from the detonation point. The dynamic overpressure together with the shock

wave triggered a large scale restructuring in the in-situ strain energy field, Section 3.2.4. and Section 4.7.1.

This restructuring manifested itself through seismic shocks, fault displacements and distortions of the land

surface, Morris, 1971. The removal of stored strain energy resulted in the reduction of magnitude of the

shear stresses along some fractures and/or in the increase of magnitude of the effective normal stresses.

These changes, in turn, caused the reduction of both the hydraulic conductivity and the storetivity of the
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fractured medium. These reductions displayed themselves as the fluid pressure rises observed in two mon-

itoring wells. Water involved in these rises is either water released from the storage or it comes from the

"overpressure' zone at depth, as discussed in Section 3.2.4. Evidently, the pore pressure build-ups were

too high relative to the magnitude of shock wave induced changes in the in-situ stresses. Consequently,

dilation of the previously closed fractures occurred resulting in increasing the values of hydraulic conduc-

tivity and storetivity. The fluid pressure dropped and fractures closed again. This process repeated itself

over and over again until the system found a new equilibrium configuration. This new equilibrium con-

figuration may require the presence of local hydraulic mounds in areas from which the strain energy was

removed. It is quite possible that these mounds are responsible for surprisingly high water levels found in

some exploratory and emplacement holes", Corchary and Dinwiddie, 1975.

4.7.3. Effects of Underground Nuclear Detonations on Aqueous Chemistry.

The effects of underground nuclear detonations on discharge from nearby sources and the resulting

changes in aqueous chemistry, including content of the stable isotopes, were investigated by Russell, 1987.

The studies were conducted in underground workings beneath Rainier Mesa. Two announced nuclear det-

onations were performed in these workings, one on April 6, 1985 and the other on April 10, 1986.

A tunnel seep discharge was monitored before and after the detonations. The discharge record ob-

tained in association with the April 10, 1986 explosion is presented on Plate 4.7.3.-i. A twofold increase in

the groundwater discharge is present. The bomb" pulse lasted for approximately eighteen days.

Every five days, samples of groundwater discharging from two different seeps were collected and an-

alyzed in the laboratory. The results of these analyses revealed that, corresponding with the increased

discharge, there is also an increase in the total dissolved solids of the seep water. Changes in the content

of specific ions with time are presented on Plate 4.7.3.-2, Plate 4.7.3-3, Plate 4.7.3.-4 and Plate 4.7.3.-5.

The data presented on these plates represent response of two different seeps to two different detonations.

The increase in concentration for most dissolved species occurring at the times of detonations is clearly

indicated by the data. The April 6, 1986, explosion was associated with a particularly large increase in

concentration of sodium, sulfate, and bicarbonate. The large increase in sulfate is important because the

presence of even small quantities of sulfate minerals or their weathering products have never been reported

within the rock formations of Rainier Mesa. The changes in water chemistry, before and after the April 6,

1985 explosion in the form of Stiff diagram, are presented on Plate 4.7.3-6. Plate 4.7.3.-7 is the Stiff rep-

resentation of changes in the groundwater chemistry associated with the April 10, 1986 detonation.

The groundwater samples were also analyzed to determine their stable isotope content. The results

obtained are shown on Plate 4.7.3.-8 and Plate 4.7.3.-9. There are large changes in isotopic signatures as

represented by both oxygen-18 and deuterium.

Based on the above data, it is clearly evident that a shock wave resulting from an underground nu-

clear detonation mobilizes water from some sources. These waters are both chemically and isotopically
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different from the normal" water contained in fractures of Rainier Mesa. The question of importance is:

what is the source of the additional water?. Two interpretations seem reasonable. On one hand, it is pos-

sible that the shock wave is forcing out the interstitial fluids from the rock matrix into fractures, Russell,

1987. According to this interpretation, the source of the additional water are rocks of the vadose zone.

If this interpretation is correct, it indicates that the pore water is different from the fracture water. This

pore water would represent either the relict water remaining from the time of rock deposition or water

from the relict hydraulic mounds, as discussed in Section 4.2.

On the other hand, it is equally possible that the additional water comes from below the water ta-

ble. The shock wave, through the dynamic fluid overpressure, is causing closure of some fractures resulting

in injection of water into the vadose zone. The additional water represents either water released from the

storage or water from the overpressure" zone trying to form a hydraulic mound. It is not known, how-

ever, that the overpressure" exists at the location of Rainier Mesa.

4.7.4. Response of the Fractured Medium to Hydraulic Stressing During the Cooper-Bredehoeft Iniection

Tests.

It is assumed here that the fractured medium fails in a brittle or semi-brittle manner according to

the combined Griffith-Navier-Coulomb envelope of failure. This envelope is represented by curve ABC on

Plate 4.7.4.-1. If the stress circle touches the failure envelope between B and C a shear failure results. If

the stress circle touches the failure envelope between A and B a hybrid extension-shear failure develops.

Only if the stress circle touches the envelope at point A will pure tensile failure result. For tensile failure

the Griffith criterion requires that the stress difference (a - 3) is smaller than 4T; and for shear and

hybrid extension-shear failure the stress difference (l - as) must be greater than 4T. The failure criterion

for the weakest type of the fractured medium is given by line OX on Plate 4.7.4.-I, which represents the

failure envelope of material with sero cohesion (pre-existing fractures).

The principal of effective stress states that, at failure, the stress circle represents two components.

These components are: the bedrock stress (l - as) and the pore pressure (p). The effective stress dif-

ference (l - o)ff is equal to (l - o) - p. According to this principle, failure of the fractured medium

can be induced either by increasing the bedrock stress or by increasing the pore pressure.

Keeping in mind these elementary remarks and following discussions in Section 3.2.3., it is possible

to conceptualize a constitutive relationship between the hydraulic conductivity of a fracture (KI) and the

pore pressure (p). This relationship is presented on Plate 4.7.4.-2. It consists of three segments. The first

segment pertains to all values of the effective stress difference (ori - rs). smaller than those required by

the Navier-Coulomb criterion for shear failure. In this case, the value of hydraulic conductivity (Ki) is a

function of the residual aperture of fractures (a,,). The value of hydraulic conductivity is constant, in a

sense that it is not related to the value of pore pressure.
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The second segment pertains to values of the effective stress difference (a, -c)ff greater than those

required by the Navier-Coulomb criterion for shear failure and greater than values required by the Griffith

criterion for tensile failure. The hydraulic conductivity (K 1) is a function of the conducting aperture of

the fracture (aeon = a,,, + an + ad), Section 3.2.3. Because the value of a is related to the value of pore

pressure, the value of hydraulic conductivity (K1 ) must also be related to it in a manner shown on Plate

4.7.4.-2.

The third segment pertains to values of the effective stress difference (I - o73)f satisfying the Grif-

fith criterion for tensile failure and the Navier-Coulomb criterion for shear failure. The value of hydraulic

conductivity (Ki) is a function of the separation between fracture walls (a.. = a,.p). Very small increases

in the value of pore pressure cause very large increases in the value of hydraulic conductivity.

Plate 4.7.4.-3 presents an idealization of the expected relationship between the velocity of slug move-

ment, in injection tubing as measured during the Cooper-Bredehoeft injection tests, and the value of ap-

plied pore pressure - Ap. The relationship is shown for four different in-situ stress conditions assumed to

be present in the fractured medium prior to the application of pore pressure - Ap.

With the above introduction it seems appropriate to examine response of the fractured medium to

hydraulic stressing as observed during the Cooper-Bredehoeft injection tests. Within the Death Valley

flow system, extensive testing of the fractured medium was performed at Yucca Mountain. The testing

was carried out in eight deep wells, namely: USW H-1; USW H-3; USW H-6; USW H-5; USW H-6; U-

25b #1; UE-25p #1; and, USW G-4. The location of these wells is shown on Plate 4.7.4.-4. The results

obtained are presented on Plate 4.7.4.-5 through 4.7.4.-12.

The injection testing was performed below the water table, to a depth of approximately 2.0 km. In-

flatable packers were used to isolate test ones; tests were performed at intervals where hole size and con-

figuration of borehole walls allowed setting of the packers. Thickness of the test intervals ranged from tens

of meters to several hundreds of meters. Water was injected into the interval between two packers, or be-

tween one packer and the bottom of a test borehole. Decline of hydraulic head with time, i.e. the speed of

slug movement in the injection tubing, was monitored in the isolated intervals.

The hydraulic pressures applied during the testing were very substantial. They ranged from a mini-

mum of 196 m (well USW H-6, test #10) to a maximum of 546 m (well USW G-4). The majority of the

injection tests, however, were performed applying the values of hydraulic pressure ranging from 300 m to

500 m.

In light of the in-situ stress conditions, as established at Yucca Mountain based on the hydrofracture

experiments (Section 4.5.), it can be expected that the high values of the applied hydraulic pressures were

more than sufficient to introduce local failures in the fractured medium. Furthermore, values of the ef-
fective stress difference (a - cr)ef, which have been generated during the injection testing, appear to be
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sufficient to meet both the Navier-Coulomb criterion for shear failure and the Griffith criterion for tensile

failure. It seems, therefore, that for the fractured medium at Yucca Mountain the injection tests offered an

excellent opportunity to test in-situ the validity of constitutive relationship between the hydraulic conduc-

tivity (Kf ) and the pore pressure (p), as proposed on Plate 4.7.4.-2.

Examination of Plates 4.7.4.-5 through Plate 4.7.4.-2, in conjunction with information presented on

Plate 4.7.4.-3, reveals that the results of Cooper-Bredehoeft injection tests performed at the Yucca Moun-

tain indicate that hydraulic opening of fractures commonly occurred during the injection testing. This

conclusion is consistent with the conclusion drawn earlier by Thordarson, et.al., (1985) based on the re-

sults of the injection tests in well USW H-3. This conclusion is in full accord with the results of hydrofrac-

ture experiments as reported by Stock, et.al., (1985), Stock, et.al., (1986), and described in Section 4.5.

Furthermore, the results of injection tests seem to indicate that all four in-situ stress conditions assumed

on Plate 4.7.4.-3 are present in the fractured medium at Yucca Mountain.

The assumed in-situ stress conditions represented on Plate 4.7.4.-3a display themselves in the injec-

tion test data least frequently. They are evident in the injection test data from: well USW H-1 (Plate

4.7.4.-5, Plate 4.7.4.-5a, and Plate 4.7.4.-5b); well USW H-6, at depths ranging from 1118 m to 1220 m

(Plate 4.7.4.-9d and Plate 4.7.4.-9e); and well UE-25b #1 at depths ranging from 1006 m to 1220 m (Plate

4.7.4.-lob). For these conditions, the injection data indicate the velocity of slug movement measured in

tens of cm per minute or in meters per minute.

The in-situ stress conditions assumed on Plate 4.7.4.-3b for the relationship between the velocity of

slug movement and the value of pore pressure seem to be evident more frequently in the injection test

data. They were encountered in the following wells: well USW H-3 at depth of 851 m - 917 m (Plate

4.7.4.-6); well USW H-4 at depth of 555 m - 604 m (Plate 4.7.4.-7c); well USW H-5 at depths of 790 m -

796 m, 949 m - 1010 m, and 1015 m - 1033 m (Plate 4.7.4.-8, and Plate 4.7.4.-8c); well USW H-6 at depth

intervals of 835 m - 869 m and 871 m - 1220 m (Plate 4.7.4.-4c and Plate 4.7.4.-9d); well UE-25b #1, at

a depth of 477 m - 579 m (Plate 4.7.4.-4a); and well USW G-4, at depth intervals from 792 m to 838 m

(Plate 4.7.4.-12c). For these cases, if the value of pore pressure is high the velocity of slug movement is

measured in tens of meters per minute. For the lower pressure, however, the velocity of slug movement is

lower, within the range of a few meters per minute or less. The curve relating the velocity of slug move-

ment to the value of pore pressure displays a characteristic single break.

The relationship between the velocity of slug movement and the magnitude of pore pressure shown on

Plate 4.7.4.-3c is characterized by a very distinct pattern. There are two breaks in the curve relating the

velocity of slug movement and the value of pore pressure. The first break, Ap2, marks the termination of

satisfying the Griffith criterion by the value of effective stress difference (cl - s). The second break,

Apa, identifies the value of effective stress difference for which the Navier-Coulomb criterion for shear ail-

ure is no longer satisfied. Results of the injection tests from the following wells display this characteristic
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pattern: USW H-3, depth intervals 911 m - 972 m, 972 m - 1219 m, 1063 m - 1124 m, and, 1126 m - 1219

m (Plate 4.7.4.-8a and Plate 4.7.4.-4b), and well USW G-4, depth 792 m - 838 m (Plate 4.7.4.-12c).

The results of injection tests from Yucca Mountain, most commonly, display the pattern shown on

Plate 4.7.4.-3d. The curve relating the speed of slug movement and the value of pore pressure shows only

one break, Ap4, similarly as the curve on Plate 4.7.4.-3b. The difference, however, is that now the slug

travels at a speed value which is measured in hundreds of meters per minute. Examples of this most ex-

traordinary behavior can be seen in the results of injection tests from the following wells: USW H-3, depth

interval 792 m - 850 m (Plate 4.7.4.-6); USW H-4, depth intervals 652 m - 701 m, 703 m - 735 m, 783 m

- 832 m, 832 m - 850 m, 1195 m - 1219 m (Plate 4.7.4.-6, Plate 4.7.4.-7, Plate 4.7.4.-7a, Plate 4.7.4.-7b,

Plate 4.7.4.-7c, Plate 4.7.4.-7g); USW H-5, at depth intervals 796 m - 815 m, 887 m - 947 m, 888 m - 949

m (Plate 4.7.4.8, Plate 4.7.4.-8b; USW H-6, at depth 606 m - 640 m (Plate 4.7.4.-9); UE-25b #1 at depth

intervals of 514 m - 579 m, 505 m - 579 m, 792 m - 1220 m, 820 m - 860 m, 779 m - 819 m, and 581 m -

621 m (Plate 4.7.4.-10, Plate 4.7.4.-lOc, Plate 4.7.4.-lOd, Plate 4.7.4.-10e); UE-25p #1, at depth 1044 m

- 1114 m (Plate 4.7.4.-lie); and USW G-4, at depth intervals 702 m - 747 m, 850 m - 875 m, 875 m - 899

m, and 899 m - 915 m (Plate 4.7.4.-12, Plate 4.7.4.-12e, and Plate 4.7.4.-12f).

The results of Cooper-Bredehoeft injection tests, if viewed in light of the information provided on

Plate 4.7.4.-3, seem to be of an extraordinary hydrologic and geologic significance. These results appear to

indicate that the K1 vs. p constitutive relationship, as shown on Plate 4.7.4.-2, is valid for the fractured

medium at Yucca Mountain. They also appear to indicate that a degree of heterogeneity in the in-situ

strain energy field is very substantial. This degree of heterogeneity must indicate that the dynamic strain

energy field is involved.

4.7.5. Summary.

The review of hydrologic observations made in association with the hydraulic stressing of the frac-

tured medium in the Death Valley flow system revealed few important characteristics of this flow field.

First, the flow system appears to operate in the deforming fractured medium. The hydrologic observations

made during and after two detonations of nuclear devices are consistent with this conclusion. Similarly,

assumption of the deforming nature of the fractured medium is consistent with the results of Cooper-

Bredehoeft injection tests performed at Yucca Mountain.

Second, local hydrologic conditions appear to control the response of the fractured medium to hy-

draulic stressing occurring in association with the detonation of nuclear devices. These local hydrologic

conditions, in turn, seem to be controlled by the tectonic factors, as discussed in Section 4A., Section 4.5.,

and Section 4.7.2. Types of the hydraulic response observed at Yucca Flat and at Pahute Mesa appear to

support the assumption of heavy involvement of tectonics in controlling the Death Valley low field.

Third, the post-detonation hydrologic responses of the fractured medium indicate that the size of hy-

drologic disturbances resulting from the large-scale restructuring of the in-situ strain energy field may be
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considerable. These responses may be interpreted as indicating that the volumetric strain of the fractured

medium in the strained' state is large relative to the "relaxed" state. This volumetric strain causes both

the hydraulic conductivity and the storetivity to be significantly changed during the transformation from

one state into the other.

Fourth, the in-situ strain energy field, at least locally at Yucca Mountain, appears to be characterized

by a substantial degree of internal heterogeneity. The results of injection tests indicate that, locally, the

fractured medium is at conditions of limit equilibrium with respect to both the Griffith criterion for tensile

failure and the Navier-Coulomb criterion for shear failure. If this interpretation is correct, then the flow

field at Yucca Mountain should display both systematic and erratic drifts in the value of hydraulic poten-

tials with time, as shown on Plate 3.2.4.-6.
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4.8. Large Scale Fluctuations of Water Table as Possibly Expressed in Geologic Record Representing

Late Pliocene and Quaternarv Time.

If interpretations advanced in Section 4.1. through Section 4.7. are, at least, partially correct then

the geologic record representing Late Pliocene and Quaternary times must contain some expression of

the large scale fluctuations of the water table. These fluctuations should reveal themselves as occurrences

of deposits whose origin is related to the deep-seated groundwaters. These deposits would occur at the

ground surface in a form of tuffa mounds and/or aprons with associated feeder dikes, and in the subsur-

face in a form of veins, fragmentation breccias and metasomatic replacements of wallrock. Furthermore,

the deposits would occur at altitudes which can not be justified by: a) the position and configuration of

the contemporary water; b) the changes in this position related to past climatic alterations; and, c) tec-

tonic deformation, such as: tilting, uplift, and subsidence.

As discussed in Section 3.4.3. and shown on Plate 3.4.3.-3, termination of an individual evolutionary

loop of the two-phase, coupled heat-fluid, flow field developed in the deforming fractured medium is ex-

pected to be associated with precipitation of minerals along the separated fractures and, possibly, on the

ground surface. It can be recalled that this termination involves the transformation of the flow field from

the "weak" geothermal state into the strong" geothermal state. At the time of termination, the flow pro-

cess exhibits strong mixed" convection aspects and is responsible for fusing back together the dilated

fractured medium". The resulting mineralization is very important with regard to conceptual understand-

ings of the Death Valley flow field. This mineralization can confirm directly that the flow field, indeed,

operates in the deforming fractured medium and that it includes the two-phase, coupled heat-fluid, ow

process. Furthermore, the mineralization can yield data which may be used to determine a duration of a

single evolutionary loop of the system and a magnitude of the associated hydrologic disturbances.

A review of geologic literature pertaining to the Death Valley flow system was performed. The pur-

pose of this review was to establish whether or not the geologic record representing Plio-Quaternary time

contains any indications of large scale fluctuations of the water table. The results of this review are pre-

sented below.

In the vicinity of Yucca Mountain, various vein deposits of calcite, opaline silica, including opal CT

(opal with cristobalite- and tridymite-type structure), with lesser quartz and sepiolite are associated with

Late Plio-Quaternary faults and Late Pliocene to Holocene surficial deposits, Swadley, et.al., 1984. The

faults which contain the calcite-silica veins are; Windy Wash fault, Solitario Canyon fault, Bow Ridge

fault, Paintbrush fault, and Fran Ridge fault. The location of these faults is shown on Plate 4.8.-i.

The calcite-silica deposits occur as veins emplaced along fault planes in both the unconsolidated allu-

vium of Late Quaternary age and in the Late Miocene bedrock. They also occur as aprons developed over

the unconsolidated alluvial and eolian sediments. Thickness of the calcite-silica deposits ranges from tens
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of centimeters to a maximum of about two meters. Typically, the deposits exhibit banded texture suggest-

ing several generations of deposition.

The veins emplaced within the Bow Ridge fault and within the Windy Wash fault contain thin

stringers of uncemented basaltic ash that displays petrographic and chemical affinity with one of two vol-

canic centers located nearby, Whitney, et.al., 1986. The age of these centers has been determined, based

on radiometric dating of the associated lavas, to be approximately 1.2 x 106 years B.P. and possibly less

than 0.1 x 10 years B.P., Vaniman, et.al., 1982; and Crowe and Vaniman, 1985.

Traces of the Windy Wash fault, the Solitario Canyon fault, the Bow Ridge fault, the Paintbrush

fault, and the Fran Ridge fault are marked by occurrences of very distinct breccias, Plate 4.8.-2. Com-

monly, these breccias form the wallrock of the calcite-silica veins. They are clearly older than the em-

placed within them veins. Thickness of the breccia sones is highly variable, ranging from tens of meters

to several hundreds of meters. The breccia consists of angular fragments of the country rock in a matrix

composed mainly of silica and calcite. Remarkable features of these breccias are: a) a very large volumet-

ric strain which ranges from several percents to tens of percents; and b) a very homogenous nature of the

volumetric strain, i.e. the amount of dilation appears to be equal in any three mutually perpendicular di-

rections. Both of these features indicate that the breccias are fragmentation" or explosive' breccias, for-

mation of which is the result of large and very fast build-ups of pore pressure.

Various origins for the calcite-silica veins have been proposed including precipitation from low temper-

ature descending water and from elevated temperature ascending water. It was also considered that, the

deposits may have formed by multiple processes involving deep-seated groundwaters, perched groundwa-

ters, surficial runoff waters, or water flow induced by seismic activity.

Stable isotope analyses were performed on three samples representing the calcite-silica deposits. Two

of these samples represent deposits from the Bow Ridge fault and one sample represents the veins from-the

Fran Ridge fault. The samples have the following 6180 and 613C per mil isotopic composition referenced

to Standard Mean Ocean Water (SMOW) and the Pee Dee Belemnite (PDB) respectively, O'Neil, 1984,

and 1985:

6160 (SMOW) 613 C (PDB)

The Bow Ridge fault

Sample: T-14 FB (calcite) 19.6 -6.3

Sample: T-14-3a-w (calcite) 20.3 -7.5

The Fran Ridge fault

Sample: FR 6 (calcite) -19. -7.0

Plate 4.8.-3 presents the comparison of the stable isotope composition of the three samples with the

stable isotope composition of samples of the calcite veins described in Section 4.6.4. The comparison sug-
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gests that the temperatures of formation of the minerals, represented by samples T-14 FB, T-14-3a-w, and

FR-6, range from approximately 24°C to about 270C.

Plate 4.8.4 presents a comparison of these temperatures with the in-situ contemporary temperatures

as measured in wells USW G-2, USW G-l, and USW H-1. The temperature of formation of minerals com-

posing the calcite-silica veins appears to be 5C and 8°C higher than the contemporary temperature of

rock near the ground surface. This may suggest, but does not prove, that warmer subsurface fluids are re-

sponsible for deposition of the calcite-silica veins.

In close proximity to Yucca Mountain lake beds, or most likely pond or seep deposits, were described

by Hoover, et.al., 1981. These sediments occur near the southern end of Crater Flat (Plate 4.8.-5) at

altitudes 120 m and 150 m higher than the altitude of the contemporary water table. They consist of

white to buff, laminated to thick-bedded, poorly indurated, sandy and tuffaceous marls, siltstones, and

diatomites. Bedding characteristics and presence of the diatomaceous beds quite clearly indicate the en-

vironment of aqueous deposition. The diatoms identified in three samples indicate ...alkaline, at times

slightly saline, shallow water. Many of the species identified are found in alkaline, somewhat saline spring

systems, but they are not restricted to this environment", Hoover, et.al., 1981.

Near the southern end of Crater Flat, the occurrence of spring deposits were also described by

Hoover, et.al., 1981. These spring deposits consist of pale brown, vuggy tuffa to white relatively dense

siliceous calcium carbonates containing scattered large pores. They form mounds, diameter of which

ranges from 5 m to 20 m.

It appears that some of the above deposits were dated by Szabo, et.al., (1981), using the uranium-

thorium method. Samples #199 and #106 are of particular relevance. The locations of these samples are

shown on Plate 4.8.-S. Sample #199 represents a "nodular tuffa spring deposit". It gave the uranium-

thorium age of about 3 x 104 years B.P., indicating that suggested spring activity was at altitude of

about 838 m as late as 30,000 years ago. Present water table is about 120 m lower, Winograd and Thor-

darson (1975)". Sample #106 represents seep deposited tuffa or calcrete intercalated in Q2 alluvium -

shows some evidence of spring- water deposition". The sample yielded the uranium-thorium age of 78 x

103 ± 5 X 103 years B.P. It was collected at an altitude of about 940 m above mean sea level. This altitude

is about 200 m higher than the altitude of the contemporary water table.

At Yucca Mountain, the veins composed of calcite and silica are known to occur in the subsurface.

Szabo and Kyser, (1985) reported the results of radiometric and stable isotope analysis performed on sam-

ples of the calcite-silica veins emplaced along some fractures in the vadose zone. These results were dis-

cussed in Section 4.6.4.

As shown on Plate 4.6.4.-4, the elevated temperatures of formation of minerals composing the ealcite

veins suggest that their origin may be related to deep seated groundwaters, rather than to the infiltrating
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meteoric water as assumed by Szabo and Kyser, 1985. Radiometric ages of these veins, range from more

than 4 x 105 years B.P. to 3 x 103 and 2.6 x 103 years B.P.

Veins which are most likely related to the deep seated fluids occur in other cores extracted from the

vadose zone at Yucca Mountain. Examples of these veins are: borehole RF-3, at depth ranging from 238

feet to 248 feet; borehole UE-25A #4, at depth from 318 feet to 336 feet; and borehole UE-25A #5, at

depth from 281 feet to 290 feet. The veins, however, were not investigated in any detail and therefore nei-

ther their age nor composition are known.

Carr, et.al., (1986) reported the occurrence of metasomatic alteration of possibly hanging wall of

a large fault at the contact between the Paleozoic carbonates and the Tertiary tuffs. Borehole UE-25p

#1 intersected 33 m of calcified ash-flow tuff at a depth ranging from 1172 m to 1205 m and immedi-

ately above the fault. Locally, secondary calcite comprises more than 50 percent of the total rock volume.

Clearly, a long history of migration of the carbonate-rich fluids from the nearby fault into the country rock

is evident. In order to account for the 33 m thick zone of metasomatic alteration, the assumption of signif-

icant horizontal gradients of hydraulic potentials is required.

At the Nevada Test Site, surficial deposits composed of carbonate, opaline silica, and gypsum are

known from other locations. According to Szabo, et.al. (1981), carbonates occur in a variety of forms in

surficial and subsurficial deposits. These carbonates accumulate in soil horizons in different forms. They

commonly fill fractures along faults, form dense, strongly cemented deposits in alluvium and are precip-

itated by spring water. The carbonates were broadly classified into five groups. The hard, dense and finely

crystallized carbonates precipitating from groundwater are referred to as travertines. The softer and more

porous forms of the precipitated carbonates are defined as tuffaceous travertines. The surficial conglom-

erates or rock fragments and minerals, strongly cemented by authigenic carbonates are called calcretes.

The secondary accumulations of cementing carbonate in the host material of a soil environment are identi-

fied as soil caliches. Finally. the dense calcium carbonate in fractures in drill cores is referred to as calcite

veins", Szabo, et.al., 1981, pg. 2.

Samples of all types of these carbonates have been collected from various locations throughout the

Nevada Test Site and dated using the uranium-series method by Szabo, et.al., 1981. The locations of sam-

ple sites are shown on Plate 4.8.-5. The analytical data and the uranium-series ages of various carbonates

are presented on Plate 4.8.-6. The uranium-series ages of travertines and tuffaceous travertines range from

more than 7 x 105 years B.P. to 3 x 103 years B.P. The samples of these materials were collected at alti-

tudes ranging from 100 m to several hundreds of meters above the contemporary water table.

Samples of carbonates (travertine, calcrete, and caliche) were dated from the Carpetbag, Yucca,

Boundary, and Cane Spring faults by Knauss (1981) using the uranium-series method. Locations of sam-

ple sites are shown on Plate 4.6.-7. Travertine and tuffaceous travertine deposits were identified along the

Cane Spring fault (samples: CSF #1 and CSF #2) and along the Boundary fault (samples: BF LLL1-1
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and BF USGSS5-a). The author defined the terms 'travertine' and tuffaceous travertine" as ...hard,

dense, finely crystalline carbonate that precipitates from groundwater, the modifier tuffaceous denotes a

softer, more porous variety of travertine'. Plate 4.8.4 presents the uranium-series ages of the four sam-

ples of travertine and tuffaceous travertine. Both, the carbonate ages calculated using the graphic-isochron

plot method of Szabo, et.al., (1978; 1981) and, for comparison, the uncorrected ages based simply on the

leach raw data are shown. The ages of travertines from the Cane Spring fault are: 4.1 x 104 years B.P. for

sample CSF #1, and 2 x 103 years B.P. for sample CSF #2. The travertines occurring along the Bound-

ary fault yielded ages greater than 4 x 105 years B.P.

The location of Cane Spring fault is shown on Plate 4.3.-3. The fault is located in close proximity to

a possible hydraulic mound, presence of which was inferred in Section 4.3. Near the Cane Spring fault,

altitude of the ground surface, is nearly 1600 feet higher than the contemporary water table in Frenchman

Flat.

The following quotation is from Winograd and Doty (1980), pg. 61: Two calcitic fracture filings

found in Paleozoic carbonate rocks at sampling Site 4 are examples of veins apparently having little rela-

tion to modern or pluvial groundwater levels despite uranium-thorium dates, of 72,000 and 100,000 years.

These samples were collected by WJ. Carr (U.S. Geological Survey, Denver, Colo.) at an altitude of ap-

proximately 1140 m, or about 200 m above the level of the playa in Frenchman Flat. While we tentatively

accept the ages, the assumption that this calcitic material was precipitated within a regional zone of satu-

ration during pluvial times is premature". The location of sampling Site 4 is shown on Plate 4.8.-9.

At the Nevada Test Site, a few meters thick deposit of gypsum was found near Wahmonie. The de-

posit occurs at the ground surface, in a topographic setting that precludes playa deposition, and in the

area where the vadose zone is approximately 2000 feet thick. Following quotation is from the Draft Envi-

ronmental Assessment (DOE, 1984), pg. 2-14: In addition to the altered granite, local surface deposits

from recent warm springs indicate upward seepage of ground water, possibly from great depth".

A spectacular swarm of calcitic veins occurs along the western edge of the Funeral-Greenwater Moun-

tain Range, forming the eastern margin of the Death Valley tectonic depression. The swarm occurs along

the trace of the Furnace Creek Fault. This swarm was described by Winograd and Doty, 1980; and Wino-

grad, et.al., 1985.

The veins occur in near-vertical fractures in well cemented fanglomerates of the Funeral Formation

of Pliocene age. The veins vary from a millimeter to a meter in thickness, locally occur in swarms, and

are commonly finely laminated. They can be traced vertically for tens of meters and horizontally for over

hundreds of meters.

In places, visible transitions of vein to tuffa mound can be observed. It is very clear, therefore, that

the veins mark the sites of fossil discharges of groundwater at the ground surface. The veins originated
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as low-temperature, less than 500°C, precipitates from calcite saturated waters rising along the extension

fractures. Three samples of the veins have been dated using the uranium-series method. The radiometric

ages obtained range from 1.7 x 106 years B.P. to 105 years B.P., Winograd et.al., 1985.

Plate 4.8.-0 is a diagrammatic NE/SW section illustrating topography of the Funeral-Greenwater

Mountain Range, from Death Valley, California to Ash Meadows and Amargosa Deserts, Nevada. The di-

rection of regional groundwater flow is from the northeast toward the southwest, as shown on Plate 4.1.-2.

In the Amargosa Desert, the altitude of ground surface is approximately 2400 feet above mean sea level, in

Death Valley the ground surface drops to below the sea level.

The swarm of calcitic veins occurs at altitudes ranging from approximately 2900 feet to 3100 feet

above mean sea level. These altitudes are more than 500 feet above the altitudes of land surface down-

stream and upstream along the regional flow path. There are two possibilities that may account for this

apparent paleo-hydrologic anomaly. Either the Funeral-Greenwater Mountain Range has been uplifted

some 500 feet relative to the Amargosa Desert during the last 105 years B.P or the calcitic veins reflect

occurences of the tectonic hydraulic mounds during the time span from 1.7 x 106 years B.P. to 101 years

B.P. The published data base does not allow for a conclusive resolution of this question. Nevertheless, the

results of recent hydrologic studies performed in the area of Furnace Creek Ranch - Franklin Lake playa

by Czarnecki (1987) revealed that configuration of the contemporary water table, below the Greenwater

Range, contains a similar hydrologic anomaly, as shown on Plate 4.8.-0. Potentiometric data, reported

by Czarnecki (1987), indicate that a groundwater divide' may exist in the Greenwater Range, between

the Amargosa Desert and Death Valley. Hydraulic head under the Greenwater Range is as great as 875 m,

whereas in the Amargosa Desert the hydraulic head is about 615 m, and in Death Valley it is about sea

level. Clearly, a contemporary hydraulic mound, some 260 m high, is present. The question which emerges

is: is this mound the result of groundwater recharge from the ground surface, or the tectonic factors or

are responsible for the formation of this mound?. As shown on Plate 4.1.-3, the average annual precipita-

tion in the area of Funeral-Greenwater Range, ranges from 2 inches per year to a maximum of 6 inches per

year. In light of this information, the assumption that local surface recharge-is responsible for the Green-

water Range mound does not appear to be a reasonable one.

Plate 4.11.-0 presents the comparison between history of the global climatic changes during the

Pleistocene Epoch and the radiometric ages of travertines from the Nevada Test Site. This history is ex-

pressed as a plot of the average water temperature in the Atlantic Ocean with time and a plot of the av-

erage steppe index" from the Black Sea with time, Hsu, 1978. Clearly, the ages of travertines from the

Nevada Test Site do not bear any relationship to the history of global climatic changes. This seems to im-

ply that the global climatic changes should not be held responsible for deposition of these travertines.

In summary, the geologic record representing Late Pliocene and Quaternary times appears to contain

possible expressions of the large scale fluctuations of the water table. This conclusion, if correct, together
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with the interpretations presented in Section 4.1. through Section 4.7. seem to form a harmonious picture

of the Death Valley flow system. Although it is rather difficult to judge the reliability of the information

from geologic literature, the picture seems to be remarkably consistent. The two-phase, coupled heat-fluid,

flow field developed in the deforming fractured medium seems to be clearly present. The magnitudes of

hydrologic disturbances, possible in this flow field, seem to be very large, measured in tens and hundreds

of meters. The duration of a single evolutionary loop of the system, at and near Yucca Mountain, appears

to be less than 10 years.
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SECTION 5.0.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1. Summary and Conclusions.

Having performed the analysis presented in Section 2.0, Section 3.0, and Section 4.0, the following

three conclusions seem to be reasonable and warranted at this time:

i) Examination of the extensive data base pertaining to the Death Valley groundwater system, in light

of the conceptual framework as established in Section 3.0., reveals that this flow field is considerably dif-

ferent than the flow system currently envisaged by the NNWSI Project. The conceptual model of this flow

system, as used in performing site suitability assessments for purposes of developing the Final Environ-

mental Assessment for the Yucca Mountain site and for purposes of establishing an approach to the forth-

coming site characterization activities, is far too simple and much too far removed from reality. Simply

stated this conceptual model ignores completely the volcano-tectonic setting of the Yucca Mountain site.

The currently adopted conceptual model considers a single phase, steady-state, flow process which is

assumed to be fully describable by the Laplace equation. In this model, it is assumed that the water table

constitutes a meaningful and durable expression of the characteristics of the flow system. The position of

the water table is assumed to be related solely to the volume of fluid passing through the system's bound-

aries. This volume of fluid is a function of climatic conditions and remains constant as long as these con-

ditions remain unchanged. Consequently, it is assumed that all moisture in the vadose sone is the result of

infiltration of a small portion of rainfall. Furthermore, it is assumed that the movement of water involves

the mechanism of matrix flow and that this movement occurs under the influence of gravity alone.

Within the context of the currently considered conceptual model the influence of tectonic disruptions

is limited to: a) local alteration of stratigraphic relationships; b) additional local fracturing; and, c) minor

changes in the altitude of discharge areas relative to the altitude of recharge areas. A tectonically induced

change in these factors is relatively small and, therefore, the resulting alterations in the three-dimensional

distribution of hydraulic conductivity and of the gradients of hydraulic potentials are likewise small. These

alterations can readily be accommodated by minor changes in the position and configuration of the wa-

ter table. It follows then that, the impact of these alterations on the migration of radionuclides from the

repository is small.

A completely different picture emerges if one considers the volcano-tectonic setting of the Yucca

Mountain site and of the groundwater system operating at this site. As indicated in Section 3.1., and Sec-

tion 3.3, the setting of Yucca Mountain contains the continental alkalic basalts of Late Pliocene and Qua-

ternary age. These basalts, as a matter of fact, are trace-element enriched hawailtes with isotopic compo-

sitions indicative of the mantle origin. The isotopic and geochemical characteristics of these rocks are best
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accounted for by assuming that the convective mass and heat transfer occurs in the upper mantle. From

a point of view of regional hydrology, this mantle upwelling appears to be responsible for two very impor-

tant, tectonophysical factors.

The first factor is high and, most importantly, spatially heterogeneous heat flow. This heat flow and

the gravitational hydraulic pressures acting at the flow system boundaries are the energy sources which

together are responsible for the movement of groundwater. In a thermodynamic sense, therefore, the flow

process is the two phase, heat-fluid coupled, flow or the mixed' convection flow. In such a flow field, an

arbitrary plane adopted as the base of the flow field must be considered as the flow" boundary with re-

spect to flow of both heat and fluid. Mathematical models used in numerical simulations of the flow pro-

cess in this field must account for this circumstance, otherwise calculations and interpretations may be

grossly misleading and, with reference to the Death Valley flow system, are quite irrelevant.

The second factor is the strain energy which, because of the mantle upwelling, is being supplied into

the flow field on continuous basis. The resulting dynamic strain energy field plays an important role in

controlling the resistance offered by the fractured medium against the coupled flow of heat and fluid. Near

the ground surface, the strain energy field controls the conducting aperture of fractures and, therefore, it

also controls the bulk thermal and hydraulic conductivities of the medium. Also controlled are the hy-

draulic storetivity and the thermal diffusivity of this medium. As the strain energy field changes with

time, the thermal and hydraulic parameters also change. Consequently, the entire flow system acts as a

three way, H - F - M, coupled thermodynamic continuum. For the purposes of these conceptual consider-

ations, this continuum has been simplified and referred to as the two phase, heat-fluid coupled, flow field

developed in the deforming fractured medium.

The continuum evolves through a series of similar evolutionary loops which, for a given area within

the flow field, are closely tied to the deformational cycles of this area, Section 3.4.3.. During a single evo-

lutionary loop, the energy balance of the continuum undergoes a remarkable transformation. At the onset

of the deformation cycle, the gradients of the in-situ stress are weak', allowing for existence of "strong7

gradients of the in-situ temperature and of the hydraulic potentials. At this time, the water table is high

and the flow field shows strong mixed" convection aspects. With the advance of the deformation, how-

ever, the in-situ stress gradients become stronger" and the fractured medium enters the dilated' state.

The values of the thermal and hydraulic parameters of the fractured medium increase and become time

dependent. These time dependent increases in the value of these parameters cause that the gradients of

temperature and of hydraulic potentials to weaken". The water table deepens and, near the ground sur-

face, the flow system looses its strong mixed" convection or geothermal aspects.

The termination of the deformational cycle is associated with a large, but local discharge of the ccu-

mulated distortional strain energy from the system. The in-situ stress gradients 'weaken", allowing for the

reappearance of the normal 'strong" gradients of the in-situ temperature and of the hydraulic potentials.
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The water table returns to its high position and the convective heat-fluid flow process returns to its nor-

mal intensity. At this time, the bedrock separations which resulted from the discharge of strain energy are

being filled with minerals precipitating from the convecting fluids.

As demonstrated in Section 4.0., assumption of the two phase, heat-fluid coupled, flow field developed

in the deforming fractured medium is in full accord with all known characteristics of the Death Valley

groundwater system. This is in sharp contrast to the conceptual model of this system used to: a) per-

form assessments of suitability of Yucca Mountain for site characterization; and, b) develop strategies for

demonstrating compliance of this site with all applicable Federal regulations. Not accounting for the true

nature of the flow field will, undoubtedly, entail serious errors in judgement amounting to a complete mis-

understanding and, therefore, misrepresentation of the flow field.

ii) Conceptualization of hydrologic processes operating in the vadose zone of the two phase flow field

developed in the deforming fractured medium yields a completely different picture than the one currently

envisaged by the NNWSI Project. Two issues of fundamental importance are associated with the possibil-

ity that the flow system is developed in the deforming fractured medium. These issues are: a) the mech-

anism of flow in the vadose zone; and, b) the temporal stability of the water table, including its short and

long term aspects, and involving both climatic and tectonic factors. Two other issues of fundamental im-

portance are associated with the possibility that the flow field involves the two phase, heat-fluid coupled,

flow process. These issues are: a) the chemistry of the interstitial pore water in the vadose zone; and, b)

the spatial and temporal distribution of heat flow through the vadose one.

There are two relative measures of a tendency toward fracture flow in the vadose gone. These mea-

sures are: a) the depth to which the limit equilibrium in-situ stress conditions are developed; and, b) the

difference in the degree of rock matrix saturation in the vadose zone and in the "saturated' zone. Re-

sults of the in-situ stress determinations performed at Yucca Mountain, Section 4.5., and of the Cooper-

Bredehoeft injection tests, Section 4.7.4., indicate that the depth of the limit equilibrium in-situ stress

conditions is considerable, more than 1200 m, and is substantially below the water table. Results of lab-

oratory measurements of the degree of rock matrix saturation, Section 4.3., revealed that the difference

in the degree of saturation of the rock matrix in the vadose zone, below a depth of approximately 220 m,

relative to the degree of the matrix saturation below the water table, is not substantial by any standards.

Consequently, in light of these data, an expectation that the movement of water through the vadose zone

of Yucca Mountain involves the mechanism of interstitial porous flow does not appear to have a proper

foundation. This is true, in particular, if one is concerned with the movement of water through rocks with

small interstitial porosity as in the case of the densely welded Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush

Tuff.

In the case of the deforming fractured medium, the temporal stability of the water table is not only

related to global or regional climatic fluctuations, but it is also related to tectonic factors, in particular,
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the in-situ stress conditions. As discussed in Section 3.2.3., both short term and long term instabilities of

the water table can be expected at the Yucca Mountain site.

The short term instabilities involve several meters, perhaps tens of meters, of displacement of the

water table. They are short lived, say days or weeks at most, and occur with a frequency related to the

degree of heterogeneity in the local strain energy field. These short lived instabilities are caused by the

minor restructuring of the strain energy field which may or may not require an external triggering mech-

anism. Fault creep, local and temporary uplift or subsidence, vibratory ground motion induced slip, etc.

are examples of the manifestation of these restructurings. As discussed in Section 4.1., results of the con-

tinuous and periodic measurements of the position of the water table, performed at Yucca Mountain in

a number of deep wells during the last 10 years, are not yet available in an accessible and reliable form.

Consequently, it is not known whether or not the short lived instabilities of the water table were observed

at the Yucca Mountain site. These instabilities, however, are very important because they can directly

confirm that the deforming fractured medium is, indeed, involved in the flow process. Furthermore, these

instabilities, if occurring with a meaningful frequency and magnitude, would constitute a pumping"

mechanism for gaseous transport through the vadose zone.

The long term displacements of the water table involve tens and perhaps hundreds of meters. They

are caused by the large scale restructuring of the strain energy field occurring at the end of a deformation

cycle and with a frequency measured in terms of tens of thousands of years. These displacements would

directly impact the radionuclide migration path and the radionuclide migration time. In extreme cases,

however, these displacements can result in the flooding of the repository and in expulsion of groundwater

at the ground surface.

The critical point of the overall conceptual considerations of the flow field at Yucca Mountain is

whether or not the geologic record representing Late Pliocene and Quaternary time contains expressions

of the large scale displacements of the water table in the past. As discussed in Section 4.8., there are indi-

cations that this indeed may be the case. Detailed studies of the calcite-silica-sepiolite vein deposits, how-

ever, were not performed. Consequently, the current data base does not allow a conclusive resolution of

this question. Nevertheless the possibility that these veins are a record of large scale displacements of the

water table in the past is real, and by all means not remote.

The assumption that the Yucca Mountain flow field is developed in the deforming fractured medium

and that it involves the two phase flow process, leads to the following question: what is the origin and

chemistry of the interstitial water in the vadose zone?. If this assumption is correct then it follows that

the interstitial water represents past hydraulic mounds developed in association with the high water levels

present at the end of cycles of deformation. The chemistry of this water would be considerably different

than the chemistry of water currently passing through fractures of the medium. In the vadose zone, down-

ward movement of the infiltrating rain water may involve the mechanism of interstitial porous flow, but
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only during the early stages of deformation when the in-situ stress gradients are weak" and the fractured

medium is in a relaxed" stage. It is highly unlikely that a significant replacement of the relict intersti-

tial water by the infiltrating rain water could occur at this time. This replacement could be significant,

but only during a more advanced state of deformation, when the water table is deeper. At this time, how-

ever, the in-situ stress gradients are "strong" and it is unlikely that the infiltration of the water involves

the mechanism of interstitial porous flow.

As far as it can be determined, there are no published data pertaining to the chemistry of interstitial

waters from the vadose zone of Yucca Mountain. Consequently, there is no basis to either confirm or re-

ject the above hypothesis. Nevertheless, there are some unpublished data which seem to indicate that the

chemistry of interstitial water is considerably different than the chemistry of water contained in fractures.

These data were obtained by Dr. A. Yang (U.S. Geological Survey, Denver, CO) through chemical analy-

sis of samples of the interstitial water which have been mechanically squeezed out of cores extracted from

Yucca Mountain.

It can be expected that the flux of heat through the vadose zone, in the two phase flow field devel-

oped in the deforming fractured medium, is very heterogeneous in both the temporal sense and the spatial

sense. This heterogeneity is related to the in-situ stress control of the thermal conductivity of the frac-

tured medium. It is likely, therefore, that the intensities of heat fowing through some fractures are very

substantial and are variable in time. In this situation, the flow of heat may be an important factor in the

local upward movement of vapors and gases through the vadose zone. This heterogeneous heat flow would

also complicate the movement of infiltrating rain water.

Very little information concerning the spatial and temporal distribution of heat flux through the va-

dose zone of Yucca Mountain is available at the present time. The results of measurements of the in-situ

temperature, as published, were obtained shortly after the completion of drilling. Consequently, it is very

unlikely that the results of these measurements represent a true picture of the spatial distribution of the

intensity of heat flow. Also, it appears that the results of repetitive measurements of the in-situ temper-

ature are not yet available and, therefore, little is known with regard to the temporal variability of heat

flow.

iii) The conceptual model of the fow field, indicated by the currently available data from the Yucca

Mountain site, points toward serious limitations of this site to effectively isolate adionuclides from the

biosphere. These limitations are greater by far than those currently recognized by the NNWSI Project.

Without recognizing these limitations, the issue resolution strategies, as expressed in the current version

of the Site Characterization Plan, are interesting propositions, but are of very limited practical value. The

resulting misunderstanding of the hydrologic processes operating in the vadose zone results in overly opti-

mistic assessments of the licensability of the Yucca Mountain site.

In light of the conceptual model of the flow field, as proposed in Section 3.0. and Section 4.0., the
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most important licensing concern is the potential rise of the water table. If this tectonically induced rise is

possible at all at the Yucca Mountain site, then the geochronologic data presented in Section 4.8., indicate

that the annual probability of an occurrence of this rise is more than 10-5, perhaps within a range from 3

X 10-4 to 5 10-4. In this situation, and in the context of performance requirements set forth in 10 CFR

60 and 40 CFR 191, the rise of the water table constitutes the "anticipated process and event'. As such,

the rise of the water table must be accounted for in demonstrating compliance of the Yucca Mountain dis-

posal system with three long term performance objectives set forth in 10 CFR 60. These performance ob-

jectives are: a) the life of waste package; b) the release rates of radionuclides from the engineered barrier

system; and, c) the release of radionuclides into the accessible environment.

The rise of the water table would significantly alter the radionuclide migration path and the radionu-

clide migration time. Furthermore, the water table rise, by providing substantial volumes of water, would

also alter the radionuclide migration rate. Occurrence of the water rise during early stages of the life of

the repository, when temperature of the waste packages and of the fractured medium surrounding them

is above the boiling point of water, would result in a particularly strong impact on the overall repository

performance. Vaporization of water entering the repository would cause substantial increases in the va-

por pore pressure and, therefore, would accelerate the gaseous transport from the repository to the ground

surface. Subsequent cooling of the repository, to below the boiling point of water, may be accompanied by

a long term convective flow of fluids from the repository to the ground surface.

It can be expected that the chemistry of fluids entering the repository, in association with the tec-

tonic rise of water table, is different than the chemistry of fluids currently residing in fractures of the flow

system. The impact of the tectonic rise of water table on the life of waste package, therefore, is two-fold.

Corrosion of waste packages will be accelerated not only because of the increased amounts of water con-

tacting these packages, but also because of the more adverse chemistry of this water.

The tectonically induced rise of the water table, with a magnitude sufficient to flood the repository,

is not the only licensing concern resulting from the proposed conceptual model of flow system. The model

indicates significant consequences with respect to the ground water travel time requirement set forth in 10

CFR 60. Compliance of the Yucca Mountain site with this requirement can be demonstrated, but only by

assuming that the rain water infiltrates through the vadose sone via the mechanism of interstitial porous

flow. In the case of fracture flow, if infiltration occurs at all, the travel time of rain water is, most cer-

tainly, substantially less that 10' years.

The gaseous transport from the repository to the ground surface is another licensing concern resulting

from the proposed conceptual model of the flow system. This transport is caused by the short lived insta-

bilities of the water table and by the heterogeneous heat flow through the vadose gone. The gaseous trans-

port may have some impact on the compliance of the Yucca Mountain site with two performance objec-

tives set forth in 10 CFR 60. These performance objectives are: a) the release rate of radionuclides from

the engineered barrier system; and, b) the overall release of radionuclides into the accessible environment.
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Finally, the proposed conceptual model requires the chemistry of interstitial pore water in the vadose

zone to be different from the chemistry of water currently residing in fractures. The chemistry of intersti-

tial water is important with respect to considerations of regulatory compliance of the Yucca Mountain site.

Three long term performance objective, set forth in 10 CFR 60, may be impacted. These performance ob-

jectives are: a) the life of waste package; b) the release rates of radionuclides from the engineered barrier

system; and, c) the overall radionuclide release from the repository into the accessible environment.

It should be recognized that all of the above licensing concerns regarding the Yucca Mountain site are

not new concerns. They were raised previously, in one form or another by various parties, most notably by

the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the State of Nevada. The proposed conceptual model of the

flow system reinforces these concerns and provides an uniform theoretical background for these concerns.
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5.2. Recommendations.

The proposed conceptual model of the flow system poses a number of questions regarding suitability

of the Yucca Mountain site to accommodate safely the high-level nuclear waste repository. Recognizing

the serious nature of these questions, and keeping in mind the long established policy of the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy to address the critical suitability issues first, the following four recommendations are of-

fered:

i) A thorough examination should be performed of the data collected during the last 10 years of mon-

itoring the position of the water table at Yucca Mountain. The main purpose of this examination is to

establish whether or not short lived instabilities of the water table are occurring at the Yucca Mountain

site. Furthermore, it is important to determine the frequency of occurrence of these instabilities as well as

their magnitude;

ii) Complete and conclusive investigation of the calcite-silica-sepiolite deposits occurring at the Yucca

Mountain site should be performed. This investigation should be carried out in both surface and subsur-

face and should include extensive radiometric age determinations. The purpose of this investigation is to

establish whether or not the geologic record representing the Late Pliocene and Quaternary times contains

expression of large scale fuctuations of the water table. Specifically, a firm position must be established

whether or not flooding of the repository is the anticipated process and event" within the context of reg-

ulatory requirements set forth in 10 CFR 60 and in 40 CFR 191.

iii) Investigation of the chemistry of water contained in the vadose zone of Yucca Mountain should

be performed. It is recommended that a few borings be drilled for this purpose. The boreholes should be

drilled with air and the drilling process should be designed to detect the presence of perched waters. If

these waters are encountered, the drilling process should be halted and samples obtained for subsequent

chemical analysis in the laboratory. The investigation should include chemical analyses of samples of the

interstitial pore water mechanically squeezed out from cores following the procedure developed by Dr. A.

Yang of the U.S. Geological Survey. The main purpose of these investigations is to establish whether or

not: a) the vadose zone contains the perched water; and, b) the perched water and the interstitial pore

water are chemically different from the fracture water.

iv) Investigation of the known perched waters occurring in the vadose zone of the Death Valley flow

system should be performed. There are two outstanding candidates for this investigation. They are: a)

the perched water in the vicinity of Skull Mountain, as described in Section 4.2.; and, b) the apparent hy-

draulic mound under the Greenwater Range, as discussed in Section 4.8. The main purpose of this inves-

tigation is to determine the origin of the water forming both of these hydrologic features. There are only

two possibilities. Either they are ordinary meteoric waters infiltrating through the vadose zone, or they

are related to the tectonically induced hydraulic mounds. The temperature and chemical composition of

these waters should be sufficient to distinguish one from the other.
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The investigations recommended above were designed to obtain data which are judged to be required

to carry the conceptual considerations undertaken herein to their logical and reliable conclusion. Presence

of: a) short lived instabilities of the water table; b) expressions of large scale instabilities of the water ta-

ble during the last 105 years; c) perched waters with chemical compositions indicative of below the water

table origin; and, d) meaningful difference in the chemistry of interstitial pore water relative to the frac-

ture water, would confirm that the proposed conceptual model of the flow field is correct. In this situa-

tion, serious consideration should be given to abandoning the Yucca Mountain site and declaring it as un-

suitable for the purposes of permanent disposal of the high-level nuclear wastes. In all sincerity, the U.S.

Government would be well advised to perform the recommended investigations prior to the commitment

of substantial resources, such as those associated with the Site Characterization Process and the in-situ

testing in the Exploratory Shaft.
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LOG TIME

COMPLETE TECTONIC CYCLE

PHASE I PHASE II

DILATANT INCLUSION CLOSURE GROWTH
STAGE STAGE STAGE STAGE

SLOW BUILD-UP OF TECTONIC RATE OF LOCAL TECTONIC STRAINING INCREASES.
STRESS. INHOMOGENEITIES IN THE STRESS FIELD (NORMAL

AND SHEAR STRESS GRADIENTS) BECOME MORE
NORMAL AND SHEAR STRESSES PRONOUNCED WITH TIME. AT THE END. LARGE AND
EXHIBIT TIME-DEPENDENCY. FAST CHANGES IN THE CUMULATIVE STRAIN ENERGY

OCCUR IN ASSOCIATION WITH A SEQUENCE OF SEISMIC
EVENTS.

MORE OR LESS HOMOGENOUS NON-HOMOGENOUS STRAIN
STRAIN

61a,,, ¶~.p) 0 b( 6t.,) •0 ° const. time-dependence of stress

61 ;!t0 61 , r F ) const.

6 c~t~w) const stress gradients

const.

0 0 time dependence of stress gradients

6-(:: : r) ¢ 0. -

(_ Idealization of tectonic cycle for an individual strain domain.
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Joint conductive aperture model. Harper T.R. and Last H.C.. 1987.
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Conceptual model of flow system in deforming fractured medium.
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Deforming fractured medium - idealized history of changes in hydraulic potential.
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t* EARLY STAGES OF TECTONIC DEFORMATION

PORE PRESSURE P

C WATER TABLE AT TIME (ti)

:; SATURATED ZONE

AT TIME t, BELOW DEPTH Z , .
P = Zi

Oi,.jJft2 ) > Ore -# = 0 nd An(ti) = 0
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Ad(e1 ) = 0

DEPTH

Z

ABOVE DEPTH Z(g;t,) BELOW DEPTH Z;I,)

Acen(=) = A,,, 4 An<t,) + Ad(,.) An= A,. = CONST.

SU:- SUS .ASUs SS= Ss
(e.>) (tol e) .88 (9I)~ (9.)
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Deforming fractured medium - idealized history of changes in hydraulic potential.
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t2 - ADVANCED STAGES OF TECTONIC DEFORMATION

PORE PRESSURE P

dut,,.

dw(&,) VADOSE ZONE AT TIME t2.

I, Z*at2) WATER TABLE AT TIME t)

AT TIME t(2) BELOW
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AND/OR
?J tf) <?~ rm- S(, 2) =0 AND

~~~~~~~~7)~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~S2

ZONE 11 P(z) + P(z)

ZONE III P(,) Pma

ABOVE DEPTH Z(.;,,) BELOW DEPTH Z(,;I,)
1*

Aconits) = Area + An(t,) + Ad(S,)

SU: -SUs + ASU + ASFS

S .. = 55 + ASS, + ASS

Kfiug =Kf + Kf4u' + AKfeus

Kf~:) = Kf4S, + AKfSZ) + AK1fSx

FRACTURE FLOW

Aconj,)= 1,,- CONST.

5(5t S 
(t EoYI

K. = A2, 

Deforming fractured medium - idealized history of changes in hydraulic potential. 
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t3 - END OF THE TECTONIC CYCLE

PORE PRESSURE P
0

WATER TABLE AT TIME t.

WATER TABLE AT TIME to AND t

WATER TABLE AT TIME t2

p = f(Z)

AT TIME 3 AT DEPTH Z(.;t,) AND BELOW:

,f~ftJEJJ) > , r = 0 AND A(,,) = o

AND/OR

?J(t.) < nx -- U(ts) = 0 AND Ad(t,) = 0

DEPTH

z

AT DEPTH Z(.;t,) AND BELOW

Acn(ts) = A,41

* 5t, = SlCt' < SeS

- 5 ' S SS < 5
' (t,.- (is) (t3(

- Kftf j3 < Kfg,

K ffs,) = KIf(S- < Kf(St

POROUS OR EQUIVALENT FLOW

Deforming fractured medium - idealized history of changes in hydraulic potential. 
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d(.)

ELEVATION _

'S~ ~__ I ___ I __m I _

f . : '0 0 t1 ______ .1 w1. r'-

t(o) 1(X) t(2) t(3) TIME

Note: The drawing is diagramatic - lo relationship between initial thickness of the vadose zone and magnitude
of tectonic lowering of the water table is implied.

( Idealized history of the position of the water table for a single point P(x y).
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Seismic velocity structure of the upper crust from teleseismic P-wave residuals for the region of southern Nevada.
Monfort and Evans. 1982.
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1 19 I 7 I 6 11.SO

370

36'1

: 

0 25 SO 75 100Km

Explanation: SWM. Stonewall; EM: Black Mountain; TM-OV: Timber Mountain-Oasis Valley caldera complex:
YM: Yucca Mountain exploration block. LV: Long Valley: DV: Death Valley: and CR: Coso Range. Black-shaded
areas are volcanic rocks of the DV-PR volcanic zone: light-shaded areas are part of the western Cordillera rift
zone.

Generalized geologic map of the Death Valley Pancake Range Volcanic Zone. Crowe et. al; 1986
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Regional heat-flow values within and adjacent to the Nevada Test Site. Sass J.H. and Lachenbruch. 1982.
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Crustal temperature as a function of depth and surface heat flow. Bridwell R.J. and Potzick. 1981.
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Surface heat flow and seismic crustal structure for the Rio Grande rift and associated physlographic provinces of
the North American Continent. Bridwell R.J. and Potzick, 1981.
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C
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c.
C-

PRESSURE GRADIENT.
Vp-VELOCITY

x

-I-

. E . .I ...

: . - , 

z

____4_--- bun- ._____________

IVb
-_ _ __ _ - - - ____

_____ _ _______________

x

11

BUOYANCY GRADIENT.
V"- VELOCITY

4I %

TOTAL HYDRAULIC GRADIENT.
VPb.VELOCITY

z
q4a

: - . .:
a .

x

Total hydraulic gradient combines buoyancy and pressure gradient.
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GOVERNING EQUATIONS

CONSERVATION OF FLUID MASS:

JAdp(C 1 1 +c)p, -d9T~e -(p ij(p,, -pdg,))., = 0; AN'D

CONSERVATION OF THERMAL ENERGY:

((>C)T)i -(AT,4 ),i +(PCI(-ij(p,j -Pog))T),i = 0

7 � . I

EQUATIONS OF STATE

pi = pf(p, T), i = API T).-

Note: For explanation of symbols used see plate 3.3.2-4.

Mathematical model for of simultaneous flow of heat and fluid. Thunvik R. and Braester C.. 1982.

plate 3.3.2-2.



CONSERVATION OF FLUID MASS:

< Op ( + ')p,,t, > - < OpfTt,,'PA > - < (p ij(p,j - gj)),i . t >= 0: AND

CONSERVATION OF THERMAL ENERGY:

< ((PC)T),g, *, > - < ( T,),;,,I > + <('(ij(p,j -P t j))T),,, I' >= 0
. .. ' ; ..... . . .. ........................... ...

. I a - +. . I i - I I

Note: For explanation of symbols used see plate 3.3.2-4.

Governing equations in the Galerkin finite element method. Thunvik R. and Bratster C.. 1982.

plate 3.3.2-3.



Symbol Description

C
C

g
k
p
Q
t
T
X.

'I

compressibility
specific heat capacity
acceleration of gravity
permeability
pressure
heat flow rate
time
temperature
Cartesian coordinate

coefficient of thermal volume expansion of the fluid
thermal conductivity
dynamic viscosity
porosity
basis function

<f(x),g(x)> f f(x)g(x) dv, inner product

v

superscripts

f fluid
r rock
* equivalent medium

subscripts

ij indices used for Cartesian tensor notation,
repeated indices indicate summation over
these indices (i-j-1,2,3)

P t partial time derivative of p

p gradient of p

I node index

Explanation of symbols used on plate 3.3.2-2 and plate 3.3.2-3.
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MS = ZO + CZ 

zo

NO FLOW OR 
CONST. HEAD.
ADIABATIC

zi

ZI

NO FLOW OR ,
CONST. HEAD.,
ADIABATIC

Z2

Z2
NO FLOW OR 
CONST. HEAD.:
ADIABATIC

z3

4
0

11
01

10

11
A

htZe. = f(Rh,,.,.); RI.,) Axni j

MIXED CONVENCTION

%-______________________________________________

Rh.,(. = f(ts) h "it.); R.,,.) = f(t ; F )

LU
z

C. e.

I
I
I
I
r

RJSS{.) 0 c onst.; R1s5 .) • 0 # const.

NO FLOW OR
CONST. HEAD.
ADIABATIC

NO FLOW OR
CONST. HEAD.
ADIABATIC

NO FLOW OR
CONST. HEAD.
ADIAB ATIC

uj
<
U

z

~ - ……---------------_____-_…--,--,

kCONDUCTIVE - HEAT AND FLUID
MIXED CONVECTION

tu-j
0
C

!'- # const.- R,,,() • co.; No fluid flow.

I J 
I I
I I

I~~~~' 
II < 

h Z' = z+CZ' ;CZ'-0 r

I CD -

00
0
0I
10

I

ICONDUCTIVE-HEAT NO FLUID FLOW

- I FREE CONVECTION

IFF
F
P

0
-j

II
II
II
0

U h cord.; No fluid flow.
Fs

x

T 0 t• 0

Rh,,c.) 0 cons.

-. $.*.., ..~ X ' ~~ + j :@rt' - .... I* 

Conceptual model of flow system which contains a strong thermal inhomogeneity at its base.
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INCREASING TIME.

INCREASING VALUE OF ini AND DEPTH
_ - 0-

Onu1f (t)

:. . SCen(t)

FOR A GIVEN as&s
OR DEPTH.

AT TIME (ti)vfjtr = ,

K&g)
FOR A GIVEN ins

OR DEPTH.

AT TIME (tl) rieff = c

DEPTH ABOVE
WHICH Kilf(t)

IS STRESS, AND
THROUGH IT,

TIME DEPENDENT.

AT TIME (to) c.,qefr = ,
AT A VERY SMALL DEPTH.

. .1.

Relationship between time and thermnal conductivity caused by incremental ieduction in enje-
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2evn(t) = ~aia + am)

£d(e) > if r,(,) = Tra

OTHERWISE d(t) = 

t,, - TIME REQUIRED FOR rt)
to reach rm

-_ 9 1,
DEPTH 1

. ATTIMEtj.,ATDEPTH 1

DEPTH 2
_ 9 .

DEPTH 3

DEPTH 4_

ti t2 ta 14 TIME

LIMIT *se) = a* - USc = CONST. FOR Ar GIVEN arnet.
.PTH BELOW WHICH

., < rmgz

AND THEREFORE
ad = 

I d()

d4 -_____-/

Y o--Id3

d2 /

d/ 
tj 92 ts t4 TIME

INCREASING TIME.

-

Relationship between time and thermal conductivity caused by incremental increases in *.
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zt r ISOTHERMAL.

zo

1

t Kk.ff(*. 2;t) = f(!o; rl).
Z(e;t) De, .;t) = f(ic;rl)c

.1 | CONDUCTION AND
---- ____, RADIATION

= CONST.
D(,;a) = CONST.

V

c
F

xCONDUCTIVE. w j const. - t2,(g) # CONST.

t
Rh,, (.)

HEAT FLUX.

I AT DEPTH Z1

x

Z(C;t) f(i; r]); fu:r = f(t)

Rh.,(;t) = CONST. - NO CHANGE IN HEAT FLUX THROUGH TIME.

Kheff(s;t;temp) = CONST. - THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY IS TEMPERATURE

INDEPENDENT.

GOVERNIN %, C - . -'.

* BELOW DEPTH Z( .t) - STEADY STATE.. POISSON'S EQUATION.

62temp. 60tenp.

* ABOVE DEPTH Z(.;ip - TRANSIENT FLOW.

62temp. 62temp. temp -t

l = p( a;g) R . , .h-, ). Khf(3;2;t;),

(:

)

. .Pve-; , . 0- ..

. ' Conceptual model of "simple" heat flow trough deforming fractured medium.
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; -
HEAT FLOW FIELD DEVELOPED IN T1hE DEFORMING FRACTURED MEDIUM WITH R,(= CONST.

I HAS THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS.

THREE DIMENSIONS lWO DIMENSIONS ONE DIMENSION

E zZ E
A temp.

,I grad temp{-) ISOTHERMAL SURFACE
a<>#tv r AT TIME to and ta 

6 t l |2 1 temp(z) AT TIME to

62temp. ATdepth Z(3 ;,) AT TIME t1
6zEmt. 0 t cont.; \ AND t2.

tePi. ;#6 90 const.; and |

62temp. ••cnt

0 _ depth

.,., . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Main characteristics of the heat flow field developed in the deforming fractured medium.
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f

zt

zo 4

I ISOTHERMAL AND ISOBARIC ( hi = Zo + CX.

Z(a;i) = ffor 

K f(&;z;t) =, J

S(;B;t) = I

.

..

. , .

't:

: .

: -. .

* D
..

.. . ..

. .

: .. i:

., - , . - .: . .

HEAT FLUX.
. . .

: .! S . -

:

-! '
. . s.

FLUlb FLUX.
* .

i

* .. fi..
.! .

.i'

.tt

a

I

U

0

0U

2
0

j0

a-

do

a-
a-

0
4i ,

1i0; TJ = f(t). .Kh~z;s;t) = 
-f~i;*) - - -_ ___ .__D(a;a;t) = f
KfS ,p. = CONST.:

FLOW MECHANISM: N\
Kh(;*) = CONST.; AND HEAT - CONDUCTION AND Ns

CONVECTION.
DsiE = CONST. FLUID - FRACTURE FLOW .

f(le; rl;p);

f(lr; Tih P)i

fle;,]; p); AND

'(Jr; rj; p).

00
00
00
00
00
11
1�
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
.0
.4

00

00
00

00

00

00

00

00

'0

v00
I

a

a

Z
0,K

01

O e
f0 t

0i ZZ0

8p04

OF -,C

s _ ,_,

ZI CONDUCTIVE - HEAT AND FLUID. 6qh() ) CONST-; 6q'() # CONST.;

t Rh,,(;,j) = CONST. - NO CHANGE IN HEAT FLUX THROUGH TIME.

F >- 7-1
Rjg(;t) = CONST. - NO CHANGE IN FLUID FLUX THROUGH TIME.

,RJs, 1)

Conceptual model of two phase, heat-fluid coupled, flow field developed in the deforming fractured medium.
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/ 11, 

l ^ | w i w

I I * * ~~~a~k I I I I I I I. _.
A - V T + ~4,V I IAof(8s

Z.

U
1-1t
co
Ot

I a
I . qx

;10
. 0

_j

LL.

0
Z

fy

I

(0 ISOTHERMAL AND ISOBARIC
i

FLOW MECHANIZM: j1k .

S(s;*;g) = MOIe; Jrh);

K& (; x; t) = fu; rj; p); AND

HEAT - CON
CON

FLUID - FRA

GAS - FRA

DUCTION AND
.t .rr,..

D(z;a;e) = fu; rj; p);

vE% I Il

CTURE FLOW la; r = f)
CTURE FLOW _ 

,s' Kj(,;, = CONST.;

,I, S5,;&) = CONST.;

KIA(z;z) = CONST.; AND

D(,,;) = CONST.

U

4

0
-a
UL

0

t 'ut

HE)

; " CONDUCTIVE- HEAT AND FLUID '

!~ t-_ 9 it o jCONST. - CHANGE O HEAT 5 0- CHANGE OF HEAT FLUX IN SPACE
FLUX IN TIME AND SPACE I

I *8"l') - 0 - S CHANGE IN HEAT FLUX IN TIME |

'ID

SIR 96 •0 CONST. - CHANGE OF FLUID FLUX
IN TIME AND SPACE …

L ----- -- _ L - - - j

2

FLU

R.I .;e)

Conceptual model of flow in vadose zone of the two phase, heat-fluid coupled, flow field developed in the deforming
fractured medium.
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TIME

! TECTONIC CYCLE n-I TECTONIC CYCLE n TECTONIC CYCLE n+1.

. , STRONG MIXED' CONVECTION. WEAK "MIXED" CONVECTION.

. + STRONG GRADIENTS OF HYDRAULIC F WEAK GRADIENTS OF HYDRAULIC POTENTIAL.
POTENTIAL. WEAK TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS.

. STRONG TEMPERATURE STRONG STRESS GRADIENTS.
. ~GRADIENTS. .

* AWEAK STRESS GRADIENTS.
TIME DIMENSION PERTAINS
TO MAIN PATH.

COMPONENT A INCREASES.
{LCOMPONENTS B AND C DECREASE.

L LARGE LOSS OF ENERGY FROM )HE SYSTEM.

STORAGE OF FLUID AND HEAT.

L RELEASE OF STORED FLUID AND HEAT.
ZMINERALIZATION AND FUSING.

FORM

Evolutionary path of the coupled fluid and heat flow field developed in the deforming fractured medium.
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Z 1

A-
.&NT

-+ - re#
DIAGRAM 1

=El. *11 / C=E, Ae
Z

I 11 U- 11 , 11 11 a 1
_. 11 D 11 n1 11 11 n 1 

I 11 11 11 11 11 11 i

I 11 I 11 11 11 11 III
I 11 11 11 11 11 U I

L I -

Ila 1 

+
-Ea

taher = a, * 7

UNDEFORMED STATE.

DIAGRAM 2
LI + ALI.

X

a I

Z(B;t)

= e .,,d + a t
AZ Li . .- 0.5AL 1

I 11_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1 11 t e a

a,.., |* Ch- or + O°rem - (e 3

I ." ' 
DEFORMED STATE. C

.d .. n n e . .. .

Idealized response of the fractured medium during uniform xtension.
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I - l .1
I 1

z
L*11-i

L1 =1 ,6LL

Al = r, E
a,, = E I

DIAGRAM A
Az

_--a�
Z

0.5AL1
I -

0.5ALt
I I

I I I- -
z

DIAGRAM B

z

Q7 IAGRAM C

12
-I. 4-1E2 1: = it + IIl

V. =, E.E C

A3= 1e3 .+ 212
, = * p.

I- L + AL,
I LOCAL CHANGE IN PORE PRESSURE.

AC4 . = ,.
- 1-4 -V17Z D Xs//~//SDIAGRAM D

//r/7. . f//. ///:A0vm7X77

p L O C A L P O R E P R E S S U /R E 

( p = LOCAL PORE PRESSURE.

Z

Idealized response of the dilated fractured medium to sudden changes in pore pressure.
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Modified from Carlon and Wildi
0 25 E0 ILOMETERS 198; Donny and Orowes 1165;
i I'I Winograd and Thordmron. 197S:
o 25 ILES and Stiwan and Carhon. 1978.

MXLANATION
QUATERNARYL i Aluvkm lake beds. and mhnor volcanic tocks

TERTIARY

Tuft fttolte and associated volcanic rocks

MESOZO)C Mior - not hown)

PALEOZOIC
Undifferentiated upper classic quturd.

and :bwer and upper carbonate aquifrs

~ Upper classic autard

LI Lower carbonate aupifer

PALEOZOIC (CAMBRIAN) AND PRECAMBRIAN

tv. -, 1Lower classic aquitard

SYMBOLS
Contact

- Trust fault with sawteth on upper plate
- - - Regonal model boundary (Waddel. 1982)

(approximate boundary of ground-water system)
Subrqional model boundary (this reportS

8 Approximate direction of ground water low

Location of the Death Valley groundwater system. From Czarnecki and Waddell (1984).
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1 1700' 1 16§00' 115,00'
_ I I -3800-
BOUNDARY OF MOW
HYDROGEOLOGIC
STUDY AREA ' \
(DASHED WHERE , PENOYER VALLEY N
UNCERTAIN) ( I I (SAND SPRING VALLEY)

AA ~KA ICCH IV

P2 p'\ / IGROOM LAKE ,

LL . E 4 / VALLEY LAT

9 g \,FATK~S FLTrwe~K> 

t \7 | MERCURy' 0 ,

( v~DEATH \.\ 

A- SA

_ASIS A. LAS VEGAS

2 3 04 0 KILOMETERS

c s GENERAL DIRECTION OF REGIONAL GROUNDWATER FLOW
BEA (QUESTION MARK INDICATES UNCElTAINTY)

A. OASIS VALLEY SUBBASIN
B. ALKALI FLATFURNACE CREEK RANCH SUBBASIN
C. ASH MEADOWS SUBBASIN

Subdivision of the Death Valley groundwater system. Modified from Winograd and Thordarson (1975), Waddell
(1982) and Waddell et al. 1984.
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I1 tT*00' 1 16*001 11 so-00'

38*00'

37.00'

*00*

E RECHARGE AREAS

3 DISCHARGE AREAS

_ - - BOUNDARY OF HYDROGEOLOGIC
STUDY AREA; DASHED WHERE
UNCERTAIN

- - - SUSBASIN BOUNDARY

0D
0
-8-

OASIS VALLEY SUBEASIN

ALKALI FLAT-FURNACE CREEK
RANCH SUBBASIN

ASH MEADOWS SUBBASIN

LINE OF EQUAL AVERAGE ANNUAL
PRECIPITATION. IN INCHES

Precipitation, recharge and discharge areas for the Death Valley groundwater system. From Winograd and
Thordarson (1975). Waddell (1982) and Waddell et aL, (1984).
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lie SO 4S' 11OA0iv

3* . 'Thirsty. Canyon

't,:4 *!, # # 4 I

I) w .. . . .

3800 It+-Z-+++ ........... _.40001t

*1" --. . - . 5 .*'t

A' J

141 4 /44/ iS ld.

/4 *'. 41 ( , 3800ff. 1

14 4 4 1 -- J4 B +-;v1 2

. + + .+ . .) \>r . . +.' -;',s-; t 13.14

J..... .

.. .. 7* ... / *it J *

* . . . .. * * -

36S 4 * * .- . ntin.2)1 2z + J ;> /*

*s/ + *s SP,/,NL\.s.--. J'+ - -N<^v>A 
N

R , *,L s. Iu 16 "4r* = _ .\)

i r '4

4 444 ~~~ . '5 f~M
4

EXPLANATION

Oucternory lluvium

Tertiary tufts ond
related rocks

Palsocoic limestone,
dolomite, sholeond

related rocks

0
Sample location

9
Location number in

tables 1. 2. and 3

4000
Potentiometric
contour. feet

Spring discharge,
, at altitude 4000

and more above mean
sea level, occurs

In this area

Geology by H.Cornwall.
F. Kbinhompl,1961,
1964,POrh ildwritten
communicaton

Bast by U.S. Geological
Survey. 1954

0
I.

5 MILES
I. . .

F * w x . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

0
I I a I I

5 KILOMETERS

Local hydrologic conditions at Beatty. Nevada. Modified from White (1979) and Winograd and Thordarson
(1975).
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Idealized changes in hydrauc potentials in the Pahute Me".

plate 4 4 3
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4l- u-41 0 3..0 5 1 25 . .14 0.02 12 <. .02 141
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2-2-441 24SO-4.400 2t4o SO. 41 .e4 .41 LS 29 2.4 42
Uz-lg^ S- 1-4 L421<L62O *.uo0w.e76 $9.t 41 <AI A4 Al IA0 .1 .45 is

- 114 Leo Sae se01s Jll so <l .e4 .80 is .1 As IU1
UZ-l9 -s^ n-14Joo ?:".900 SSO-440 *SH 2 As it .03 ss LIs A Its

6-17-44 U S-7 ao s 2004450 45.0 u .62 .04 <1 44 5.0 - S0

647.44 2 L60-t.SS 5200-240 45.6 40 t S <1 29 1.4 - 145
2- S6- 228O 20JWS4SO 4.4 5 <.t <. 1S 5u 2 .1 15
3. 6-41 4.200 3004.440 U.4 *S <.01 .02 is 51 LB .1U 1S3

uZ *-1 . 4-22-43 2.4734.00 2.16510-46901 _ 5o .2 .09 .02 A <.1 - o
4.210-4.390

6- 2-4 2.475-.005 2so0-3; 2.6 go <.01 er2 .Al Lt <.1 .42 42
460-4.90

UE-12s.................. 8-14 L.55-4.70 - 57.1 56 .62 <.0l .22 1I Ls .62 21
Ul:- ..t ... 17-45 L4A0-.50 u40z S2.70: 41A 46 4 07 .01 12 <.1 _ 6S

4.270
2-2-44 2.SO-7.506 U405 it70: 41. so J 1 <AI it 2 <J1 AL 64

4*70
UK-IflL S-24 22 14-4.600 .460 4.61 47.2 -. A0 is .65 Ls <1 64 n
U510a-L . 1-1444 Lo o45 - 25.6 41 .s .1 <61 . <.1 - 5

2-10-44 2.654-4.O0 - - Al<61. .0 6 6.1 .1 .02 55
UZ-0d. . 2- -44 2.20 L70-2M20 - ST G1 All .1 14 <.1 0S 1

4250-4.40
2- -44 .200 L570-.720: 41A 44 .4 67 Al L < .AS a

4.20-4.450
t7-244; 4-4.600 2.70_4.720: 40. 47 <.6 <01 <01I 43 .1 .07 a

4.250.40
14346 2444-4.500 2t.70-2.720: 40.6 52 .6 <.-l J2 21 .1 .13 U

4.2110-4.440

2-12- 24-4.o t10-2t720: 4. .0s <1 s LS .1 <Al 107
4.250-4.440
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3- 6-44 2.00 845504.650 32.5 2s .01 .02 01 .2 < S 63

UT-Ot 2-1144 4.4514-15.42 4.570-4.150 48 47 .07 is .14 4.8 < - US
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'In solution at U* o a.' or elletim
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Results of chemical analyses of water samples from Pahulte Mesa. From Blankennage and Weir (1973).
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Results of chemical analyses of waler samples from Pahute Mesa (continued). From Blankennagel and Weir
(1973)
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a I General hydrogeology of Yucca Fat. From Hoover (1968). -
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PORE PRESSURE

WATER LEVEL

TERTIARY VOLCANICS

PALEOZOIC CARBONATES

LU
a

C ..
Idealized changes in pore pressure with depth in Wells 88-66 and 83-69a located in Yucca Flat.

plate 4 4-8.
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Location map for deep wells at Yucca Mountain. From Robison (1984).

plate 4.4-9.
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Hole or well number: Designation assigned by U.S.
Department of Energy.

location: Nevada State Coordinate System Central
lo-e (feet).

Role Depth Total depth drilled.
tand-suace altitude: Altitude above National Geodetic

Viitcal Datum of 1929 at well. reported by Holmes 
Narver. Inc., contractor to U.S. Department of Energy.

pepth correction: Correction needed to adjust measured
depth or atitude to true value because of hole
deviation from vertical. The correction is computed
for a depth approximately equal to the depth of the
measured water level; this correction s obtained from
a down-hole gyroscopic survey.

Date measured: Date of a water-level measurement.

Interval: Depth nterval of the hole represented by the water-
level measurement. Composite levels represent mixed hydraulic
heads of the entire nterval between the water table or lower
end of the casing and the bottom of the hole. Where a specific
interval is ndicated, the zone was solated. using nflatable
packers for the straddled interval during permeability testing.
or using a single packer nstalled to determine hydraulic head
differences above and below the packer.

Depth to water: Depth based on direct measurements of water levels
using down-hole wireline equipment, adjusted for depth correction
(where available), except where noted.

Altitude: Computed altitude of water level above National Geodetic
Vertical Datum of 1929. based on land-surface altitude and
measured depth to water (corrected).

Depth Water level (corrected)'
Land-surface correC- Depth to

Hole or location (feet Hole depth altitude tion Date Interval water Altitude
well number asT (meters) (meters) (meters) measured (meters) (meters) (meters)

01-25b1 1

111-25c1l
UE-25pl1

75,

757.4
756,1

143 566,416 1220 1200.6 0.25 12/03/83
08/0183

do.
)95 569.6e0 914 1130.4 .06 11/07/83
171 571,485 1805 1114 .02 Feb. 193

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do
do.

do.
Pl ay 13'

do.
de. 1983
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.

11/07/83

Water levels - Yucca Mountain. From Robison. (184).

Composite
471-1199
1199-1220
Composite
383- 500
500- 550
739- 789
764- 834
634- 904
904- 974
974-1044

1044-1114
1110-1180
1117-1301
1180-1301
1297-1308
1297-1338
1341-13R1
1381-1420
1423-1463
1463-1509
1509-1585
1597-1643
1643-1689
1734-1780
1780-1805
1297-1805

470.6
470.3
472.2
400.3
383.9
383.5
383.3
383.1
381.1
382.2
380.9
379.4
361.7
360.5
355.0
362.0
362.3
362.3
362.4
362.5
362.4
362.5
362.7
360.0
363.1
363.0
364.7

730.8
730.3
728.
730.1
729.9

730.6
130.8
732.7
731.7
733.0
734. 5

p752.2
"753.4
2758.9
751.9
751.6
751.6
751.5
751.4
751.5
751.4
751.2
750.9
750.8
750.9

3749.2

plate 4 4 10
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Depth ., Water level (corrected)t
Laid-surface correc- Depth to--

Hole or 10ctfeed Hole depth altitude t1im - Date Interval water AltItude
well number North East (meters) (meters) (meters) measured (meters) (meters) (meters)

11SW G-l 770.500 561,000 1829 1325.5 0.67 03/23/82 Composite 571.7 753.8
USW-p-2 778.824 560,504 1831 1554.0 .16 09/17/82 Composite 524.9 1029.1
US -3 752.780 558.483 1533 1480.2 .57 - 11/30/83 ComposIte 750.3 729.9
USV G-4 765,07 563,082 915 1269.6 1.53 04/27/83 Composite 539.5 730.1
USW H-I 770,254 562.388 1829 1302.8 .19 02/25/82 Composite 572.1 730.7

11/01/83 572- 673 572.4
do. 716- 765 572.4 730.5
do. 1097-1123 571.7 731.2
-do. :. s 1783-1814 518.2 784.7

USW 1F3 756,542 558,452 1219 1483.3 .08 11/19/82 Composite 750.8 732.5
11/03/83 751-1190 750.9 732.4

do. 1190-1219 729.0 73K I
USW 11-4 761.643 563,911 1219 1248.6 .45 12/30/82 Composite 518.7 730.1

06/16/83 518-1181 518.2 730.8
do. 1181-1219 518.1 730.9

USW 11-5 766,634 558,909 1219 1478.5 0.08 12/22/83 ! Composite 704.2 774.3
11/07/83 704-1091 703.8 774.7

.do 1091-1219 703.8 77L1
USW H-6 763,299 554.075 1220 1301.7 .05 12/15/82- Composite 526.6 775.1

10/24/83 526-1187 526.1 775.6
do. . 1187-1220 524.7 " .0

1SW WI-i 753,941 563,739 515 1201.7 .33 10/31/83 Composite 471.0 730.7
11SW -2 760,661 561,924 628 1301.4 .53 11/01/83 Composite 571.0 730.4
UE-25 WT13 745,995 573,384 348 1029.8 .27 10/31/83 Composite 300.5 729.3
UE-25 Wn#4 768.512 568,040 482 1167.1 .46 11/01/83 Composite 438.9 728.2
UE-25 W16 780.576 567,524 383 1312.9 .24 10/31/83 Composite 283.9 1029.4
11SW WI-i 755,570 553,891 491 1197.0 .03 - 10/24/83 Composite 421.2 775.9
OSl WT-10 748.771 553.302 430 1123.2 .03 10/24/83 Composite 347.7 775.5
SW RWI-Il 739.070 558,377 441 1094.4 .12 10/24/83 Composite 363.9 730.5

IIE-25 11112 739,726 567,011 399 1074.6 .20 10/31/83 Composite 345.4 729.2
UE-25 W1113 756,884 578,843 352 1031.8 .01 10/31/83 Composite 303.3 728.5
UE-25 W1014 761.651 575.210 399 1076.1 .09 11/07/83 Composite 346.2 729.9
UE-25 WIlS 766,116 579,806 415 1082.8 .19 12/01/83 Composite 354.2 728.6
UE-25 WONlS 774.420 570,395 519 1210.5 .06 12/01/83 . Composite 472.7 737.8
UE-25 11117 748,420 566,212 443 1124.5 .4R8 11/07/83 composite 394.6 729.9
J-11 740,968 611,764 405 1050 -- 03/22/73 Composite 317.4 732.6
J-12 733,509 581,011 34' 953.5 -- 12/05/83 Composite 226.2 727.3
J-13 749,209 579,651 1063 1011.3 -- - 10/31/83 Composite 283.2 728.1
USW 1 1 V 743.356 533,626 762 963.5 -_ 02/12/81 Composite 184.2 779.3
USW VH-2 748,320 526.264 1219 974.4 _ r 04/23/83 Composite 164.0 4810.4

I~~k.. *~.....t..t t~~~*&..A * … £~~A *~~ - .11 4L ~~ L. - .-A…---A 11- O" 6*K2-. -IVu '4n.n gnu Oatreve -VVVCI 5IU ' reperSedtwater level probably not stabilized.
'Composite of Interval open to rocks of Paleozolc age.
Water level estimated from geophysical logs.

1UU_ a WVII, IIU VIUM 31IUUII U M PSaJJ 1U UTUPTCWI II* -

Water levels - Yucca Mountain (continued). From Robison (1984). le4plate 4.4 1 ,a
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Idealized changes of pore pressure with depth at Yucca Mountain.

plate 4.4-11.
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Principal compressive stress

Stress Magnitude' Bearing Inclination from' Standard deviation of
axis (psi) (degrees) horizontal (degrees) magnitude (psi)

Minimum 404 S. 750 E. -12 62

Maximum 1,006 S. 4 W. +40 55

Intermediate 864 S. 28- W. -48 61

Stress components with respect to the X (east), Y (north), and Z (vertical) coordinate system

Normal Magnitude Standard deviation Shear Magnitude' Standard deviation
compressive of normal of normal stress of shear of shear

stress component component magnitude component component component magnitude
_omponent (psi) (psi) (psI) (psi)

X 453 58 TY 113, 42

Y 920 55 r YZ -94 37

Z 902 48 T ZX 87 42

1Compressive stresses are designated by positive sign.
2Positive sign ndicates inclination above the horizontal plane.

Sign indicates the direction of shear stress. A positive sign is dextral
a negative Is sinistral (left-handed).

The results of in-situ stress determination in Rainier Mesa. From, Minler et.c (95

(right-handed),

plate 4.5-1
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Three-dimensional representation of the in-situ stresses measured in Rainier Mesu
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From Miiler et al (19T5)
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NOTE: 50 TO 60 PERCENT OF ALL NORMAL FAULTS CONTAIN WATER. THORDARSON (1965) SIGNIFI-
CANT PORE PRESSURES MAY BE INVOLVED. o1,pj = oraj...*

. -f a - -
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S00-..o 1000

6-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

0 z ~~NORMAL STRESS - ffnJjis

Mohr's representation of in-situ stress; t Rainier esa. plate 4.5-3
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volcanic unmits '2V. ;, I 0' . 'z,

Geology simolistie tam Scott. RB.
( written commun. 1984 )

Location map showing welts where hydrofracture experiments were made at Yucca Mountain. From Stock et. a..
(198). .

plate 4.5-4
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1600 INsCgIIEN
'NRAL PAUL TIN

Hydraulic Fracturug Data Princpal Stresses

Shut-In Minimum
Breakdown Pumping Hydrostatic Pore Horizontal Vertical

Depth. Pressure. Pressure, Pressure. Pressurmt Str Stress
m WU MPa MP MPa Mp MPa Comsents

646 1.3 41±0.2

792 102 7.2t2
945 3.2 9.0 ± 2

1038 13- 10.6 t0.2

6.2

7.S
9.2

103

USW G1
Q7 4±2 2 12.9 Minim= horzontal stress m at

subhydrostaic pumping pressure
attained during second cycle. S.
may thus be several bars too high
due to pressure adient in fracture.

2 2 7.2t h 02 lf 9 Same as above.
3.6 9.0 t 2 191 Same as above
4.5 10.6 2 21A Minimum horizontal stress from table

instantaneous shut-in pressures
attained a final cycles.

6.3 121 t 2 2.5 Same as above.
7.0 141 * 0.2 27.2 Same as above.

1211
128

11.1 121 ±0.2 12.0
23.1 14.8!t 02 121

&
Results of in-situ stress determinations in well USW G-1. Yucca Mountain. From Stock et. al., (1985).

plate 4 55
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*400

IESS (ARSI
200 300 400

I

NEVADA TEST SITE
USW G-2

,##AL PAULTING

Hydraulic Fracturing Data Principal Stresses

Shut-In Minimum
Breakdown Pumping Hydrostatic Porc Horizontal Vertical

Depth. Pressure, Pressure, Pressure, Pressuret Stress. Stress
m MPS MPz MP Mp MPa MPz Comments

USW G-2
295 5.1 5.1 Q 0l 29 0.0 5.1 *01 6.1 Reopening preexisting frcture of

unknown orientation: shut-in pumping
pressure is upper bound on Sb.

41t 5.4 5.4 ± 0.1 4.1 ao S.40 l .4 Same as above.
432 5.5 5.5±0.1 4.2 0.0 5.5 3 l 1.7 Same as above.

1026 16.3 11.1-±Q.2 10I 4.9 11.1tL0.2 20.3 Minimum horizontal strs from stable
pumping psgssure on multiple cycl

1209 13.2 12.0 0.2 11. 6.7 12.0 ± 0.2 25.5 Minimum horizontal stress from fat
pumping pressure attained on second
cycle. S, thus may be several bas
too high due to pressure gradient
in fracture.

Calculated for the appropriate density and depth.
tased on water table at 576 m depth in USW G-1 and 526 m depth in USW 0-2.

Results of in-situ stress determinations n well USW G-2. Yucca Mountain. From Stock et. l., (1985).

plate 4.5-6
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USW -

USW G-3 

LU

LU

z
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CL
0
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Sh
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: :

PAINTBRUSH TUFF

CA TER FLAT
TUFF

TRAM MEMBER
.. - .

LITHIC RIDGE

BEDDED TUFF
1500

Shut-In Hydro-
Logged Breakdown pumping static Pore2

Hole depth pressure 1 pressure pressure pressure Sh S, 3 4 SH Comments
m) (bars) (bars) (bars) (bars) (bars) (bars) (bars) (bars)

G-3 1 ,074

G-3 1,338

G-3 .1,356

79 68 105 31 68+2 206 13 i 107+10

173

168

115

114

131

133

56 115+2 258

57. 114+2 263

59 175+9
I .

64 :: 181+8
. _ 

Interpretation based on
first two cycles only.

Results of in-situ stress determination in well USW G-3. Yucca Mountain. From Stock et. al.. (1986).
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pressure
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pumping
pressure
(bars)

Hydro-
static

pressure
(bars)

Pore2

pressure
(bars)

Sh
(bars) Sv 3)

(bars)

.

(barsl~ (bars)
Conmments

Pl 1,564 nonel 337 153 115 337+2 353
.I- .0 i

Reopening
fracture

preexisting

P1 1,573 236 207

366

154

166

116 207+2

128 365+10

356 41 310+11

Pal 1,693 nonel 388 Reopening preexisting
fracture

1. No clear breakdown pressures seen

Results of in-situ stress determination in well Ue-25p#1. Yucca Mountain. From Stock et. ., (1986)
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TABLE 1. Heat-flow determinations in and adjacent to
the Nevada Test Site (see Figures 2 and 3 for locations)

Well Heat flow Reference

mWm HFU

PM2

FM1

-̂  - IDOL

U1SK

Uel7e

-- TWE

J-13

Ue25al

Ue25bl

Ue25a3

USWG1I

TWF

TW3

TW5

TW4

63

.. 1 42
,; : - . -. :

.:. 56i

66
. .. 66

29

67

54

47

130

52

76

92

84

91

1.5 Sass and others, 1971

1.0 Sass and others, 1971

1.9 Sass and others, 1971

1.3 USGS unpublished

1.58 USGS unpublished

0.7 Sass and others, 1971

1.6 Sass and others, 1971

1.3 Sass and others, 1980

1.1 USGS unpublished

3.1 Sass and others, 1980

1.25 Table 2, this paper

1.81 Sass and others, 1971

2.2 Sass and others, 1971

2.0 Sass and others, 1971

2.2 Sass and others, 1971

i , .

*Average heat flow in lowermost 600 m.

(

(__ Intensities of heat flow at the Nevada Test Site. From Sass and Lchenbruch (1982)
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Explanation: (1) Contour lines are heat flow units (HFV); (2) EL is Eureke Low: (3) Arrow indicates outline of
the Nevada Test Site; (4) Heavy line is 2.5 HFU contour (Swanberg and Morgan, 1978).

Map of Western United States showing intensities of heat flow. From Sass and Lachenbruch (1982).
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Sample
depth
Cm)

Material Uranium
(ppm)

2 3%U/ 23 U a'aTh/z23Th

(activity ratio)
"Th/ 2

3'U 61SC 6 to
(0/oo )

34 Calcite 0.767
±0. 015

1.17
±0.02

2.37
t0.07

1.02
±0. 04

-4.52 +20.00

283 Calcite 5.03
±0.10

1.47
±0.02

22.2
±0.7

1.04
±0.004

-6.33 17.60

611 Calcite 3.43
t0.07

1.29 72 1.19
±0.02 ±3 ±0.05

-5.41 +15.60

.I .~ : f . +

Sample
Aepth
(i)

Fraction Percent
carbonate

Uranium
(ppm)

(activit ratio)t'WU/5l'U 2'*Th/z'Th X2GTh/2.bU
(activity ratio)

6C -60
* (0/00)

280

302

346.7

Calcite

Calcite

Calcite

>99 0.500 1.032
t0.010 t0.015

n.d. n.d.

64 0.405
±0.008

n.d. n.d.

n.d.

1.167
±0.018

n.d.

12.0
t 2.4

n.d.

4.29
±0.21

n.d.

4.6
±0.5

10.7
t.6

1.023
±0.041

n.d.

0.915
*0.0 37

n.d.

-8.35 +19.21

-7.90 +19.31

-7.43 +18.22

-7.37 +18.30346.8 Calcite

348.7 Calcite

348.8-A Calcite

>99 0.073 1.02
±0.006 tO.03

97 0.136 0.937
±0.004 ±0.028

0.73 - -7.47
t0.06

+18.19

+18.131.010
±0.040

-6.93

348.8-B Calcite 63 33.3
±0.7

1.026
to. 015

94
±15

0.093
±0.037

n.d. n .d.

359-A Calcite 61 1.21
±0.06

1.020
t0. 015

261
±80

0.795
±0. 032

-6.82 +17.98

359-B Calcite 75 0.644
±0 013

0.965
to. 01 4

36
±11

0.811
±0.032

n.d. n .d.

Analytical data from fracture filling calcites from Yucca Mountain. From Szabo and Kyser (1985).
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Sample
\ t depth

(c)

Fraction Percent UraniLm
carbonate (ppm)

1a32,U/3U 2aOThaxTTh .12'Th/23aU 61'C

(activity ratio) (C

6160
'/oo )

_ 
.

361 Calcite n.d. n.d.

95 0.558
t0.011

n.d.

2.26
±0.03

n.d.

35
±t4

n.d.

1.00
*0.03

-6.56 +17.77

-7.06 +20.23
63 Calcite

131

147

159

318

Calcite 52 3.02
±0.06

Calcite n.d. n.d.

Calcite n.d. n.d.

Calcite 95 0.0836
t0.0017

1 .43
±0.02

n.d.

n.d.

0.991
±0.020

84
t40

n.d.

n.d.

2.58
t0.13

* 0.216
- tI ±0.009

n.d.

n.d.

1.10
_0.06

-5.11 +20.16

-5.58 +20.04

-5.44 +20.28

-5.10 +19.11

31 Calcite 87 0.36
±0.01

1.06
_0.04

10
±5

0.24
±0.02

-4.54 +18.73

Analytical data from fracture filling calcites from Yucca Mountain (continued). From Szabo and Kyser (1985).
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Drill
hole

Depth
(Wi)

Urani um
(ppm)

Calculated
age

(x 10' years)

Calcite

UE25a#1

C.U-3

GU-3

USW-G2

UE25a#1

34 0.77

63

131

280

0.56

3.0

0.50

310 : (a)

227±20

26t2

>400

310+-%5283 5.0

GU-3

GU-3

USW-G-2

K USW-G-2

USW-G-2

USW-G-2

USW-G-2

USW-G-2

UE25a#1

318 l

331

346.7

348.7

348.8-A

348.8-B

359-A

359-B

611

0.084

0.36

0.40

0.073

0.1 4

33

1.2

0.64

3.4

>400

30±4

1 9 0 t 2 0 (b)

1 42t30

>400

280±70

170±18

185±i18

>400

.. .. I I ' : i , I

Calculated uranium series ages of fracture filling calcite from Yucca Mountain. From Szabo and Kyser (1985)
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Plot of 6',0 versus t 13C values of calcites from Yucca Mountain. From Szabo and Kyser (1985).
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BOREHOLE DEPTH (in) TEMPERATURE(C)

34 25

UE-25 a#1 283 38

611 46.5

63 22

131 24
USW G-3 147 24.5

318 28.5

331 31

280 29

USW G-2 318 29

346-359 37-34

9 .

Estimate of paleo-temperatures based on stable isotope content of calcites from Yuccd Mountain. Modified from
Szabo and Kyser (1981)
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Time postshot
(in minutes) Remarks

3.4 , -+15.4 m to -28.7 m arrival.

3.4- 5.0 Rumerous excursions to i10 m.

5.0- 7.4 Smooth decay of primary step.

7.4- 12.2 Continuous activity, including excursion of
+24.5 m to -28.7 m at 8.7 min.

12.2- 15.3 Smooth decay of primary step.

15.3- 18.8 Continuous activity with prominent peaks
at 15.9, 17.5, and 18.2 min.

18.8- 23.0 Smooth decay of primary step.

23.0 Arrival of +9.8 m to -12.2 m excursions
and secondary pressure step of +15.4 m.

23.0- 27.1 Erratic and cyclic decay of secondary
pressure step to -9.5 m.(7 27.1- 30.0 Erratic recovery to 4.5 m.

30.0- 31.0 Decline to primary decay curve.

31.0-214.0 Continuous activity, praticularly intense
at 74 to 80 min., where excursions of
±7 m occur, and at 85 to 87 minutes.

Ends abruptly at 214 minutes postshot
(1434 hra. PST).

. - - . -

Hydrologic response to the Handley Event in .el UE-20f. From Dudley et. al. (1971).
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Sample Percent Uranium 34U 230Th 230 h Uranium-series
No. Material residue Fraction (ppm) Th U age (years)

MERCURY VALLEY AREA

30-Al Trav 0

30-B2

32

45-A3

45-C4

47-As

Trav

Trav

Trav

Trav

Trav

0

0

0

5

20

22

18

23

70

S 0.038 1.00 43.
+ 0.001 +0.02 +10.

S 0.066 0.987 77.
+ 0.001 +0.030 +15.

S 0.016 1.00 4.05
+ 0.002 +0.05 + 0.41

S 0.495 0.981 6.92
+ 0.007 +0.015 + 0.21

S 1.10 0.999 10.2
+ 0.17 +0.015 + 0.3

R 0.52 0.95 5.5
+ 0.05 +0.09 + 0.6

S 4.71 1.12 5.08
+ 0.07 +0.02 + 0.15

R 2.84 0.980 2.20
+ 0.09 +0.015 + 0.07

S 3.16 1.17 5.37
+ 0.05 +0.02 + 0.16

R 2.51 1.00 3.42
+ 0.05 +0.05 + 0.10

S 3.17 1.06 7.65
+ 0.05 +0.02 + 0.23

R 21.1. 1.01 16.7
+ 0.3 +0.02 + 0.5

S 5.19 1.04 38.2
+ 0.08 +0.02 + 1.5

R 10.6 1.05 34.0
+0.9 +0.02 + 1.4

S 19.7 1.45 13.1
+ 0.03 +0.02 + 0.4

0.844
+0.042

0.992
+0.040

1.12
+0.11

1.00
+0.03

1.06
+0.03

1.21
+0.18

0.846
+0.025

1.58
+0.05

0.957
+0.029

1.42
+0.07

0.730
+0.022

1.08
+0.03

0.999
+0.030

1,15
+0.12

0.750
+0.030

>700,000

>700,000

>700,000

>700,000

>700,000

47-BE6 Trav

48 Calcr

46 TTrav

31-A7 Calcr

104,000 + 8,000

97,000 + 8,000

100,000 - 150,000

;70,000

102,000 + 8,000

R 5.61
+ 0.08

1.37
+0.02

4.38
+ 0.13

1.16
+0.05 ..

Analytical data and uranium series ages of carbonates at the Nevada Test Site [Trav.. travertine: TTrav. tufFaceous
travertine; Calcr. calcrete: SC. soil caliche S acid soluble solution; R. acid insoluble residue]. From Szabo et.
a!.. (1981).
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Sample Percent Uranium 2 WU M-T 230Th Uranium-series
No. Material Residue Fraction (ppm) U Th U age (years)

3t-B7 Calcr 75 S 2.21 1.10 4.66 0.751 96,000 + 8,000
+ 0.03 +0.02 +0.14 +0.030

R 1.86 1.07 1.45 1.79
+ 0.03 +0.02 +0.04 +0.07

ROCK VALLEY FAULT AREA

154

155

TTrav

TTrav

40 Calcr

82. SC

97 SC

55

80

45

62

48

S 2.23
+ 0.03

R 0.630
+ 0.010

S 4.96
+ 0.07

R 18.8
+ 0.3

S 6.90
+ 0.10

R 12.3
+ 0.2

S 3.79
+ 0.06

R 3.02
+ 0.05

S 1.19
+ 0.02

R .2.91
+ 0.04

1.17
+0.02

1.03
+0.02

1.27
+0.02

1.31
+0.02

1.13
+0.02

1.13
+0,02

1.41
+0.02

1.24
+0.02

1.35
+0.02

1.20
+0.02

5.03
+0.13

2.48
+0.07

9.73
+0.29

23.4
+0.7

16.4
+0.7

11.8
+0.4

1.81
+0.07

1.10
+0.04

1.33
+0.05

1.22
+0.05

1.72
+0.09

- 1.98
+0.10

0.650
+0.033

0.790
+0.040

0.435
+0.013

0.824
+0.025

0.0747
+0.0022

1.06
+0.04

0.119
+0.004

.1.44
+0.06

70,000 - 110,000

;20,000

>5,000

>5,000

(a)

Stop-9 SC 90 S

JACKASS FLATS

4.75 1.34
+ 0.06 +0.02

2.79 1.17
+ 0.04 +0.02

3.28
+0.10

0.961
+0.029

0.240
+0.010

1.14
+0.05

%24,000

R

Analytical data and uranium series ages of carbonates at the Nevada Test Site Trave. travertine: TTrav. tuffaceous
travertine: Calcr, calcrete: SC. soil caliche; S. acid soluble solution: R. acid insoluble residue]. From Szabo et.
al.. (1981).
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Sample
No.

Percent
Material Residue

Uranium 2
Fraction Cpim) U

- A 

30 2 30Th
Th7 T34 Uranium-series
Th _ U _ age ars)

_ = _ _ __ . _

LATHROP WELLS AREA

60-A Calcr 35 S 5.32 1.23
+ 0.08 +0.21

6.98 1.05
+0.21 - +0.03

345,000 71OU

R 3.73
+ 0.06

1.06 1.46 1.14
+0.02 +0.04 +0.03

60-8 Calcr 46 S 5.37 1.20
+ 0.08 +0.02

5.62 1.09
+0.17 +0.03

345,000 + 180,00034,0 -70,000

S 5.03 1.20
+ 0.10 +0.02

5.53 1.03
+0.17 +0.05

R 6.11
+ 0.09

2.14
+ 0.03

1.10 1.62
+0.02 +0.05

1.53 1.99
+0.02 +0.06

1.04
+0.03

0.425
+0.013

59 SC 47 S 25,000 + 10,000

R 1.94 1.21 1.13 1.72
+ 0.03 +0.02 +0.03 +0.05

YUCCA MOUNTAIN AREA

113 Calcr 75 S 2.78
+ 0.04

R 4.17
+ 0.06

1.03
+0.02

0.986
+0.015

0.687
+0.027

0.620
+0.002

0.146
+0.006

0.837
+0.025

>5,000

115 Calcr 80 S 10.6
+ 0.2

1.46 16.7 0.422
+0.03 +1.7 +0.017

'20,000

R 9.44 1.51 -22.4 1.19 
+ 0.14 +0.02 +0.9 +0.04

106 Ttrav 70 S 9.53 1.26
+ 0.14 +0.19

4.53 0.660
+0.14 +0.026

78,000 + 5,000

R 3.66 1:33
+ 0.05 +0.02

2.43 0.860
+0.07 +0.034

CRATER FLAT

199 TTrav 30 S 1.81 2.16 2.57 0.290
.+ 0.03 +0.03 +0.08 +0.012

-30,000

R 1.58 1.17 2.81
+ 0.02 +0.02 +0.08

1.47
+0.06

Analytical data and uranium series ages of carbonates at the Nevada Test Site Trave. travertine: TTrav. tufFaceous
travertine: Calcr. calcrete; SC, soil caliche; S. acid soluble solution; R. acid insoluble residue]. From Szabo et.
A1.. (981).
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Sample
No.

Percent
Material Residue Fri

_a_

H-I

H-2

SC

Uranium
ction (pPm)

ELEANA R

S 6.51
+ 0.10

R 4.09
+ 0.06

S 16.8
+ 0.3

R 11.4
+ 0.2

234 U

ANGE

1.21
+0.02

1.10
+0.02

1.34
+0.02

1.35
+0.02

__

, ..

Z3 OTh_
Uranium-series
ace (years)

2.95
+0.09

1.37
+0.04

2.90
+O.09

1.82
+0.06

0.877
+0.026

1.18
+0.04

0.0806
+0.0024

0.331
+0.010

128,000 + 20,000

I 5,000SC 40

BOUNDARY FAULT AREA

50 SC 40 S 6.21 1.37 11.2 0.242 F24,000
+ 0.09 +0.02 +0.5 +0.007

R 4.36 1.34 4.56 0.279
+ 0.07 +0.02 +0.14. +0.008

51 SC 31 S 4.77 1.37 1.62 0.164 >8,000
+ 0.07 +0.02 0.O0S +0.005

R 3.50 1.20 1.07 0.587
+ 0.50 +0.02 +0.03 +0.018

IThe outside, oldest pft of travertine vein TSV-30.

2The center, youngest pert of travertine vein TSV-30.

3The outside, oldest part of travertine vein TSV-45.

4The center, youngest part of travertine vein SV-45.

5Sample represents 13 of full vein width of sample TSV-47.

6Sample represents 23 of full vein width of sample TSV-47.

7Different aliquots of calcrete cement sample TSY-31.

lAge cannot be calculated.

Sinner part of dense carbonate rind growing on cobbles.

1The softer and porous outer part of the same rind as 9 (above).

Analytical data and uranium series ages of carbonates at the Nevada Test Site [Trave. travertine: TTrav. tuffaceous
travertine. Calcr. calcrete; SC, soil caliche: 5, acid soluble solution; R. acid insoluble residuel. From Szabo ct
*1.. (1981).
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Sample Uncorrected Isochron plot

No. (x10 3 yr) (x10 3 yr)

CSF 1

CSF 2
34

4.8

41

.2
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>400

>400

>400

.400

Radiometric ages of samples of travertine and tuffaceous travertine analyzed by Knauss (1981). From Knauss
(1981). I -
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NOTE:

1. A DECREASE IN STEPPE INDEX CORRESPONDS TO A WARMING TEMPERATURE TREND. STEPPE
INDEX IS PERCENTAGE OF THE POLLEN FOUND, THAT COMES FROM STEPPE VEGETATION.

2. INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENTS CURVE FOR ATLANTIC OCEAN ARE CORRELATION OF PERCENT OF
GLOBOROTALIA MENARDII WITH MEAN OCEAN TEMPERAURE.

3. AVERAGE CURVE FOR ATLANTIC OCEAN BASED ON SEVERAL FOSSIL SPECIES IN ADDITION TO GLOB-
ORATALIA MENARDII.

Comparison of ages of travertines from Nevada Test Site with global temperature fluctuations during Pleistocene
Modified from Hsu (1978)
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